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the pan amer1can
December 4, 1974·

Edinburg, Texas

No. 13

, Regents To Hear
· UT Tour Report
Morris Atlas, McAllen attorney and chairman of the Pan
American University board of
regents committee studying the
possibilities of a merger with
the University of Te.'Cas system,
said the committee will report
on its information gathering
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ANYBODY FOR A DANISH? 1be Danish gym team will perform in the Pan Am field
house on Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.m. The program, featuring modern Danish gymnastics and folk
dances, is sponsored by the University Center Program Council.

Danish Gymnisf;s To Perfnrm Dec. 15
The University Center
Program Council will present
the Danish Gym team Dec. 15 at
7:30 p.m. in the Pan Am field
house. Tickets are on sale at $1
for students, $2 for general
admission and $3 for reserved

seats.
Ticket locations are in
Edinburg at the First National
Bank, Val's Backdoor Jeanery
and PAU university center. In
McAllen tickets may be pur-

chased at the Ceramic Mart and
Melba's School of Dance. The
Weslaco location is the First
National Bank. In Harlingen,
tickets may be found at the
Emporium. In Brownsville
tickets are available at the Pan
American University Center
physical education department.
Demonstrations will include
modern Danish gymnastics and
folk dances. The majority of the
program is accompanied by

classic and modern music. The
Danish Gym team has toured 49
states in the United States.
They have appeared in Central
America, West Indies, South
America, Australia, New
zeaJand and Asia.
The team is a non-profit
organization approved by the
Danish government. Most of the
performers are in their early
twenties and are not paid for
their parts in the team.

Faculty Elects New Senators
For the first time in i~
history, the faculty senate is
conducting a run-off election for
two senate seats. Voting ends
today.
Vying for a seat in the school
of social sciences are Dr.
Hubert Miller of the history
department and Charles Tripp
of the political science
department. In the school of
science and mathematics, a
run-off election is being held
between Leona Cameron of the
math department and Robert
Close, both of the math
department.

Other senators elected to
serve starting in January inelude Douglas Bartley from the
school of business administration who will replace
Dr. Ed Baldwin. Int.be school of
education, newly elected
senators are Dr. George
Gonzalez and Dr. Dennis McCabe. Dr. Nolan Wood was reelected.
Dr. Norman Browne and Dr.
Carl Seale will serve from the
school of humanities. In the
school of science and math
Frank Judd was elected and Dr.
Joseph Chance was re-elected.
Dr. Jerry Polinard was chosen

from the school of social
sciences. Virginia Haynie will
represent the library.
In all, the faculty senate
includes 20 senators. The new
senators will replace Virginia
Davis and Dr. Barry Thompson
from the school of education,
Earl Frankenberger and Dr.
Nancy Prince from the school of
humanities, DeWayne Hodges
from the school of science and
math, Dr. Bert Levine from the
school of social sciences and
Jean Schelander from the
library. The senators serve
staggered terms and not all are
re-elected at the same time.

school of social sciences,
"Methods of Research" and
"Sociology of Work" will be
offered.
The Manpower Resource
Center at Pan Am will aim at
better preparing future employees for agencies which
handle federal funds for
Manpower Programs. These
Ci.Inds subsidize employment
and unemployment programs
at all lev~ls of government.
An advisory committee,
whose members include
representatives from Department of Labor offices, government agencies and several
representatives from universities, is aiding in the
development of the Manpower
Resource Cent.er. Committee
members
include
Janet
Barkley-Booher from the Office
of the Governor; Edward
Pischedda from the Dall.as
Department of Labor, regional
office; Dr. Lewis Earl from the
University of Houston; Dr.
Vernon Briggs from the
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member of the committee,
became ill. Ruben Cardenas,

Blood Drive Continues
The Newman Club Blood
Drive will continue through 5
p.m. today at the University
Ballroom, according to Rolando
Gonzalez, club president.
Gonzalez, also said anyone
who donates blood insures
himself and his family for six
months. This means that if he or
a member of bis family should
need blood during this six
month period, be may receive it
free.
To be able to donate blood, a
person must weigh at least 110
pounds. A short medical history
will also be taken of the person
donating blood to insure healthy
blood.
According to Gonzalez, there
is a desperate need for blood in
the Valley and some operations

have had to be postponed
because of lack of blood.
Gonzalez also said, "We are
doing it during this time
because we feel that giving part
of yourself to someone is the
best gift you can give on
Christmas."
The blood drive is being
sponsored for the Harlingen
Blood Services.
Newmanites are also sponsoring a clothing drive this
month. They are now collecting
clothes for 30 children in
Reynosa between the ages of 6
and 12. The children were
abandoned in an orphanage.
Clothes donations may be
dropped off at the Student
Center for Social Involvement,
1516 W. Kuhn.

Piper Nominees Selected

In the biggest voter turnout winner, L.A. Youngman, forfor Piper Award nominations, mer principal science departthe Pan Am faculty has selected ment bead.
three professors to be submitted as this year's contenders
for the state-wide awards.
According to Dr. Ted
University of Texas at Austin; vonEnde, chairman of the
Nick Ramirez, director of faculty senate, 162 faculty
Manpower Program Office for members out of approximately
Hidalgo and Willacy Counties, 250, responded. This means that
The third Coffee House to be
and Andew Muniz, Manpower the
choices are
more
Program director for Cameron representative of the entire presented by the University
County.
faculty's preference, he said. Center Program CoW1cil will be
According to Cantu, the
The nominees include Dr. Pat slightly different from previous
committee
meets
ap- Crofts of the math department, presentations.
SWami Dayandanda, a wellproximately once each quarter, _ Dr. J. I..eJI Elliott of the
known
Valley yogi, and Pan Am
chemistry department and Dr.
Wilford Lee of the secondary students will provide the enNew Savings Plan
education department. The terta inment for the Coffee
nominees were selected from House audience Thursday from
To Be Availi-ble
nine preliminary nominees 7-11:30 p.m. in the ballroom.
Beginning in January, chosen by the faculty senate. Admission is free to all
university employees will be
The names have been sub- students.
Students who wish to perf-0rm
able to take advantage of a new mitted by the administration to
payroll deduction program with the Minnie Stevens Piper tomorrow night should contact
the University Federal Credit Foundation for competition Coffee House chairman, Ron
Union.
with nominees from univer- Keller, or may bring their inEmployees will be able to sities and colleges throughout struments to the ballroom and
make loan payments or the state. Ten awards, each be prepared to perform.
Swami Dayandanda's onesystematically save part of including a $1,000 honorarium,
their earnings by having part of are given in recognition of hour presentation also is
their monthly check put into an outstanding achievement in the scheduled for 12:30 p.m. in the
ballroom during the day. His
account with the credit union. field of education.
Persons interested in joining
The winners will be named in talk is entitled ··Yoga
Philosophy and the Unity of
the program must notify the April, 1975.
credit union, 381-3511 .
Pan Am has one previous Religions."

Manpower Center Plans Curriculum
The newly established
Manpower Resource Center is
currently
developing
a
curriculum for a major, minor
and master's program.
The center was incorporated
into the school of business
administration early this fall
under a grant from the U.S.
Department of Labor. Over a
period of four years, Pan Am is
expected to develop a
curriculum leading to a degree
in manpower administration.
According to Rolando Cantu,
Manpower Resource Center
director, the business school
curriculwn committee has been
approached with suggested
curriculum,
but
further
revisions will be made before
course offerings are definite.
He said be hopes a minor will
be offered by next September.
This spring, four manpower
resource courses will be taught
for the first time. In the school
of
business,
· 'Labor
Economics" and "Public
Finance" will be offered. In the

tour of major universities
within the UT system, at a
meeting of the board today at 5
p.m.
The special regents committee toured the UT campuses
at Austin, Arlington and El
Paso Nov. 21-22.
Dr. Fredrich vonEnde,
chairman of the faculty senate
and member of the English
faculty at Pan Am, joined the
touring representatives from

also a McAllen attorney and a
member of the special committee, and Dr. Ralph Schilling,
president or Pan American
University, rounded-out the
four-man group.
The Pan Am group met with
the chancelor of the UT syswn,
Dr. Charles Le Maistre; interim president of UT at Austin,
Dr. Lorene Rogers; president of
UT Arlington, Dr. Wendell M.
Nedderman, and president of
UT at El Paso, Dr. Arleigh
Templeton.
The committee plans at
today's meeting to recommend
expansion of the special
committee to include ex-officio
members of the board of
regents, a second faculty
member,
two
student
representatives and two persons from the Valley, according
to Atlas.

Coffee House
To Feature
Students, Swami
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Students Want Marriage
BY MARTHA MCCLAIN
Most young people still want
to marry and become parents,
according to a recent survey of
31 students taken on the Pan
American campus.
The majority of college
students want to marry for love,
but the female students want to
marry for personal com-

Letter To

patability, the sw·vey indicated. very large l six-10 children} or
Seventy per cent of the stt:dents very small I one-three children)
interviewed, plan to combine families.
marriage, children and a
Less than 50 per cent of the
career. Twenty six per cent females thought
it was
1three
males and three necessary to exchange vows of
females l don't plan to have obedience in the wedding
children. Most of the females ceremony, and more than 51 per
plan to have children, but also cent of the males thought it was
want a career after the children necessary. Sexual fidelity was
are in school. They want either vie.wed overwhelmingly more
important than financial
The Ed~·tor
security or having children by
the females. Males were split
half and half with having
children and unancial secw-ity
being equally important.

Mother Explains Need
For Day Care Center
.. (Ed. note: The following
letter was written by ex-student
senator Kerry Harr, who
spearheaded the day care
center issue on campus in the

Now the day care idea has
been reopened and it seems that
we will finally have a child care
facility on campus. However, I
believe the real need has been
fall of 1973. ➔
overlooked. Apparently the day
As. a divorcee and the mother care center will be restricted to
will children aged 3-5 and wil1 have
of a 2-year-old, my opinions · a bilingual-bicultural program.
not be included, as those of
other parents may not be, in the
The bilingual-bicultural idea
forthcoming married students' is good, but-the real need for _a
poll concerning the establish- campus day care center 1s
ment o[ a campus day care fo~nd with the parents of
center. Therefore, I would like children aged 2 and under.
to make my views known here.
If a suitable center or pri,ate
Two years ago, I began the babysitter will accept these tiny
day care center drive and people, the cost is outrageous.
solicited. aid from the student Also, while there are at least 18
body, the PAU administration licensed day care centers in this
and various members of the area, there are none in Ed;nwelfare department. Last year, burg set up to care for children
I wrote several articles in · 'The under the age of 2. It is most
Pan American' on the need for diconcerting to leave an infant
a day care center here. Parents in, say, Harlingen and spend the
responded, and a list of their whole day--every day-in
names was compiled in the Edinburg. The age restrictions
student government office. of the proposed PAU day care
1This list is "'not available" this center will create a carbon copy
year.)
of those other 18 cehters.
Mike Perez then PAUSA I have been told by semipresident, appointed a com- reliable sources in the PAU
mittee to investigate the need student ~o".'ernment that the
for a day care center. Quite age restnct10ns here are due to
naturally this committee- the extra cost and liabilities of
which con~isted of one young, opening the f~cility, to ba~ies. I
unmarried male who could not say, though, if we re going to
comprehend the impossible have the center at all, let's do it
situation of parents commuting rlght! Let's meet the real needs
anywhere from six to 40 mile of the students and not
distances who had no suitable discriminate against little
place to leave their children- people simply because they cost
did very little. So I ran for and a little more. Aren't they worth
was elected to the student it'!
senate. Receiving no help from
anyone anywhere, I finally gave
Drew Harr's mom
up.

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES

PARTS

More than half of the males
thought women should change
their name to their husbands
when they marry. Threefourths of the females interviewed said they wanted to
change their name to their
hus_band 's '!Vhen they marry.
The average age for
projected marriage among all
students interviewed is 28.
Their most admired female is
Barbara Walters and most
admired maJe is Henry
Kissinger.
Very few students considered
premarital sex immoral, only
one male and one female. Those
who thought it was immoral
were already married.

STUDENTS from the College Assistance Migrant Program
( CAMP) recently held a community clean up campaign for the
elderly and disabled in Edinburg. Joe Vargas, Victoria Ochoa,
Minerva Rangel and project chairwoman Rita Contreras were
some of the students who participated in the city-wide project.

Americans Should Recall Sacrifice
To the Editor:
The clock shows the time to
be 7:45 a.m. on a Sunday
morning some 33 years ago. As
America clings on to its doctrine of absolute neutrality,
little does it know that a neighboring nation races to break the
bonds of noncommitment. As
the large hand of the clock
advances one minute, some 360
planes bearing the emblem of
the Imperial Government of
Japan unmercifully open fire
upon the sleeping U.S. naval
arsenal at Pearl Harbor.
The one-sided battle lasts but
a small amoW1t of time, yet the
outcome is too horrible to bear - 18 vessels and 174 planes
destroyed or damaged severely
and some 3,581 casualties.
Shortly afterwards, news of
the massacre hit the American

people, and the results are a
commitment
fever.
The
following day, the wounds still
burn as Congress meets under
an
emergency
meeting.
President Roosevelt takes the
Uoor and introduces a proposal
that leads Congress to declare
war.
So it was a little over three
decades ago that America
opened its eyes and proceeded
to insure the existence of
freedom from tyranny. As Dec
7, 1974, draws near, would it not
berespect£ulto remember those

Contact Pair Found
A pair of contact lenses in a
brown leather case has been
found in the science complex
and may be claimed in science
building 111.
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Lee Considers Japan Trip
Dr. Kuo-Wei Lee of the
political science department
may have the opportunity to
update his knowledge of Japan
and Communist China this
swnmer. Dr. Lee is considering
applying for a five-week
educators' seminar in Japan
during June and July of 1975,
sponsored by the Association of
Colleges and Universities for
International - lntercultural
Studies, Inc.
The seminar will be open to 30
educators from the 35 schools,
including Pan Am, which
comprise ACUIIS. The overall
aim of the trip will be to get to
know the people of Japan and
their culture, Dr. Lee said. The
U.S. group will visit schools,
businesses, industries, art
centers, religious sites and will
spend some time in a Japanese
home.
- Dr. Lee is anxious to participate in the seminar because
be sees it as an opportunity to
strengthen his teaching here.
For the last four years, he has
taught courses on the government and politics of Asia. He

feels he· can improve his approach if he is able to incorporate in the course more
recent and more personal information on the Japanese
people, culture and society.
In addition, Dr. Lee sees the
trip as an opporhmity to collect
more recent information on
Communist China. According to
him, Japan maintains close
diplomatic relations with
Communist China, closer than
any other country. The two
countries' cultures are very
close, Dr. Lee also said.
Although he is currently
engaged in research on Asian
politics, Dr. Lee's interest in
Communist China is enhanced
by the fact that he was born
there before the communist
take-over.
According to the ACUIIS
description of the seminar, its
purpose is to better prepare
professors already engaged in
teaching courses related to
Asian life. Japan is a very
important country in the world,
Dr. Lee said, ranking as the
third economic world power

after the United states and
Russia. Or. Lee believes the
seminar will provide a good
opportunity to learn about the
Japanese people, their culture
and their politics.
Dr. Lee has taught government here as an associate
professor since 1969. Before
that, he taught at East Texas
State University in Commerce.
His Ph.D. in political science
was awarded by the University
of Oregon.
Dr. Lee is looking forward to
participating in the seminar. He
is interested in Asian politics
and through Japanese friends,
he feels he knows the culture of
the society. If be is accepted for
the seminar, Dr. Lee said the
only drawback to bis participation would be financial.
Pan Am's membership in
ACUJIS is handled through the
division of inter-American
affairs and international
education, and Dr. Lee said the
division may not be able to
financially assist him in taking
the trip.

IK's Choose 20 Ladies Of Camelot
Twenty Pan Am coeds were
chosen as the Intercollegiate
Knights' Ladies of Camelot for
the 1974-75 academic year.
The new members include
Diana Cantu, Yoli Davila, Anna
Fuentes,
Edda
Garcia,
Margarita Garcia, Terry
Garza, Vehna de la Garza,
Yvonne Garza, Diana Gonzalez,
Joan Grigsby, Carmen Guerra,
Susarma Guerra, Patty Hat•
cher, Vilma Hernandez, Diana
Lopez, Yoli Martinez, Sandra
Salinas, Gloria Tijerina, Diana
Villarreal and Yoli Zamora.

The Ladies of Camelot is an

Guerra, George Echazarreta,

auxiliary organization to the IK

Richard Chapa, Juan Falcon,

chapter on campus. The
auxiliary helps out the IK's in
their various service functions
and money raising projects.
The IlC's and the Ladies of
Camelot, along with 1K Pages,
are currently raising money to
help rebuild the Lighthouse for
the Blind in Harlingen, a
rehabilitation and work center
for the blind.
This fall's Pages include John

utadine f!7<Ylfflta/4
For

The Holiday Season Ahead

"Wear The Look Of Today
For A Lovely Tomorrow ... "

Sam Garcia, George Zamora,
Hector
Cavazos,
Javier
Longoria, Rolando Barrera,
David Closner, Rafael Lopez,
Danny Garza, Jose Negrete,
Roel Corona and Rudy Lopez.

Pan Am Instructor
Writes For Magazine
How do you collaborate, in
writing, a series of articles
when your co-author and
subject matter files are more
than 500 miles away?
Jan Seale, a Pan Am English
instructor, can give the answer.
She and a colleague, a Denton,
Texas
doctor,
recently
prepared a series of articles on
the expectant mother, and the
series was published in a
quarterly parents' magazine,
"Expecting." She collaborated
with Dr. Bryan Boatright of
Denton in the series.
The team gets together
maybe once a year and occasionally has telephone conversation with replies sent on
cassette tapes. Mrs. Seale

writes the article based on her
Jwn experiences of chiJdbirth
along with Boatrigbt's observations. Boatright then
corrects the article, she rewrites it and it is submitted for
publication.
These articles are published
in the quarterly parents'
magazine. There has been a
series of five articles written
with two more to be published
this year.The original name of
one of the articles was 'Those
Roller Coaster Feelings After
Deli very." Now each article
has its separate title. The ar.
ticles range on topics from
"question and replies for your
doctor" to so-called "baby
blues."

HnisrcFHE~S
MEN'S

l920NORTHTENTH

WEAR

JERRYCURL

MCALLEN

FOR CHRISTMAS
SOMETHING UNIQUE
Shirts from Chicbicastenango
Wall hangings from Colombia
Guayaberas from Nicaragua
Blouses from Guatemala
Art from Panama
SOUTH AMERICAN
ART & CLOTHING
EL CENTRO MALL
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Dancers To Enliven
Health, PE Meeting
By CHERIE GOSSETI
With
much
whooping,
hollering and clapping of hands
the Pan American Dancers will
present a special program of
dance at the annual convention
of the Texas Association for
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation in Houston Friday.
This program, for many of
the 19 member group, will be
the realization of a long awaited
dream and honor.
Members of this unique group
include Alma Arredondo , Bruce
Barker,
Rudy
Carrera,
Elizabe th Contreras, Eric
Contreras, Cris de la Cruz,
Belinda Flores, Diana Garza,
Mary Garza, Diana Hinojosa,
Mary King , Dora Luna ,
Yolanda
Luna,
Drucilla
Longoria, Amalia Mata, Mario
Segura , Elvia Silerio, Kent
Smither and Henry Valenzuela.
The Pan American Dancers.
organized in 1970 by Amilda
Thomas of the physical
education department, is a
group of energetic, talented
Pan Am students who present
programs of traditional folklore
dance with the sparkle and
expertise often lacking in many
similar dance groups. This
group's enthusiasm matches
that of many top notch
television groups. One often
gets the impression while
watching the Pan Am dancers
perform that they not only
enjoy what they're performing,
but that they also Wlderstand
and respect their dances.
These dancers are not out to
impress their audiences with a
few fancy dance steps and
dHficult
coreographed
manuevers. Indeed, some of
their numbers are quite simple.
Their genuine enjoyment is
generated to the audience,
11 1mgled with their knowledge of
d.mce.
The Pan American Dancers,
an outgrowth of a Pan Am folk
and square dance class taught

on campus four years ago, was
created to preserve the
traditions of folk dances from
many countries. Due to the
proximity of the Mexican
border the major portion of
their repertoire is made up of
both traditional and contemporary Mexican folk
dances.
Bright, decorative costumes
and strict adherence to local
customs and dance characterize the groups entertaining
and educational performances.
The group has performed for
many on and off campus
organizations and events. They
recently presented an "Evening
of Dance" last Monday in the
Pan Am fine arts auditorium.
They have performed at
basketball half-time shows, at
local beauty contests, during
Pan Am freshman orientation
and at the Mexican Independence Day ceremonies in
the PEMEX casino in Reynosa,
Mexico.

CAMP To Send
Fifi Victims $300
A $300 check will be sent to
the Red Cross in Honduras for
the victims of Hurricane Fili
courtesy of students of the
College Assistance Migrant
Program (CAMP).
Students raised the money
through a benefit dance held
Oct. 27 in Mission sponsored by
CAMP.

UCPC To Show
'Teatro Campesino'
The University Center
Program Council film committee will present "El Teatro
Campesino" Thursday at 4:30
and 5:30 p.m. in science
auditorium two. The film is
based on a National Education
television special on farmworkers. Admission is free to
the public.

•
PAN AM DANCERS practice routine for performance in Houston's Sheraton-Hilton
before the Texas Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation dance division
on Friday.

Bicentennial Group,
Folklore Society
To Work Together
The
PAU Bicentennial
Committee recently met to
discuss the possibility of
working together with the
Folklore
Society
being
organized by Juan Chavira and
Robert
Trotter of the
behavioral science deparbnent.
According to Roberto Contreras, chairman for the
committee, the Folklore Society
needs financial help in order to
purcqase tapes, tape recorders
and other material needed to
collect,catalogue, preserveand
distribute the folklore data of
the Lower Rio Grande Valley.
The Bicentennial Committee
voted to cooperate with the
Folklore Society.
Members of the committee are
Dr. Hubert Miller, Lino Garcia,
Dr. Jack Holiday, Dr. J.G.
Barefield, Carlos Calderon and
R. Lillian Noyes.

RUMLEY'S
For ,\lt•11

ARROW

JOCKEl

~lorf'

Free Gift Wrapping the year round.

HAGGAR

FLORSHEIM

SO!J1'H SIDE SQUARE
Ed nb r£ 383-1801

llTEllE'I
Fashionable Ladies Apparel

2'2-4 E. CANO

EC>IN801t.G

The Houston Police need 2,000 new faces.

Levi Pantal
~x-

,{ Gatsby USA

,, ~ Levi Jeans
-~

Madman

I
i~:

~f

{'.~~f~:

Mach 11

Arrow
D'Gala

Spire
Male

Houston's growth requires almost doubling
the size of its Police Department A career
opportunity is waiting for you. There are no
quotas or waiting lists . We need qualified
people now
A career with the Houston Police is a special
opportunity for people who w1sl1 to con1inue
their education Full tuition scl1olarships in
Police Administration are available to every
Houston Police Officer. Funds are provided
through a federal program G! benefits apply
to our GI accredited academy I a special
bonus for veterans.

,JEA
ANO HARVF.
B'S COLO

If you are a man 5'7" or a woman 5' tall between 19-35 years old and t1ave a high

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ~ - - - - -

school diploma or the equivalent, you may
qualify for this exciting career opportunity.
If you are interested in $787 per month while
you are training a 3-week paid vacation after
one year, $12.000 a year after three years.
and much more check us out. He.re 's a
chance to help people in a very real way,
and help yourself to an exciting career at the
same time Come by and get the full story:

Houston Police Recruiting
One Allen Center Building, 18th Floor
500 Dallas at Smith Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 222-4041
An EQuat Opportunity Emoloyer
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Sammy Enchan-ts Spanish Play Audiences
BY BEATRICE EGLE
philosopher, a poet, a
singer, a loyal son a girl watcher-the happy-go-lucky
lead character of "Samuel la
Carretilla," a Spanish play
written by Dr. Sylvia M.
Dominguez of the foreign
languages department, was all
of these.
Performing before a total
audience of approximately 2,000
in three presentations, the past
two weekends,
Eduardo
Olivares led the cast in an
outstanding performance of the
three-act tragi-<:omedy. Portraying Sammy, the town fool of
San Andreas, Olivares put forth
an admirable and unforgettable
performance.
Sammy's character
is
diverse, yet Olivares perfectly
blended
the
serious
philosophical side of the fool's
personalitywith the pitiful, less
than sane side. Sammy is not
a stupid fool Instead he was
more like Shakespeare's wise
fools whose words and insight
were saner and more perceptive than the •·sane''
characters of the play.
Sammy's insight allows him
to see the equality of men when
A

confronted with death. His
words
become
more
meaningful in the face of Don
Policarpio's, Senior Rico's and
Senorita Plata's repeated
assertions of superiority to the
impoverished Sammy.
"Samuel la Carretilla" is a
thought-provoking
play.
Sammy, although the ooject of
a cruel practical joke by the
townspeople is the protoganist
of the drama. The audience
empathizes with his suffering
at the hands of the people of San
Andreas. The rest of the
characters become the antagonists in the eyes of the
audience.
After watching Sammy die a
martyr's death, the audience
must ask itself who is truly
sane. Realizing that Sammy
ignores the artificial barriers of
sociaJ status and wealth, while
the rest of the characters
emphasize
them,
the
audience must consider the
possibility that Sammy is
saner.
Dr. Dominguez'play provides
a critical look at the vaJues of
society, not just of San Andreas
society, but of all societies. San

Andreas is a microcosm of all
societies. All societies including
the wealthy, the poor. the
frustrated, the contented.
Audiences responded enthusiastically to the play. applauding and laughing several
times in the course of the play.
Dr. Dominguez is already
making plans to present
"Samuel la Carretillat1 in the
mid-Valley during December.
Also, she has received a request
to present it in Rfo Grande City,
probably during the spring
semester.
Dr. Dominguez and the cast
have combined their talents to
produce an outstanding play.
The influence of the performance will not end with the
play itself, however. As soon as
proceeds
from the three
performances are tabulated
the money will finance a
number of scholarships to be
awarded by the division of
inter-American affairs and
international education.
The play was presented at the
Pan Am Cine arts auditorium

primarily for students, faculty
and staff
ov. 21 and for

TG&:Y

fffJ fam.ily center
rd

421 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
DINBURG

duding the planet Jupiter in the
early evening and Saturn later
in the evening. The observatory
telescopes wiU be open to the
public until approximately
10:30 p.m. if the sky is clear.
Reser9ations may be made
by calling the planetarium
office at 361-3531. Admission is
25 cents for students, 50 cents
for faculty, staff and teachers
with ID cards, and 75 cents for
adults. Planetariwn and observatory officials ask that all
persons arrive on time and
suggest that shows are not
designed
for
pre-school
children.

Photo Contest Offers
Free Trip To Europe
Pan Am students interested propriateness of the subject
in photography can win a free matter to a specific category.
trip to Europe and $5,000 in cash
Contestants may enter as
to spend in the Minolta photo many photos as they wish. as
contest for college students.
long as each entry is acContestants, whose pictures companied by an official entry
are published in the College form.
Gallery, a special section to
Minolta has divided the
appear periodically in "College contest into eight categories.
Magazine," will receive $100 in
Official enlr forms can be
cash.
obtained from Minolta's adThe grand prize includes two vertising department at 101
months vacation in Europe next Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J.,
summer for the winner, 07446.
selected by the judges. The
All entries must be postwinner and friend will each marked by Jan. 20, 1975 and
receive a Minolta SR-T 102, 35 received by Jan. 31, 1975.
mm reflex camera.
The contest is open to all
undergraduate and graduate
students, both male and female.
Elements considered in the
judging, to be conducted by an
independent
organization,
include visual effectiveness,
technica I ability and a p-

Art Club Finishes
C3:rnival Photos
Students and faculty members who had their pictures
taken at the Art Club's photo
booth at the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin may now pick
up their photographs.
The pictures are available in
the art department, second
floor of the fine arts building.

DEPT.
~

~
REG. $4.98

REG. $5.98 ALBUMS

SPANISH ALBUMS
$3.69
8-TRACK TAPES
REG. $6.98
REG. $7.98
$5.77
$6.77

' $437
REG. $6.98 ALBUMS

$5.57
$6.57

REG. $7.98 ALBUMS

P..•--------•----••----,1

Planetarium To Feature
Christmas Celebrations
The
Pan
American
planetarium and obi;ervatory
will present ·•Toe Christmas
Program" Dec. 6, 13 and 20 at 7
and 6:30 p.m. and Dec. 6 and 22
at 2:30 p.m.
The show is a family program
that wlil present Christmas
celebrations throughout the
world and the sky at night as
seen by the Wise Men 2,000
years ago, according to
planetarium and observatory
officials.
The observatory's 17-inch
reflecting telescope with a new
aluminized mirror will be set up
for observation of objects in-

general audiences at the
McAJlenCivicCenter ov. 29-30.

WIZARD HAND CALCULATOR
MINI-SIZED HAND COMPUTER WITH BIG
FEATIJRES! 4 FUNCTION OPERATION, PERCENT
KEY. FAST 8 DIGIT CAPABWTY. HANDSOME
PLASTIC CASE.

ONLY

ll ■ raa
11111111

111111 II
111111111
11aa11

$4995

I

=· •4•1·

plcturN

~

M-4104

Polarokl Color Pac:11
Cameni M4107 39..95

DELUXE
AM-FM

PORTABLE RADIO

$3gss

PERSONAL
. SIZE PORTABLE

$73ss

TIil 9' DIAGONAL SCREEN TV HAS A SHARP,
BRIGHT PICTURE. EARPHONE JACK CARRYING
HANDLE. IDEAL GIFT FOR ANYONE.

THE FAMILY STORE
AND CATALOG ORDER CENTER

215 EAST CANO

EDINBURG

7~~
COVER UP YOUR BEAUTIFUL BODY
WITH SUPER THREADS

THE

FROM

"WEAR" HOUSE OF EDINBURG
"WHERE MOST ITEMS ARE U DER $10
ACROSS FROM PAU CAMPUS

FREE GIFT WRAPPING WITH $10.00 PURCHASE
E-Z-lAY-A-WAY

CASH
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Valley Schools Expect
248 Student Teachers
Two hundred
and
48
education students are now
preparing to student teach in a
number of Valley schools
during the spring.
Meetings in the various
school districts have been
scheduled to orient the students
on their roles next semester.
Elementary student teachers
assigned to the Pharr~ JuanAlamo school district will meet
today at 1:30 p.m. at Ford
Elementary School in Pharr.
PSJ A secondary student
teachers will meet Friday at 3
p.m. at the high school.
Secondary student teachers
in the Edinburg district will
meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at
the high school. Elementary
student teachers in McAllen
will meet Jan. 6 at 3:30p.m. at
Zavala School.

Music Department
To Show Operas
The music department of Pan
American will show eight films
of opera performances by the
Hamburg Opera Company, to
the university community,
December through April.
The films were made for
German television, and there
will be only one showing of each
film. They will be shown in the
fine arts complex recital hall
starting Dec. 5, with the
showing of "Zar und Zimmerman". " Freischutz" will be
shown Dec. 15 and "Hochzeit
des Figaro' will be shown Jan.
7. January 14, "Meistersinger
l" will be shown. January 20
will feature "Meistersinger 11"
and Feb. 4, "Wozzeck" will be
shown. March 18, "ZauberOote" will be featured, anll
April 21, "Fidelio" will be
shown.

All other student teachers
will be notified of meetings
later on or are ex peeled to
meet individually with administrators in their district.
Secondary student teachers
lead the list, totaling 102.
Elementary student teachers
total 71 and elementary kindergarten, 43. Thirty-two
student teachers from the Pan
Arn Brownsville Center bring
the list to 248.
The greatest number of
student teachers has been
assigned to Edinburg with 42 at
the secondary level, 34 at the
elementary level and 10 at the
elementary kindergarten level.
In PSJA assignments include 26
secondary student teachers, 14
elementary and 12 elementary
kindergarten.
In McAllen 15 student
teachers have been assigned to
secondary schools, 15 to
elementary
and
11
to
elementary kindergarten. Four
secondary, three elementary
and six elementary kindergarten student teachers will
work in Harlingen.
In Weslaco, four will teach in
secondary schools, one in
elementary and three in
elementary kindergarten. In
Donna, two will student teach in
secondary schools and one in
elementary. Seven will teach i1'
Mission secondary schools and
two in Sharyland secondary
schools. Two elementary
student teachers have been
assigned to Raymondville and
one to Mercedes.
The Brownsville Center group
includes 11 elementary, 13
elementary kindergarten and
eight secondary
student
teachers.

Teaching Centers Plan
Spring Methods Courses

-C-a-Ie-nd_ar____

-1

WEDNESDAY
SAACS; 4-5, SB3
HOPE : 6:30-8:30 p.m. , UC
IFC; 7:30-8:30 p.m., UC 306306A
Greek Council; 8:30-10 p.m., UC
306-306A
Club de Espanol; 4-o p.m., UC
307-307A
El Sol ; 5:30-6:30, UC 306
Spanish Club; 8 p.m.-12 p.m.,
Ballroom
Newman; 9-5 p.m., Ballroom
THURSDAY
Newman; l :40-2:55, Chapel
1K; HI p.m., UC 307
SWSA; 5:30-6:30 p.m., LA 124
IK Page Class; 6:30-7 p.m., UC
307
Alpha Chi; 3-5 p.m., UC 307A
SWSA; 5:30-8 p.m., UC 305A

SUNDAY
Theta Chi Rho; 6:30-10 p.m., UC
305A
IFC Swim Meet; 12-6 p.m., pool
MONDAY
Phi Kappa Theta; 7:30-9:30
p.m., UC 306
Kappa Sig; 7:30-9:30 p.m., UC
305A
Day Care; 9-10, UC 307A
TUESDAY
Newman; 1 :40-2:55, Chapel
Vets; 1:40-2:55, EB 159
Delta Zeta; 6-9 p.m., UC 307307A

Interview Schedule
The following companies and
schools will be represented on
campus during December .
Prospective graduates may
schedule job placement in.terviews with the placement
office in university center, 116.
Dec. 5 - Regional Administrator of National Bank;
San Antonio Independent School
District, all majors ; Houston
rso, elementary education,
biology , business education,
chemistry, English, math,
physics and social studies
majors.
Dec. 5-6 - McAllen ISO, all
majors.
Dec. 6 - Brownsville ISO, all
majors,
secondary
and
elementary.
Dec. 10 - Christian Youth
Organization, looking for a
prospective graduate to work
with high school students.
Dec. 11 - Victoria lSD. all
majors; Harvard University,
prospective graduate students.
Dec. 11-12 -- UCLA. all
majors.

Elementary
education
majors who wish to enroll in
methods courses to be taught at
the various teaching centers in
the spring semester must preregister for the individual
courses by Dec. 6 in education
building, 146.
Undergraduate courses
scheduled in teaching centers
are as follows:
Lamar Elementary

Zavala Elementary,
McAllen
Ed. 1301.01, Ed. 1301.02 Introduction to Teaching, 'ITl
and TT 2, Hardwicke
Ed. 3323 01 Teaching Reading,
TI <I, Davis
Ed.
3327.03
Teaching
Elementary Social studies,
TT 3, More
Ford Elementary,

Edinburg

Ed. 1301.03 Introduction to
Teaching, TT 4, Aguirre
Ed. 3321.02 Teaching Language
Arts, TT 3, Esparza
Ed. 3323.04 Teaching Reading,
TI 2, Aguirre
Due to lhe nature of these
field-oriented
courses,
enrollment will be limited and
students should pre-register
as soon as possible.

Ed . 1301.04 Introduction to
Teaching, MWF 2, Solis
Ed. 3321.01 Teaching Language
Arts, TT 2, Taylor
Ed. 3323.03 Teaching Reading,
TT 1, Taylor. t Ed. 3321 01 and
3323.03 must be taken
together.)
Ed
3328.03
Teaching
Mathematics, TI 3, McCabe

PSJA

Spanish Club To Hold Dance
The Spanish Club will sponsor

a dance tonight in the ballroom
at 8 p.m. "Los Classicos of
Robert Pulido " one of the most
popular Spanish groups in the
country, and "The Latin
Hearts," a group from Rio
Grande City and
"La
Generacion Mexicana" will
provide music.
Advance tickets are available
in university center, 337 for $2.
r

The price at the door . will be
$2.50. The club in~ites all
students to atte d.

BSU To Show

'The Rapture'

··The Rapture," a 40-minute
fibn on the projected retw-n of
Christ, will end the Baptist
Student Union's weekJy Friday
night programs for this
semester Friday at 8 p.m.

1

For The Perfeet Gift Everytlme-Jewelry
A Gllt That WUl Last Forever
110 N. 12th

MARRY ME!

"

Edinburg

383-2432

Not Until You
Visit Adam's
And Get A
Fashionable
Tuxedo.

)

THE ALLEY
SHOP
JUNIOR BOUTIQUE
''S~methin For Everyone For Christmas''
f)

And Fello's Dig This, Adam's
Is Out To Save You Some Cash. How?
With A Free Tuxedo For The Groom
When Renting 3 Or More Tuxedos For
His Wedding Party.

So Come Check Us Out.
~

..-.-

~\

BEHIND THE FRIST NATION BANK
EDINBURG
~

'&~~

El Centro Mall
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Golfers Grab Big Win I / Ji:Win A _ ·_
At Brownsville Tourney .1/~ Pizza! ~~
Pan American's surging golf
Bron s pulled a double-take In
wiMing the Jimmy Demar~t
Collegiate Golf Tournament m
Brownsville. The Broncs en-

tered two teams, o. l and o.
2, in defense of the title they
claimed

at the tourney last

year.
The Broncs regained that
title, but it was team No. 2 all
the way that did the defending.
The o. 1 team [irushed way
back in the ninth position out of

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

13 entering teams.
;)lmth on the Bronc's No. Two
The medalist for the tour- team .

nament was Pan Am's Jerry
Smith who carted a final round
73
to take those medalist
honors at 221 for three days.
Behind Smith was Jim Mundell

The
o. 1 team saw Ed
Ghelardini. with a 242; Carlos
Pamplona with 247, Bruce
Marlins with a 248 ; a nd Jose
Martinez and Al J ones were
disqualified during the competition .
The method C-0ac h Oton
1Tony ) Guerrero of Pan
American uses to determine his
first and second squad is
simple , the men play qualifying
rounds to claim their position on
the two five--men squads. The
team's are not compiled by just
the coach's decision.
--1 don 't pick the players for
the teams, they pick themselves," Guerrero explained.
Those qualifying rounds came
just one week ahead of the
tourney.

of Angelo State with a 227 and
Bob Ladd of Rice with a 229.
Team-wise, the University of
New Mexico followed Pan Am's
three-day tot.al of 939 with their
947. Rice, the only Southwest
Conference team in the t-0urnament, edged into third place
with a total of 958.
Following in order after that
were Howard Payne, Stephen
F . Austin and Southwest Texas

Let us help you:

PLAN AHEAD

State all at 9l>9, Angelo State at
CPA
960, t. Thomas at 968, the
THE BECKER
Bronc o. 1 team at 973, Trinity
CPA REVIEW COURSE at 981, Hardin-Simmons at 988,

To Become a

CALL COLLECT

Sul Ross at 1005 and the
University of Monterrey at 1030.

SAN ANTONIO

Other

512-341-3423
Our Succeulul S1uden11 ~•present

1/4oFUSA

scores

of

Pan

American players are 236 for

Highschoolers

Daniel Struve, 238 for Joe
Young; 244 for Juan Martinez
and 246 for Jeff Long. All these
were members along with

Get In l"'heap

(Rebounds)

(Points Scored)

(Name)
(Address)

(Phone)

....... ....

...

,,., ............

....

....,,,..,_

At Bronc Game

FOR
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

Tonight is the rught for you
a nxious hig h-s c hoole r s! Any

THE SCHOOL
ROOM
OF

high cbool student wlU be
admitted for 50 cents to the
Bronc baske tball game tonight
a gainst the Univers ity of
Mexico City .
ually gene ral admission
ticke ts sell ror two dollars
a piece at the games.

DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

1807 North 10th

Grab your quill and jot down a logical guess a to the tot.al
number of points that will be s cored in the basketball game
between the Pan American Broncs and the University of Texas
at Arlington team that will be playing this Saturda)' night at the
Fieldhouse.
The fan that does get the close t to that magic figure will be
pre nl.ed hvo pizza tickets for his honest efforts.
In case o[ a lie on that number also place a decent number in
the second blank representing what you think will be the
number of rebounds the Pan Am team will pull down for the
night.
Get this blank to the Newspaper office in Emilia Hall before
4: 30 p .m. on Friday if you wish to qualify. Then hold your breath
and watch 'em score !

McAllen

Armed Fon:u Ke:alt h Profession Schola,-.hip Progr.,.m

If you're one of tomon-ow's physicians,
there are some things you should know
today.

LOOK AT WHAT THE
EMPORIUM HAS FOR YOU
THIS CHRISTMAS!

DITTO SUITS FOR GIRLS
WESTERN CUT SUITS
FOR BOTH OF YOU
FAMOUS BRAND NAME

SWEATERS, VESTS AND JACKETS
JEWELRY
For That Very Special Someone
\\l \ II

TRY A ~ HOTEPATCH
~I\\

WHATEVER YOU DESIRE
WE'LL STICK IT ON YOU

ALL YOUR FAVORITE FRAGRANCES
For instance. You should know about the OP·
portunit,es offered by Armed Forces Health
Car e. As an off ice r in t he serv ice of your
choice you'll work in modern facilities. With
up-to-date equipment. And modern up- odate professionals in every a rea of Health

Care.

For example. You should know that
Armed Forces Health Ca re Offers opport unities for in1t1al training and advanced study in

practically every specialty. Not to mention
the oppartuni ly to practice It.
You shOuld know, 10">, that we make it
poss1ble for you to pursut a post-residency
feHowsh1p at either milrtary or civilia n insli-

Just one more thlng .•. we hink if you
know all the farts, today, you may want o be
one or us tomorrow.
Find out Send ,n the coupon and get
the facts today
lM,. ~,. flrn.:•d . - , .

• ,

I Armt'tJ Fortes Stt 01.ir5tJ1ps

I Po Ao A,
I P<!or..:, Ill. 611>14
1
, • ,·
10,
I A· r .,~.y ln•F -cc

1

1 t9' t,

• - .,,. ,

2

;;-;-1;-7

1ono ... 1n:i cu~ •~m
,.
1

1
I

I

PLUS MUCH, MUCH, MORE

I 0t,111,,r
v,10, 1 , •
PD!J ,,1 _ ON , •,
t th01 ogy PnDt
1
·1" ' - ---,----,,------

AT

l"
l
l

_ __ p,

• ,._ -

A11e1,c,~----------

1

I

tutions.
And 1f an his strikes a spark, hen you
should certainly know about our scholarship

I
1 C•tr·---------1
1
1 .s,Q_ _ _ _ _ _ __ z ~-~ - - 1

~~m.
If you qualify. the tuition for your medi·

ti

ca1 education will be covered fully while you
participate ,n the program. Ano during that
ttme you'll receive a good monthly stipend .

SHOES-HATS-BELTS
SUSPENDERS

~--------:

___

•. ,_____

__

,. ·

~-

,.

1

1

I
.._ ____ _ __________________ _.
,

1

Armed ForcH Health Car•

Dedica ted 10 Medicine and the people who pract,ce ii .

------

202 E. MclNTYRE

EDINBURG
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McDaniel Goes With Phils

Bronc Baseballer Signs Pro Contract
By RON KEUER
Leo McDaniel, a Pan Am
senior and varsity baseball
letterman, came a little bit
closer to attaining his "lifelong
ambition." He disclosed the
details of his contract signed
with the Phlladelphia Phillies,
Monday Dec. 3.
fwrcDaniel said the contract
included a guaranteed salary
which begins when be reports to
the National League team's
spring trainin, camp in
Clearwater, F orida. Tbe

gimmic pitch.
McDaniel has developed the
fork ball and throws it "as well
or better than several pitchers
using it in the major league at

the 1974 season.
McDaniel was scouted by
several other National League
teams including the Montreal
Expos, the Cincinnati Reds and
the Chicago Cubs. McDaniel
said he was very pleased to
have been signed by the
Phillies, as "they have a great

Newsmen Take Shots

ARTURO.VELA INSURANCE AGENC

Hold onto your hats and get to shoot five free throws at that
ready for intense excitement. basket 15 feet away instead of
The sixth annual News Media just writing about someone else
Free-Throw Championship of doing it.
Texas is about to unfold.
The winner of this com•
The contest, which will be petition will be presented a
presented to the public at large, shiny trophy for his ef•
halftime of the Broncs' third forts. His efforts are sinking
home basketball game, will put more of the five attempts than
the mostly.read, little•seen any of the other news media
members of the Valley news people. Should there be a tie
media on display. The con- after five shots, there will be a
testants, which are still being sudden death playoff between
signed at this very minute, have _the tying members.

Leo McDaniel

farm system and a great in•
structional league."
Bronc baseball coach, Al
Ogletree, seemed to be quite
proud of McDaniel and said,
"he's an asset to any team he
plays for, and I think he has
great possibilities in pro
baseball. I just wish we had him
here for one more season."
McDaniel is 22 years old and
went to High school in La
Marque, Texas, where he lettered in football and baseball.
He transferred to Pan Am
from Blinn Junior College in
Brenham, Texas, in 1972, where
he lettered twice in baseball.
McDaniel and his wife,
~ennie1 live in McAllen.

Phillies' training camp opens this time," according to the
Phillies' scout.
March 1, 1974.
While playing in the Bronc
- The Philadelphia team's
~w._ho signed McDaniel ~d uniform, McDaniel was used
he would be placed on the roster sparingly. He pitched one in·
of the Phillies' New York ning in relief in a game against
Pennsylvania minor league TCU, and was then the starting
team. Phillies scout Doug pitcher in the second half of the
Gassaway told McDaniel that day's doubleheader. He was the
he had what the major league only Pan Am pitcher to defeat
teams were looking for - a the TCU Horned Frogs during

Auto •. ti le
Bus I niu

lorkial!ns Co ■ p.
llobl leH011d·ln1..

•

Ho ■ eowners

··

1412 W. JJniversity
- Across '1-om Student Center

Me1ica

I~•·

383-5366
Edinburg

rlg_W:&JtoWIP4G...

.
.
'
~'
.
_
I

Aii'r

r•• .

W The 9~ L&t,o
""'iTEs then,
rtv,~s?

ALLMAN

The On

BROTHERS
JEFFERSON
AIRPLANE
ROLLING STONES
LED ZEPPELIN
JIMI HENDRIX.
JACKSON BROWN
BLACK
SABBATH
ALICE COOPER
DEEP PURPLE
AMERICA
CARLY SIMON

GUESS WHO
AND

MANY,

And On

News-M
Free
Throw
Ch.ampions
Of Texas
I

MANY

MORE!!

4ALBUM SET

LOVE IS

OR
TWIN &-TRACK PACK
EXCJ.,USIVELY AT

Love is a giving thing,
so give the gift of love
... a Keepsake diamond ring.
Choose from perfect solitaires.
beautiful matched sets and trios.
Modern and traditional settings
in precious 14K gold. Keepsake.
there is no finer diamond ring.

EL CENTRO

SOUND
CENTER
EL CENTRO MALL
PHARR-MCALLEN

BEAT SANTA TO
THE PUNCH
AND PUT SOMETHING FASHIONABLE
UNDER YOUR TREE

foo tu ho11om• LA0YL011E FIACt;(l, LAOY VALLf'I' BRITTA~IA

f.9-4 R'IIIQI AH PG40C:ll!I

frn<I you, Keeo ..ke Jvv,elers In tne Yellow 01ges or dial hes 8-0·2•3-6000 In Conn 800·882·6~
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Send new 20 pg booklet. "Planning You, En,;iegomen t and Wedd•no plus
full co1or lolder and 44 pg Brtde s Book glf ol!er all lor only 35¢'
F, 74
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With 1wo Convenient Locations
17 South Main
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Bronc Shooters Need Rebounds
The Pan American Broncs
under second year coach an'J
athletic director Abe Lemons;
promise to spread out the
scoring a little more this year
while almost promising not to
play the kind of team defense
that t_!ie -~urprising Broncs
displayed at times -last year.
By spreading out the scoring,
separating it from one player
such as Bruce King, the Broncs
will be harder to stop than last
year. Only once last year did
the two Bronc guards, Jesus
Guerra and Don Cardenas, do
an effective job of making

points when the other team
triple-covered King. Other
double and triple-coverage
games just saw the Broncs with
a dwindling nwnber of buckets.
Not playing team defense and
not having really effective
rebounding may be the weak
spot for the new Broncs. Last
season the Broncs arrived at 139 ending by everyone pitching in
with steals and assists to
compensate for the lack of
height. The two starting guards
were 5-10 with the frontcourt
displaying only 6-7, 6-6 and 6-3
· taoe stretchin5?s.

The
guards especially
basseled t.he opposing teams
with charging fouls and steals
while Carlos McCullough, Mike
Hart and King handled what
boards the Broncs got. Only
McCullough was really effective there.
Guerra returns to the backcrout with newcomer Marshall
Rogers becomiJ:ig his hotshooting partner. Rogers appears to be point-oriented in his
game, so Guerra could be
burdened with more defensive
chores.
Two 6-5 transfers from iunior

1974-75 BA.SKETBAU BRONCS are pictured in their Fieldhouse. They are ( standing, 1 to
r) Coach and Athletic Director Abe I:.emoos, Eddie Gonzalez, Cris Garcia, John McDowell,
Julies Howard, steve Washington, Arnoldo (Pizza) Vera, Gilbert King, Willie Rimmer, and
Assistant Coach Bill White. Seated are An1old Stamps, Bobby Byrnes, Jerry Williamson,
Ray Harton, Jesus (Chuy) Guerra, and Marshall Rogers. (Photo by Ruben Guadarrama)

BUY YOUR HOLIDAY SHOES NOW!!

Mexico City Just One

-

metael;

FamHr Shot Store

· BERB'S COLONIAL VILLAGE

682-9541

MCALLEN

colleges appear to be settling
into the forward positions.
Gilbert King and John McDowell will be looked to for
rebounding in addition to their
scoring punch.
McCullough's effective
replacement will have to be
Julies Howard, the 6-7 and 240
pound center who came to Pan
Am after sitting out college
basketball last season. Howard
and his then-teammate Bruce
King terrorized Pan American
as members of the University of
Corpus Chrisit basketball team
two years ago. Howard is also
the only senior on the team that
figures to play much at the
moment.
Without a dominating big
man in the middle to lead the
rebounding cause, Pan Am will
have to have intensive team
rebounding to cut the majorcollege mustard.
Guerra is in his third year at
Pan Am and figures to be one of
the all-time major college assist
leaders before he takes off his
tennis shoes. He and Rogers
could pair up to make of the
country's top backcourt combos
next season as seniors.
Looking to backups, big
replacements look to be 6-o
Willies Rimmer, a sophomore;
Arnold Vera, a 6-4 sophomore;
and possibly Eddie Gonzalez
from McAllen High School.
Gonzalez is a 6-6, 200 pound
performer.
At the guard positions, there
is Ray Harton, a 5-11 lettennan;
Jerry Wllliamsom, a 6-2
sophomore; Arnold Stamps 1 a 61 junior; Bobby Byrnes, a 5-6
freshman from McAllen High
School; and Cris Garcia, the 6-2
teammate of Byrnes from the
district champs of a year ago.

Shot Away For Fans

:;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:.=====-:.-:.-;.-;.-;.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-------.-_-_-;..

YOU MAY NEVER SEE THE
WORLD'S LONGEST PIPE.
BUT...

Starting with the three home
basketball games lhat have and
will take place at the Pan
American
University
Fieldhouse this week; there
be three immensely lucky individuals to walk into said
Fieldhouse every night there is
such a game.
These lucky individuals will
not realize they are lucky until
halftime rolls around and their
name is announced. At that
time they will stride out to midcourt where a round object will
be placed in their hands and
they will be commanded to try
to put that basketball through a
small hoop 47-feet away from
their person.
In English, that means three
people will be given a half-court
shot at each Bronc home game

wm

Of all these hopefuls mentioned,
Garcia could be the one seeing
the most action.
The Broncs got their road test
last Friday and Saturday with
the following results.
The rough roadtrip got off to a
pleasing start with a brilliant
78-oO win over the Southern
Methodist Mustangs on Friday
night. The next night in Ft.
Worth, however, the Broncs ran
into some disputed calls and
some angry Homed Frogs while
dropping a close 70-68 contest to

TCU.
Marshall Rogers led both
contests in individual scoring
with his 29 and 23 point performances. The other Bronc
averages through the two
games are Gilbert Kin_g ( ll),
Julies Howard (10), Jesus
Guerra (9.5), John McDowell
(9.0) and Steve Washington
(8.0).
McDowell is averaging 13
rebounds and King 11 per game.
Guerra has 13 assists through
the two contests.
Games were played last night
and will be played tonight in the
first home appearances for the
Pan Americans. No score is
available oo last night's game
due to press time deadlines. The
Broncs host the University of
Texas at Arlington ·Saturday
night for their fifth game of the
young season.
Among other things going on
at that affair will be ttie Free
Throw Championship of Texas
at halftime, a trio of tries for an
all-expanse paid trip to Mexico
City at halftime and several
gift-giveaways during the
contest for such neat treats as
bicycles, pizzas, haircuts and
other eats.
Any avid fan sporting a
quarter on his person can also
purchase a 52-page program all
about the marvellous basketball Broncs for 1974-75. tt could
and should be exciting.

li the Pan American

Classified Ads

1 wen iv ceors a line w,th a
with the ones that make it being
mlnumum ol on dOllar e~ct, 111
awarded a free, all-expense
1n,er11on payable In advance
paid trip for two to Mexico City.
STUDENTS! DO YOU NEED TO
That trip includes round-trip
airfare, airport-hotel transfers,
ldHI !Ob for vou. Wark your own
two nights of hotel ac11oun. Earnings unlimlled! Be your
own boul C..11 612-t247 days or 313commodations and one guided
6170 evenings. Ask for Jack
tour of the city. This feature is
EXPERIENCED T'V PIST w,11 tvpe
being dubbed the " Mexico City
1our umvenl1y WOTk Fas,, ,u
Shootout" by its organizers and
curalo, reasonable. Call J8J.J021
it will force sinkage of a onealter 4 p.m
shot only try from that faraway
distance
prepare lor lhe CPA E•~m
The trip is being supplied
BECKER cPA REv1ew couRsE
courtesy of Sanborn's Travel
Call COIied San Anlon,o S12 , ..
Agency in McAllen.
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Price Rack is Alway~. Out!

''CLOTHE'SPOR
BEA UTJFUL
PEOPLE"

THIS CHRISTMAS YOU'ii FIND
A FITTING PIPE
AT

WOuDEN JNOIAN
:Jobo.aco ~hopf:u:.

Open: Mon.-Sat.
10 A.M. To 9 P.M.

El Centro Mali
Pharr-McAllen

407 S. Main
787-8621

McAllen
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•PRESENTS•
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th
12:30 TO 2:30 P.M., SWAMI DAYANANDA,
LECTURE ON YOGA PHILOSOPHY AND UNITY OF RELIGION , BALLROOM

4:30 AND 5:30 P.M., MOVIE, "TEATRO CAMPESINO",
SCIENCE BUILDING AUDITORIUM 2

7:00 P.M., U.C.P.C. GENERAL MEETING, SNACK BAR
7 TO 9 P.M., SWAMI DAYANANDA,
LECTURE ON YOGA PHILOSOPHY AND UNITY OF RELIGION

AT COFFEE HOUSE

POOL

CASH PRIZES

FUN!!

OPEN-DOUBLES
FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT

DECEMBER 12th 8:00 P.M.
I
Sl'ANDING wrrH THREE O HIS prize-winning students is Mike Sullinger, Pan Am
student and three degree black belt in karate. The three students won first prize in combat
in the green belt division, second prize in kala r rorm I and third in combat in the green belt
division and first prize in kata in the brown belt division in last month's ROTC-sponsored
karate invitational tournament in the field hous

~
(:A."

/:A. /:A. f-A. - ,..
Give a Christmas Gift

{-A.

Certificate This Year

~- .
f111c§on-r.9

Solve many gift problems by giving a
McDonald's Gift Certificate to your

icio~;•~:~;
tacos.
Try •Em
You'll Love 'Em

TO

. -

0

• • •

682-11921

Robust German
Specialties

M
Myriad friends and Acquaintances
M
I-+-+- soc Each-Book Of Ten For $5.00
fMClon-r.
Each Certificate Entitles Bearer To Anything
·
M
That McDonald's Sells...
M
fMclonr.
Anywhere There's A McDonald's!
fMcfonar,

/:A. El Centro Mall f-A.
I'-A:- I'-A:- {:A. /:A. I'-A:- I'-A:-

~

Catering
For Special

Sandwiches
And

Occasions

Pa. trie
"Come lo For Luuch ''
383-4669

----~HP.·D?MVI
:.JL..~~

aza-,,_HRVJCI WlfH fHI JPHD OF SOUND
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'.\ILl.i:-ilO"51!5-596J
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NOW SHOWING

Back to
Back •••
Bumper to
Bumper•••

NO RIGHT TURN
ON RED
DISCOPLEX

PHARR-McALLEN
I

Chase co
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787-3258
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OVER
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TRIAL OF
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CAClUS TWIN DRIVE-IN 1a,.2212
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OW THRU SAT.
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Your Bridgework!
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I
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OIONG IIOLIJI OD to Ida "pigeon pour'' U Oleedl, plaJial the part of the motorcycle
pill

hood. prepanl t,I fnttrnldahe the old 1D11L

.

TOMIIY CJIONG, portraying the part rl "Layblek I.Aldl,"
lntraduc:a tbe next perf«mer in the Oleech and Qmg ccmc:ert.

JUST BEFORE they arrived c:m stqe, Tommy Qiana and
Richard Marin (Cheech) posed in their "WANTED" poster
style.

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FREE MAKE-UP LESSONS
h·o Coovenlent Locations

ffiMMY CHONG AND RICHARD MAlllN tCJD!h.11) l"fJlt In the fteld boa1e loebr room
after their concert before a sellout Pan Am crowd.

Full House Sees· Cheech & Chong
Richard Marin, better known
A crowd that packed the Pan
American field house waited as Cheech, acted out solos as
approximately one hour in cold Alice Bowie, a featured
character in a popular recorweather. to see Cheech and
ding, and as an astronaut to the
Chong perform last Sunday
night. Cheech and Chong, • music of "2001 : A Space
sponsored by the University · Odessey.''
Center Program Council,
Chong's acts included an
presented a variety
eomical
imitation of a television ansketches
that
created
lremendous lauJ?hter and ap- nouncer dressed in a sequined,
low-backed pedal-pusher
plause.

or

costume.
Together
they
presented their popular version
of "Ralph andHerbie."

As an accompanying act,•

219 East Gano
383-4511

Edinburg

1516 W. University
383-1381
~~y

~AW'

LODICO ELECTRONICS
218 South 12th and 208 East Cano
EdJoburg

SUPERSCOPE .

RCA

Ricky Jay was featured. He is a
magician who has appeared on '
"The Tonight Show" and "The
Dick Cavet Show.'' Jay's
presentation included a card
throwing trick, jokes and an
ESP demonstration.

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
EDINBURG

''Where People Are
Really... Our Business''
CARRYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL ..

LEVI
'HAGGAR
GOLDEN VEE

CALIFORNIA THREADS
DITTO'S
DONN KENNEY
BOSTONIAN
FRITIZ Of California
LANGTREE

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7

the pan amer1can
1£dinburg, Texas
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Pan Am Requests
Three New Degrees
Pan Am bas submitted
three
bachelor
degree
programs to the Texas College
a11d University Coordinating
Board in Austin for final air
proval.
·. The programs approved by
the board of regents include a
bachelor of science degree in
human services, a bachelor of
science degree in secondary
education and a fine arts degree
in art.
The human services degree
will be directed at providing the
students with training in
community mental health and
mental retardation, child care
and development and mental
health administr.ation.
Students will be taught to
develop a high regard for these
three mental health related
fields as both relevant and
important areas of human
growth, development and
personal adjustments
necessary to all practitioners.
The students will be taught to a
appreciate the human services
fields. in order to deliver
quality service in a competitive
society.
The secondary education
program will be directed
toward providjng field experience in the public schools
for the teacher trainees.

BRONCO QUEEN YOlANDA SOLIS rides with members of the Veterans Organization ln
Edinburg's Christmas parade held last Saturday. The University was well represented ln

the parade.

~ Regen~

Hear Report

The Pan American University boa;d of regents, at its Dec.
• 4 meeting, accepted recommendations by the committee
investigating the feasibility of a
merger with the University of
Texas system to broaden
membership or lhe committee.
Morris Atlas, chairman of the
committee, said the committee
felt it was time to add six exofficio members .
Ex--0ffic10 members, which
I will be added to the committee,
will include two faculty
members, two students and two
members of the VaUey community.
Or. Ted von Ende, member of
lhe English faculty and
chc.1irman of the faculty senate.
has already joined the comntittee. Dr von Ende accompanied the regent committee c1nd Dr. fu!lph Schilling,
president of Pan Am,on a tour of
three universities in the UT
system ·ov. 21-22.
Other members of the
committee include Ruben
Cardenas, like Atlas a practicing attorney in McAUen, and
Moises Vela, Harlingen attorney .

I

TifE STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION took second place in the
contest of the ''I.oats in Edinburg's parade. The Social Workers Student Association took
third place.

Administrators To Study
Day Care Center Proposal
The committee formed to look
lnto
the
feasibility
of
establishing a child deveJoir
ment center on campus is now
appl;ing the £inishing touches
on a proposal to be presented to
the Pan Am administrators for
approval or revision. The
committee hopes to have the
proposal finished before the
semester's end, according to
Dean of Men Ricardo Chapa.
The proposal will be submitted to .i screening committee composed of univ irsity
vice-presidents
and
presidential assistant Homer
Pena. This committee reviews
all proposals involving federal
Md state funds . The center. if it
becomes a reality, will be
funded b\' the Associated Cit Count) Economic Development
Corporation of Hidalgo County
ACCEDC 1.

After the screenmg committee reviews the committee's
proposal, university president
Dr. Ralph Schilling wiJI consider the proposal. If the
proposal meets with university
approval, it will be submitted to
the ACCEDC for their approval.
The proposal calls for the
crealion or a center which
would meet the neerls of
students with children and also
serve as an educational
program for students in
education. behavioral sciences
and other areas or study, according to Chapa. The ACCEDC
is interested in creating a child
development center on campus
to gather research
for
developing child education
curriculum.
If the proposal is passed, the
<:hiJdren of PAU students with
the greatest [inancial need will

receive first prionty in using
the center's facilities. Children
of all other students will receive
second priority, followed by
children of faculty and staff
members and children of
community parents not served
by an ACCEDC child care
center.
Questionnaires were mailed
b) student government to all
married students as listed in the
registrar's office. Forty-five
couples responded. Chapa said.
He added that more response
from students must be solicited
;md has suggested that student
government conduct a poll by
telephone for more conclusive
results.
Su far. the questionnaires
received show a greater need
for a c:enter for children from
;1ges :1-5. Clu1pa said.

Clinical work and laboratory
study will be included in the
curriculwn.
Although Pan Am currently
offer,s
certification in
secondary
education,
a
bachelor of science degree in
secondary education has not
been o£fered.
The new education program
would be competency-based
and the
competency_ of
students enrolled will be
assessed.
The proposed fine arts degree
in art will b& geared to qualify
the student for entry into the
professional field of art while
the present bachelor of arts
program is directed toward
students, who posess a strong
interest in art, but don't wish to
make art a career.
It is proposed that the B.F .A.
degree provide students with
adequate background to pursue
art studies at the graduate level
or prepare work for gallery
exhibition.
At present stuctents enrolled
in the art program are required
to take elementary courses and
gather student teaching experience on the elementary
level. The new program would
be designed toward instructing
students in secondary and adult
education.

Members of the board
suggested student members
shouJd include the president of
the student body. Eddie de la
Garza, and a student
of
Pan Am. Members of the board
also suggested representatives
from the Valley community
should include residents from
opposite ends of the Valley.
Alias reported to the board on
the
tour
by
Pan Am
representatives of UT campuses. Atlas reported on the
group's first stop, a meeting
with the chancclor o( the UT

system, Dr. Charles Le
Maistre.
According to Atlas. Le
Maistre told the group told the
group various
institutions
within the UT system were not
satellites but components. He
added the the 12 components of
the system include six
academically related and sjx
health-service institutions.
Atlas told the board Dr.'
Wemdell M. Nedderman,
president of the University of
Texas at Arlington, said there
wa
very little interference
from the chancellor's office m
the conduction of business at
UTA.
80~1rd members reveiwed the
history of UTA. Before UTA
petttioned to become a component or the UT system, lt
dropped its membership in the
Texas A&M system, because
members of the community
were unhappy with the system.
UTA's enrollment is now near
15,000 students and according to
the special committee, citizens
of Arlington are happy with the
system.
Dr. von Ende asked Dr.
NecJcJerman about UTA's
refatively low faculty salaries.
Nedderman told the Pan Am
~roup they were trying to
correct this defeciency .
Alias told the board that
student tuition, admission
requirements to PAU and
student service fees would not
be affected if Pan Am joins the
UT system.
SJ.:NATE
The Dec. 5 student senate
meeting was C-dnceled at the
l<tst minute whctl a quorum
failed to show up. This was to be
the I.isl official meeting of the
semester.
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From Our Readers:
Letter To The Editor

V-P Explains Day Care Progress
Letter to the Editor:
I would like at this time to be
given the opportunity to tell it
like it is. First of all, I did
consider Kerry Harr's point
that there are many student
parents with infants who at this
time won't be served by the
proposed Pan American
University Day Care Center.
However, we have to start
somewhere. Presently, our best
bet is to go with what we ve got.
The Associated City.County
Development Council has been
exceptionally good to us. They
have promised us support, in
the form of funds, to set up and
run a day care center. We hope
to set up the center with an
interdisciplinary council to set
up guidelines and policies, with
student parents serving on the
council. Since we will most
likely be· funded with federal
funds, we must then adhere to
federal guidelines, but these
guidelines are flexible. Since
only the university can contract
with any outside agency, it will
most likely be the delegate
agency which will solely govern
the center.

There are, as Kerry Harr
pointed out, 18 other centers in
Hidalgo County. However. she
failed to mention that Pan
American University students
are seldom able to enroll their
children in these centers
because the financial aid which
they receive put them above the
poverty guidelines which are
set up by the federal government. Well, this center will be
based primaril. for university
student parents and will be run
on a purely professional basis.
In defense of ACCEDC, J
would merely like to state that
it presently has a license to fund
it's centers only if they maintain an enrollment of children
three years and older. If we
sought to have ACCEDC fund
and infant center, we would
need a special state license and
triple the costs of running the
center. Presently, the cost of
running a center to ACCEDC is
approximately $850 per child
enrolled. The center, if
designed for infant care, would
have to meet different criteria
than what we presently have to
work with. I£ we tried to ask

A CEOC to Fund such a project,
it's a sure bet they would have
second thoughts.
We hope
this center is a success, if and
when it is, we will be in a better
position to bargain for infant
facilities. Presently, we are not
looking lo solve all problems,
we only hope to alleviate some.
We've got to start somewhere.
We want these parents to be
proud to enroll their children in
such a center. In addition, the
university will also benefit from
such a center because of its
student oriented overtones and
the opportunity afforded to
young parents to value and seek
an education.
To all parents, please fill out
the survey questionnaire on this
page. No matter what age your
children may be, whether 6
months, 1 year old or 4, we must
be able to correctly assess all
parental needs.

Thank you,
Santana Gonzalez Jr.
Vice-president Pan
Student Association

Am

Students, Staff, and Faculty wishing to express a willingness to
enroll children in a Pan American University Day Care Center, if center
becomes a reality, are asked to complete the following survey, cut-out
and turn in to Student Government Office or Dean Ri,cardo R. Chapa I s
office at the University Center.

Cheech & Chong Fans
Complain Over Delay
In Opening Gym Gates
To the Editor:
Once again the UCP people
have proven their inability to
handle large masses of people.
Suoday, Dec. I, a sell-out
concert starring Cheech and
Chong. was b:y far the best
example of their Jack of
customer contact.
Unlike their first concert
starring the Hues Corporation,
the Cheech And Chong show
brought out more people to
weather the cold in lines which
reached as far as the old gym.
But. like their previous show,
the members failed to open the
gates thas delaying the show.
The .concert was to open at 8
p.m. which would mean that the
people should be seated and
ready for the performance
before 8 p.m. But the UCPC
ticket takers would not open the
doors until the people made two
lines, There were over 4,000
people in line. How does one get
4,000 people to make two lines
when they have already made
one big one?

First of all a sign posted on
the gale would help. Another
would be to station the security
or the police in rront of the gate
or along the sides telling
everyone who comes to form a
double line.
Students standing in line had
some comments: "We've been
here since !i::10 and its 8 o'clock
now. If they don't open the gates
soon we're going to sell our
tickets and go some place else."
.. This is the last concert I'll
ever go to if this is the way they
treat their customers."
·· I have to go to school at eight
o'clock tomorrow and I live in
Harlingen. If the show starts
late it will end late leaving me
to drive home late at night."
If the UCPC members think
that they can continue their
sloppy handling or people, they
may find that no matter how
well-known the stars are lhat
they bring, the concert could
turn out to be a Joss.
Paula Fitzgerald

Letter To The Editor

Mother Needs Child Center

To the Editor:
The need for a Child Care
Center here at the University
DAY CARE CENI'ER SURVEY
can no longer be denied.
Colleges across the country
(This does not cons t i ~ a conmitment. Its purpose is to justify a need
have developed successful child
for such center.)
care facilities for the use of its
staff and students; Why not Pan
American University·'
Parent's name
There
are
thousands
presently involved with the
- - - - - college, surely there are
Address
City
State
parents with children in need of
free,
dependable,
and
check one: STIJDENI'
educational child care services.
Telephone
SfAFF
Approximate Perhaps this idea is strange to
FAOJLTY-these parents; perhaps they
Yearly
Gross Income just don't think their voices
Children to be enrolled:
birthdate
of Parents need lo be heard on this issue an
issue concerning our children,
1.
over $6,000
$5,000 to $6,000 - - - o u r future.
Please let me say that a
2.
$4,000 to $5,000
- - - center for the care or our
$3,000 to $4,000 - - c:hildren can only be enriching
3.
$3,000 or less
- - - a n d enlightt!ning and that every
effort should be administered

------------

for this much needed and long
overdue service.
Miss Tina Groesbeck
Student Mother,
Supporter for a Cause.

Reynosa Banquet

To Honor SNEA
The
Student
National
Education Association will hold
a banquet at Sam's Restaurant
in Reynosa Dec. 22 at 7 p.m. to
honor active members of the
organization.

Dec. 11 ls final 1 ue
Today's issue of .. The Pan
American" will be the final
issue for this semester.
Publication will resume Jan. 22,
1!175.
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Letter To The Editor

Student Vie For Activity Period
To the Editor :
One of the most serious
problems facing a student
organization on any college
campus is that of finding a
meeting time which is mutually
agreeable to all its members.
If the meeting is scheduled
during the day, many of the
members will be unable to
attend because of classes. If it is
scheduled at night, certain
members of the group will have
already gone home.
For a number of years PAU
solved this dilemma by having
an activity period during which
our campus organizations could
meet.
The activity period was done
away with during the '·energy
crisis,'· when we changed to a
four-<lay
week. The
·•crisis"
is
over,
the four-<lay
week
is gone,
but someone neglected to
reinstitute the activity period.
Thus, campus groups are left
stranded without a suitable
meet~ time.
The following PAU student
organizations hereby request
the administration to bring
back the activity period in order
that we might resolve this
problem without wasting any
more time.
Armando Castro
El Sol President
Eduardo Olivares
Club de Espanol President
Miss Diana Barrera
Social Work Student Assoc.

Joe Hinojosa
Nichols stated in the article
lntercollegiate Knights that a limited activity period
would be offered at TT5. This
Richard Sanchez means that onlv a limited
Hope President number of courses would be
scheduled at this time offering
Romero Ga Uegos students the option of leaving
Veterans President that period open for club
meetings, according lo dean of
Jesse Soto men Ricardo Chapa. Only
Mu Epsilon President courses which are offered at
other times of the day are
I Ed note: According to vice- scheduled at that period, Chapa
president for academic affairs said.
Dr. J.C. Nichols as quoted from
However, the class schedule
the Aug. 9, 1974 issue of " The filled oul by students during
Pan American", increased registration does not designate
enrollment coupled with the 'ITS as activity period, which is
increased demand for courses the probably cause £or the
have forced the abolition of the confusion.
ichols
was
activity period as we have come unavailable for comment at
to know it.
presstime.)

Holiday May Bring
Unnecessary Fatalities
\\ 1th lhe Christmas holiday.
there usually comes a rise in
traffic.• fatalities and accidents.
Althuugh the number of traffic
fatalities as of date has dropped
b, more than 50 since last rear,
needless deaths and injuries
result [rorn careless driving,
poor we~ither conditions and
intoxication This will be the
first Chnstmas - ew Year
holiday eason that the 55 mile
per hour speed Limit will be in
effect.
Persons taking long trips and
driving in Christmas shoppers
traffic may consider starting
early and driving carefully in
heavy traffic.
Suggestions for Holiday
drivers are to stop and rest
when taking long trips, or plan
to drive in shifts with a partner.

Ho11· day May Interfere
W.I th Ant.I Infl at.IOD F1g
• ht Stew Unsafe

We ha_ve all ~een asked to
help Whip Inflation Now. The
trouble is in finding what we
can do lo help. In many cases it
is only a matter of taking advantage of opportunity. UnfortWlately, the answers are not
always obvious. Holiday time
can be very distracting, too.
b ·
Th Chr . t
e
is mas season rmgs
to mind visions of abundant
food, gifts and ornaments. With
these often come family
financial problems which can
possibly take some of the joy
out of the season. Many persons
feel
commercialism
is

For Consumption

replacing
the spi~it ~f
rev~rence and sharrng tn
Christmas.
Here is a simple way to fight
at least a little of the commercialism and help restore the
personal sense of sharing at
Christmas time. Try making a
few of the gifts yourseU. Gift
making can be fun and give you
a feelin r or accomplishment.
Even if the materials do not
cost much, chances are that the
receiver will value the gift
much more than one plucked off
a store shelf.

january 1st •••
Stereo Rock

II for some reason you tailed
to read last week's media
report of a can of slew which
allegedly caused the death of an
elder Ly woman, here is a
summation of the reports.
According to United Press
lnternational, Kroger and the
company which prepares the
stew for the food chain has
recalled the entire shipment of
24s-0unce cans, which bear th e

identification

code

·· EST

712192S4" on the lids. for

possible contamination
botulism.

by

Also
drinking
alcoholic
beveragesanddrugtaking is not
recommended. It is also
s uggested that drivers be
prepared for U1e driver who is
not alert and may cause an
accident.
The Pan American believes in
printing newsworthy items, but
hopes your obituary won't
appear in lhe Jan. 22 issue.
t.M.
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•
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250 End Undergradute Study In December
Two-hundred and 50 students
will be candidates for bachelors
degrees and 'J:l Cor masters
degrees this month.
The registrar's list includes
~ following: Antonio Aguilar,
San Benito, bachelor of arts,
government; Isabel Aguilar,
Los Indios, bachelor of science
in elementary education; San
Juanita Alaniz, Rio Grande, BS,
elementary education;
Graciela V. Alcalde, bachelor of
business administration in
accounting; Sylvia Alvarado,
Brownsville, BS, elementary
education; Jose T. Alvarez,
Mission, BBA, management;
Raul Andrede, Harlingen, BA,
art; Efrain Arispe, Mission,
BA, Spanish; Tommy Atkin.son,
San Benito, BS law enforcement
science; Esiquiel Avila Elsa,
BA, inter-American studies;
Robert Badillo, Pharr, BS,
physical education; Gloria
Barreiro,
McAllen,
BS,
elementary education; Garlos
Barrera, Mission, BA, art;
Kenneth W. Belt, Marfa, BS,
· biology; Virginia Bermudez,

Brownsville, BS, elementary
education; Thomas G. Billings,
Mercedes. BS, biology; James
R. Boyles, Pharr, BBA,
management; William S.
Brandt La Feria, BS, physical
education; Julian Bueno,
Pharr, BA, Spanish; Charles
Bruce, McAllen, BA, government; Pedro Bustamante,

Arnoldo G. Castaneda,
Brownsville, BBA, general
business; Artw-o Cavazos, San
Benito, BA, art; Eva Cavazos,
Elsa.
BS,
elementary
education; Ma. Guadalupe
Cavazos,
McAllen,
BA,
Spanish; Rafael Celedon,

Harlingen, BA, history;
Rayburn E. Byrum Jr.,
Mission, BS, math; Juanita

cedes, BBA, general business;
Reuben E. Champion Jr.,
Mercedes, BBA, general
business; Donna Lou Claunch,
Brownsville, BS, elementary
education; Patricia O'Connor
Cook BA, history; Antonio
Cordova Jr., Weslaco, BA,
community services; Gloria
Corpus,
Edinburg,
BS,
elementary education;
Paula B. Cortez, San Juan,
BA, history; Jose Luis Cortina,
Edinburg, BS, biology; Billy C.
Cox,
Abernathy,
BBA,
marketing; Foster David
Cl'Owell, Raymondvllle, BA,
government; Armando Cuellar
Jr., Weslaco, BS, biology;
Diana Margot Davila, Edln-·
burg, BS, biology; Gloria z.

Cabriale , Harlingen, BS,
physical education; Juan M.

Calzada, Ha1"lingen,

BRA,

accounting; Joe Campos,
Donna,
BS,
elementary
education; Afdanela B. Canche,
Alamo, BS, physical education;
Lucila Cano Gonzalez, San
Juan,
BS,
elementary
education; Mary Ida Cantu,
B.ownsville, BS, biology,
Ponciano Cantu, Edinburg,
BBA, accounting; Rolando F.
Cantu., Harlingen, BBA, accounting; Leonides Carrejo,
Harlingen, BS, elementary
education; Dana Sue Car.on,
Edinbtll'g, BA, music;

Eqinburg, BA, government;
Ignacio Champion Jr.. Me.-

Davila,
Harlingen,
BS,
elementary education; Maria
Teresa DeLeon, Harlingen, BS,
elementary education; Dora
Alicia Del Toro, Mercedes, BS,
elementary education; Jere
Beth Doedyns, San Juan, BS,
physical education;
Andrew H. Downing Ill,
Mercedes, BBA, management;
Madan K. Duke, Edinburg, BS,
elementary
education;
.Beatrice Egle, Edinburg, BA,
English; Marla Elizondo,
Mercedes, BA, government;

Joel Escobar, Donna, BBA,
accounting; Enriqueta Farias,
McAllen, BS, elementary
education; Evelyn V. Farias,
Brownsville, BS, physical
education; John Faust, San
Benito, BS, astronomy; Roddy
Felan,
Del
Rio,
BA,
psychology; Cristina I. Flores,
Edinburg, BA, psychology;
Estella Flores, Mission, BS,
elementary education;
Miguel F. Flores San Antonio, BA, government; Rodolfo
A. Flores, Edinburg, BS,
chemistry; Wtlliam J. Flowers,

II

GET INTO
SOMETHING SEXY:
JOIN THE
ARROW
BRIGADE

,.....,._,,.,~-

{/

Weslaco, BA, psychology;
Gilberto Galindo Jr., McAllen,
BS, math; Maria Gloria
Galindo,
McAllen,
BS,
elementary education; Romero

Gallegos, McAllen, BA, history;
Jorge Luis Galvan, Mercedes,
BS, biology; Minerva V.
Galvan, Weslaco, BBA, Antonio
Garcia, Edinburg, BS, physical
education; Hector A. Garcia,
San Benito, BBA, general
business; Jose Eduardo Garcia,
McAllen, BS, biology;
Laura H. Garcia, McAllen,
BA, inter-American studies;
Beverly J. Garrett, San Juan,
BS, elementary education;
Andres Garza Jr., Harllngeq,
BS, physical education; Dleg'o
Garza, Penitas, BBA general
business; Elma Nora Garza
McAllen, BS, elementary
education; Elvia Garza,
Sullivan City, BS. efementary
education; Hector D. Garza Jr.,
Brownsville, BA, history, Juan
Garza Jr., Pharr, BA, oo,nmunity services; Nancy Garza,
Mission, BS, elementary
education; oe De La Garza,
Donna, BS, biology;
Rosalinda
Garza,
Los
Ebanos,
BBA,
business
education; Rosalinda M. Garza,
McAllen, BBA; Maria elda
Gomez, Santa Ro a; Isidro
Gonzales, Pharr, BA, Spanish;
Belta Gonzalez, Rio Grande
City,
BS,
elementary
education; Dora Gonzalez,
Weslaco, BS, elementary
education: Gustavo Gonzalez
Jr., Edinburg, BS, physical
education; Hector Gonzalez,
Rio Grande City, 8 Spanish;
Joel A. Gonzalez, M1s ion, BBA.
accounting; Jose Luis Gonialez. Weslaco. BA. community
services;
Lauro L. Gonzalez, Roma,
BBA, business education; Juan
G. Gonzalez, Harlingen, BBA,
accounting;
Maria
Irma
Gonzalez,
McAllen,
BS,
elementary education; Maria
Santos Gonzalez, Donna, BA,
English; Ramiro C. Gonzalez,
San Benito, BBA. general
business; Macaria Gorena,
Edinburg, BS, elementary
education: Maria del C. Gracia,
Weslaco, BS, elementary
education: Lacon La Graham II.
Detroit, Mich., BA, community
services; Lindslee Ann Greer,
Edinburg, BA. music; Pamela
K. Griffin, Bakersfield, Calif.,
BS. elementary education; Ma.
Del Rosario Guerra, McAllen,
BS. elementary education .
San Juanita Guerrero, San
Juan,
B •
elemenlary
education:
anc} Gutierrez,
Rio Hondo, BA, ommunity
services; Richard B. Hamilton,
Alamo, BBA. general business:
Modesto G. Handy, Weslaco,
BS, elementary education;
Orlean Imelda
Henicke ,
Weslaco,
BS,
physical
education; Armando Hernandez. Ph,irr, BA, community
services: Duma G. Hernandez,
AJamo. BA, history; Roberto G.
Herrera,
McAllen, . BS,
elementary education; Manuel
HinoJosa, Mission, BA. art:
lartha Sue Hipp, Weslaco, BS,

elementary education; Roy
Pal.l'ick Howard , Austin, BS.

This is ;~e shirt that shapes up as the sexiest thlnJfor men in
years. Arrow does it by cutting out the bulk and building in the
body. With fastidious tailoring. Strategic back darts. Western
yoke. Flap pocket. Adjustable cuffs. Everything calculated to
show the world the great shape you're in. If you measure up, the
Brigade begins at $13.00

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER

biolog ·:

EDINBURG

Harlan A. Howell, Rio Hondo,
BBA, accounting: George H.
Hur)- Jr . Harlingen, BBA.
general business; Carmen G.
Jenkins,
McAllen,
BS,
elementar} education, Sam C.
Lopez.
Kingsville,
BA,
sociology; Thomas M. Jarrett,
Edinburg, BA. drama; Keith
Warren Jeske, Edinburg BS.
physics and math; BeMie J
I nntioued on Page 5)

------------------.....---------~-----------------:-:--::-~-~;------~
Graduate List (Continued from p. 4)
Jimenez, Kingsville, BS, Mendez Jr., Rio Grande City,
elementary education; Kathryn BS , elementary education;
F. Johnson; McAllen. BBA, Sylvia 0. Mejia, Edinburg, BS,
general business; Sam L. elementary education; Noel
Kennedy, Edinburg, !!BA, Mercado,
Mission,
BA,
management; Margaret S. government;
Leadbetter,
Donna,
BA,
Helen M. Middlebrooks,
history: Miguel Letelier, Edinburg, BS, elementary
Edinburg,
BBA,
Latin education ; Charles D. Mills,
American business:
B r o w n s v i 11 e ,
BBA,
Raymond C. _
Llsauckis management; Kenneth W.
Harlingen,
.
BA, Mitchem, Kings Mtn., N.C., BS,
community services; Fernando physical education; Baldemar
Livas Jr. , Edinl:>urg, BS, Molina, Edinburg, BA, comphysical education ; Reina E. munity services; Elida MonLlanes, Edinburg, BS, biology; talvo, McAllen, BS, elementary
Edward R. Lofton, Lyford, education; Diana Morales ,
BBA , management ; Gloria Harlingen, BS, elementary
Longoria,
Mission,
BA, education; Sylvia Moreno,
psychology; Antoinette L. Mission, BS, elementary
Lopez, McAllen, BS, elemen- education; Thomas B. Moseley,
tary education; Linda Lou San Juan , BBA, general
Lopez,
Edinburg,
BS, business ; Helen R . Muse,
elementary education; Michael Harlingen, BS, elementary
J. Lopez, McAllen, BS, education; Linda M. Nelson,
elementary education; Rafaela McAllen, BA, music; Irma
Lopez, Mission, BS, elementary Alicia Nenque, Laredo, BA,
education; Alicia Lozano, history;
Mercedes, BS, eletnentar-y
Peter E. NW!ez Harlingen,
education; Sandra Lozano, BS, LES;· Medelia Ocanas,
McAllen. BS, elementary McAllen, BA, Spanish; Blanca
education;
E. Olivarez, Mission, BS,
i;:rancisco
Lumbreras, elementary education;
Edmb1:1f g, BS, elementa~y Reynaldo Ortiz, La Joya, BS,
education; Kenneth R. Marlin, .,, LES; Michael R. Padgett,
McAllen, BA, English; Randy McAllen, BS, biology; Randy L.
C. Martin, Edinl>urg, BBA, Palmatier ,
Alamo
BA
accounting; John D. Martinez, English; Jorge L. Paiomarez'
Weslaco,
BS,
physical McAllen
BS
chemistry·
education; Margarito Martinez Suadalupe C. 1Partid.a, 11:cl.in~
Jr., Pharr, BS, elementary burg BA government· Ededucation_; Guadalupe V. Mata, mW1d J . P~chacek, Port isabel,
San Bem~, BS, elementary BA, art; Michael D. Pechacek,
ed u c a t Ion ;
Roberto Laguna Vista, BS, elementary
Matamoros,
Elsa,
BBA, education; Leofredo Pena
general l>usiness; Ramiro Edinburg, BBA, accointing. '
Medrano, Weslaco, BBA,
Victor Pena Jr., Corpus
management; Reynaldo V. Christi, BS, physicaleducation;

MICRONTA
QUARTZ CRYSTAL
DIGITAL

ELECTRONIC WATC~

$11995
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Fernando M . Perez Jr .,
Harlingen, BBA, management;
Rebecca Pina, E;dinburg BS,
physical education; Olga H.
Pruneda, Pharr, BS, biology;
David Ramirez, Mission, BS,
LES : Jose A. Ramirez,
Weslaco, B.S, biology; Luisa B.
Ramirez, Edinburg, BA,
community services; Marilu
Ramirez, Edinburg, BA, art;
Patricia A. Ramirez. Brownsville, BBA; Judy Belinda
Rapp, McAllen, BS, elementary
education;
Margie P. Reger, Mercedes,
BS, biology; Reint N. Rieke
Mission, BA, special education,
Gloria C. G. Rincon, Mercedes
BS, elementary education;
Ramiro Robles, San Benito,
BBA,
general
business;
Angelita Rodriguez, La Joya,
BS. elementary education;
Blanca E. Rodriguez, San
Benito, RS , community services; Guadalupe Rodriguez,
La Joya, BA, history; Jose
Rodriguez, Donna, BBA, accounting; Oscar Rodriguez,
Pharr, BS, biology; Roberto
Rodriguez Jr., McAllen, BBA,
accounting;
Maria
Dolores
Rojas
Delmita, BS, elementary
education; Ramiro Rosa, Elsa,
BBA, accounting; Valentin de
la Rosa, Linn, BA, community
services; Margarita Ruiz,
McAllen, BA, community
services; Robert A. Salinas,
San Benito; BS, LES: Gilberto
Sanchez Jr., Mission, BA,
community services; Eluterio
G. Sarmiento Jr.; Donna, BS,
math; Harold A. Seiver Jr.,
Donna, BBA, management;
Barbara Semmelmann,
Edinburg, BS, elementary

education; Sheree L. Sieg,
.McAllen, BA, Inter-American
studies;
Betty J. Shirah, Edinburg,
BA. psychology; Elizabeth R.
H. Shuttlesworth, San Juan, BS,
elementary education; Robert
W. Skinner, Nashville, Tenn. ,
BA, psychology; Michael G.
Smith, Weslaco, BS, biology;
Santos T. Solis, Mission, BS,
physics and math; RusseU W.
Sorell, Harlingen, BS, physical
education; Jack A. Strawn,
Raymondville, BA, music;
Daniel J. Tamez, Donna, :SBA,
accounting; Gloria R. Tijerina,
McAllen, BS, elementary
education; Steven M . Ticer,
Brownsville, BBA, accounting;
Ernestina Torres, Pharr, BA,
inter-American studies;
Juan Carlos Torres, Edinburg, BA, community services;
William T. Townsend, Mission,
BS, biology; Diana M. Trevino,
IYeslaco. BS, elementary
~ducation; Rogerio A. Trevino,
3rownsville, BA, Spanish ; Ma.
1'"".lorence Uresti, Donna, BS,
elementary
education;
Florentina 0. Vela, Pharr, BA,
history; Rebecca E. Vela,
Mission, BS, elementary
education; Jesus F. Ventura,
Pharr, BA, government; Fidel
F. Vergara, Harlingen, BA,
Spanish;
Eduardo Villa,
Edinburg, BA, art;
Ruperto Villalon, Sullivan
City,
BS,
elementary
education; Armando Villarreal,
Mission, BBA, economics; Juan
J. Villarreal, Weslaco, BS,
physical education; Gracie
Villegas, Brownsville, BS,
elementary education; James
T. Wyaland, Mission, BS,
biology~ Julie H. Weigel,

Weslaco, BA. English; Mabel
D. Wirche, McAllen, BS,
elementary education; Maritza
R. Yzaguirre, McAllen, BS,
elementary education; Amelia
Yznaga; Brownsville, BS,
elementary education; Edmundo Zamarripa, Harlingen,
BS, elementary education;
Daniel Zamora, Donna, BA,
community services;
Arturo G. Zepeda. San Benito,
BBA, marketing; Eliberto
Gonzalez, Port I Jsabel, BS,
physical education; Marcia K.
Mitchell, McAllen, BA, interAmerican studies; Hortensia V.
Pena, Rio Grande City; BS,
elementary education; Juan
Vega Jr., McAllen, BBA,
general business; Alicia J.
Flores, Pharr, BA, Spanish;
Viola Maria Ponce, Edinburg,
BA, art; Felipe Espinoza,
Edinburg, BS, elementary
education; Neida Ruth Soto,
Brownsville, BS, elementary
education; Rogelio Vela,
Mission, BA, inter-American
studies;
Leonard S. Serna Ill, Mercedes. BBA, accounting;·
Sandra J. Davis, McAllen, BA,
art; Rosalinda Hernandez,
Edinburg, ·es, elementary
education; Kimberley Marie
Kennedy, Harlingen, BS,
physical educ~tion; Diana L.
Van Burkleo, McAllen, BS,
biology; Lewis Neil Weaver,
McAllen, BA, speech.
(See 27 SEEK, Page 10)

Interview Schedule
Dec. 12 - Deparbnent of
Health, Education and Welfare,
all majors.
Dec. 17 - Crystal City lSD,
all majors, I tentatively).
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M E.d To Offer Bilingual Specialty
Pending approval by the
State Board of Education at its
Jan.11, 1975 meeting, the school
of education will offer a master
of education degree with
specialization in bilingual/
bicultural education starting in
the· spring.
Designed
to
improve
education for children through
bilingual/bicultural instruction,
the new program will award a
professional
elementary
teaching certificate and a
provisional bilingual certificate. Admission to the
program will be open to anyone
who holds a provisional
elementary, junior high or high
school teaching certificate and
who can speak read, and write
in both Spanish and English.
According to the proposal to
be presented to the State Board
of Education, the ratio of purely
English-speaking to MexicanAmerican children in Valley
public schools is 15:85. This
ratio, along with the fact that
Pan Am is primarily a teacher
preparation institution, has set
the stage for the introduction of

the
MEd
bilingual
specialization.
In the beginning, the program
will primarily serve Valley
teachers, 90 per cent of whom
work with Mexican-American
students, explained Dr. James
Williamson, head of the
department of elementary
education. Under recent state
legislation, teaehers who work
with bilingual students are
required to have certification in
bilingual teaching. Pan Am's
new MEd program will provide
su.c h a certificate.
Undoubtedly, in the beginning
most of the degree candidates
will be Valley teachers. Once
the program becomes better
known, Dr. Williamson expects
bilingual teachers from all over
the nation will be attracted.
Already 25 Valley school
teachers are scheduled to start
working toward the degree this
spring. The teachers will be
working at teaching centers
operated jointly by the school of
education and the Valley school
districts. Twenty of the students
will work at the Pharr teaching

·

Exa'-m,ination Schedule

Thursday, December 12th

center, one in Edinburg and two
each in McAllen and Mission.
Teaching centers provide actual classroom experience and
observations for teacher
trainees at the undergraduate
level and for graduate students
seeking better teaching skills.
The new masters is a 36 hour
program. Twelve hours in
specially designed history,
Spanish, English and sociology
courses will be required.
Twelve hours in professional
development courses, six hours
in resource area courses and six
hours of degree requirements
complete the program.
According to Dr. Williamson,
it has taken approximately one
and one hal.£ years to develop
the new degree program.
School of education faculty
members
as
well
as
representatives from the
English, history, sociology and
Spanish departments helped in
its development.
Although the degree will not
be offered until spring, several
of the new courses were taught
this semester.

8:00
10: 00
1:00
3:00
5:00

MWF-1 classes

- 9:45
- 11: 45
- 2:45
- 4:45
- 6:45

TT-3 classes
MWF-5 classes
MWF-7 classes
MWF-9 classes

Friday, December 13th
8:00
10:00
1:00
3:00

TT-1
MWF-3
MWF-6
TT-6

- 9:45
- 11:45
- 2:45
- '4 :45

classes
'classes
classes
classes

Saturday, December 14th
Examinations for Saturday classes.
Monday, December 16th
8:00
10:00
1:00
3:00

- 9:45
- 11:45
- 2:45
- 4:45

MWF-2 classes
TT-4
TT-5
TT-7

cl.asses
classes
classes

Tuesday, December 17th
8:00 - 9:45
10:00 - 11:45
1:00 - 2:45

TT-2 classes
MWF-4 classes
MWF-8 classes

Pan Am Undertakes
Bicentennial Activity
Pan Am, along with other:
Texas universities, is currently
involved in organizing activities
to observe the national
Bicentennial celebration in
1975-76.
Bicentennial celebrations
throughout the nation will focus
on any and all aspects of the
UnJted States' 200-year history.
According to Dr. Hubert Miller
of the history department and
chairman of Pan Am's
Bicentennial Committee, one of
the most important things ln the
history of the U.S. is the
Mexican.American people.
Claiming the history of the
Mexican-American people has
been neglected, the state
Bicentennial Committee is
undertaking projects to change
that. In Edinburg, the committee plans to name some of
the city's plazas after a few of
the first Spaniards to settle in
the area.
The Bicentennial Committee
at Pan Am is concentrating on
three areas. An emphasis on
heritage will deal with U.S.
history. A second area will deal
"'ith actual celebrations

scheduled for the year.
·•Horizons," the third area,
will take a look into the future.
··we want to present something
that is lasting" Dr. Miller said.
··We don't want to present just a
parade on main street which
people see today and will forget
tomorrow. We want something
that will be recalled in books, in
schools, etc."
The national Bicentennial
Committee was started under
Ute administration of the late
President Lyndon B. Johnson.
After each state was encouraged to form its own
committee. Texas organized
the Texas College Bicentennial
Program, to which Pan Am
belongs. Each university ha a
chapter but all are coordinated
by the Texas Bicentennial
Committee.
According to Dr, Miller. the
local committee is interested in
hearing ideas or suggestions
from groups, organizations
fraternities, sororities or individuals.
Persons
with
suggestions should get in touch
with Robert Contreras in office
building E.

Ceremony To Recognize

DON'T MONKEY AROUND!
.

GET IN TO THE SWING
Of THINGS!!
SHOP

(§~§iJVM)

130 HEP Graduates
Approximately 130 students
who have successfully taken the
General Education Development examination under the
guidance of the High School
Equivalency program on
campus will participate in
graduation exercises Dec. 18.
Dr. Miguel Nevarez, vicepresident for student affairs,
will speak at the ceremony in
the fine arts auditorium at 7:30
p.m. A reception and a dance at
the university center ballroom
will follow the ceremony.
The graduates are students
who have passed the GED exam
between last January and this
December. HEP, housed on the
second ~oor of Emilia Hall,
serves migrant youths from the
ages of 17 to 24 who have
dropped out of school.
HEP offers instruclion in the
five areas covered in the GED
exam which are grammar,

_________________________
_
_FOR CHRISTMAS.
202 E. MclNTYRE

.._

'

EDINBURG

literature, social studies,
science and math. In adC:ition, a
reading lab 1s available for
students who wish to improve
their reading skills.
Since it began in August, 1971,
HEP has helped approximately
300 students successfully
complete their GED exam.

Newspaper Needs
Circulation Man
'·The
Pan
American"
newspaper will be in need of a
circulation manager at the end
of this semester. The part time
job is open to any interested
student.
The staff position requires
weekly distribution of the
campus newspaper on Tuesday
night. Interested students may
apply for or inquire about the
job at Emilia Hall 100, the
student publications office .

IS ARAC UET...
AND A CAN OF BALLS!
• DECEMBER STUDENT SPECIAL: CAN OF TENNIS BALL JUST $1.95
WITH I.D. CARDS. LIMIT 4 CANS PLEASE.

WHEN IT COMES TO ·
TENNIS
WE HAVE IT ALL! !
TOTE BAGS, ACCESSORIES, WOOD ANO METAL
RACQUETS IN ALL WEIGHTS AND SIZES,
INCLUDING WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S.
ONE DAY PROFESSIONAL ffllNGING OR RE-ffllNGING. MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TENNIS SHOES,
FAMOUS NAME BRANDS SUCH AS: DUNLOP, WILSON, HEAD, SPALDING, BANCROFT, TRETORN,
BAJA AND ADIDAS.

* PLUS GREAT TENNIS FASHION SUCH AS THESE * •

GREAT TENNIS GEAR FOR MEN AND WOMEN IN ALL PRICE RANGES.

~. · ••··

DRESSES, SEPARATES, SHORTS, SHIRTS, SWEATERS BY POINT SET, COURT ONE,
.. HEAD, TOP SEED, ONE UP, HAYMAKER AND IZOD TO NAME A FEW.

Imcquet Club·
NORTH !Otta AND HI-WAY 107

Pro Shop Open:

BETWEEN McALLEN AND EDINBURG

8:30 To 11 p.m.

383-8821

7 DAYS A WEEK

•
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· POISED AND READY TO EXF.CUTE the next mi,ve are u:mnie Sutherland and a group
of his Kung Fu students. Sutherland, a red belt in K"utU! Fu. has conduct.ed University Center
Program Council-sponsored Kung Fu lessons in the ballroom through the seme.c.ter.
Although approximately 60 students signed up for the lessons, only about 30-40 show up for
class each Monday and Wednesday from 10-12 a .m. Sutherland holds a red belt in Kung Fu
and runs the Red Dr on Kun Fu school on Highway 495 between McAllen and Pharr.

When you need a calculatoryou need it now.
No waiting for delivery. Your University Calculator Center
has the largest inventory of quality units available
anywhere. Plus, we specialize in the calculator
requirements of the college student.

Kung Fu Interest
Attracts 60 Students
By BEATRICE EGLE
Haltingly and stiffly 30-40
students attempt to execute
movements in unison which
seem to indicate the group is
preparing for a street gang war.
Before the group stands a man
clad in a loose black uniform
with a red sash around his
waist. As be demonstrates the
moves to the group, his actions
are much smoother, more
graceful and almost ballet-like.
The scene is the Pan Am
university center ballroom and
the occasion is the Kung Fu
class which has met this
semester each Monday and
Wednesday from 10-12 a.m.
Lennie Sutherland, who runs
the Red Dragon Kung Fu school
between McAllen and Pharr on
495, has attempted to share his
basic Kung Fu skills with approximately 60 Pan Am
students this fall. The class is
sponsored by the University
Center Program Council.
Although the lessons are
certainly not preparation for
some kind of a gang war, Kung
Fu is a Chinese martial art.
What would stimulate a Pan
Am student to study an ancient
Chinese fighting art. The
. students cite diverse reasons
for their interest in Kung Fu.

Self Defense
The most frequently cited
reason
is
self-defense.
Sutherland himself said he is
emphasizing this aspect of
Kung Fu in the Pan Am lessons.
The study of Kung Fu is infinite,
he said, and ultimately, it is a
way of life. Realistically,
Sutherland realizes he could not
possibly make Kung Fu a way
of life for these students in one
or two semesters, so he chose to
use the brief period to help
s tudents a cquire practical skills
which could conceivably be

Girls Abolish
Demerit System

SR-10
From TEXAS INSTRUMENTS,
worldwide leader in the
eteotronics industry.

SR-10. Fully portable calculator with a dynamic
calculating range of nearly 200 decades (10 99 to 10- 98 ) .
Besides scientific notation (EE), extra capabilities
include square root (VX), reciprocals ( 1/x), squares
(X 2), change signs(+ /- ) and mixed calculations. Data
may be entered in free form (floating decimal, scientific
notation or any combination of the two). Algebraic logic.
Rechargeable. All accessories included. $68.95.

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

University
Calculator
Center
-.0 1974 >,pplicalion Ca 1cula1ors lncorpa,ated

The demerit system at the
Pan Am women's dorm was
officially abolished at the last
dorm meeting Dec. 2, according
to Gilda Garza, women's dorm
president.
Both closed how-s and the
demerit system had been under
attack by student body leaders
and many dorm residents all
semester. Open how-s were
granted to women dorm
residents last month.
According to Miss Garza,
dorm life has not changed much
except that the " girls are much
happier now" .
Under the new policy
residents are not required to
sign in or out when leaving the
dorm.

Close, Miller Win
Faculty Run-Offs
Two new senators have joined
the faculty senate after a recent
run-off election.
Robert Close of the math
department in the school of
science and math and Or.
Hubert Miller of the history
department in the school of
social sciences were the run-off
winners. They will bring to 12
the total of newly elected or re-elected senators to serve on the
faculty body starting in
January.
Due to an error in calculation
in the original election, a run-off
in the school of education will be
held at a later date.

used as self-defense tactics if
the occasion should ever arise.
Sutherland speculates that 90
per cent of the people who study
Kung Fu are primarily interested in self-defense. Almost
scornfully, Sutherland explained that many people expect to be instantly able to
defend themselves upon entering into the study. "They
want t.o 'wipe people out',"
Sutherland laughed.

Not A Sport
A number of students see
KWlg Fu as a sport. Ktmg Fu

can't possibly be considered a
sport, Sutherland explained.
''The movements are too
deadly." Other students believe
its movements classify Kung
Fu as a Conn of physical fitness
activity.
One
physical
education major said she was
studying Kung Fu because sjle
felt it was her resporu;ibillty to
learn everything she could
about her field.
Other students admitted
curiousity about Kung Fu had
lured them into taking lessons.
In fact, Sutherland himself cites
curiousity as one of the major
reasons people become involved in the study of Kung Fu.
The curiousity has transformed
the martial arts int.o a fad, as
evidenced by countless martial
arts magazines, books and
movies which have been
eagerly received by t he
American public.
Nevertheless, Kung Fu
remains a complex mystery
even to its most avid enthus iasts. Philosophically ,
Kung Fu strives to unite the
mind and body to be one with
the universe. Sutherland said it
is di ffic ult to explain the
philosophy so that persons not
acqua inted with Kung Fu can
understand it. Paradoxically,
Kung Fu strives to achieve
peace
through
violence,
Sutherland said. The art is
deadly, but it is to be used only
if the artist's life or the life of
someone close to him is
threatened.
24 Years' Study
After 24 years' study of Kung
Fu, Sutherland still considers
himself a student. '"You can
never say, 1I know it'," It is a
life-long infinite study, he explained, and " the more you
learn about it, the more you
realize bow much there is t.o
learn."
Sutherland studied the
martial arts in the East directly
under Oriental masters when he
was in the service from 1954-58.
After studying Judo, Aikido,
Karate and other arts,
Sutherland can authoritatively
say that Kung Fu includes all
these arts.
The red sash he wears indicates Sutherland is a master
oC Kung Fu, but even more
impressive is his Sifu ranking.
Conferred during his study in
the orient, the ranking is
comparable to a Ph.D. in
academic areas.
Without a doubt, Kung Fu is a
way of life for Sutherland, and
he is cr:itical of the Kung Fu
image that bas emerged in this
country. "Experimenters have
hurt the Kung Fu image in
U.S., "
he
complained.
Americanized teachers have
distorted the true concept of the
art by leaving out or changing
the moral instruction. "People
are now studying under belts
that shouldn't even be
teaching," Sutherland charged.
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VonEnde Reports To Faculty Senate

Merger Will Most AffectAdministration
By MARTHA FELDTMAN
power. The appropriations of
After meeting with ad- funds for institutions of higher
ministrators £rom three learning having to be approved
University of Texas system by the state legislature is
institutions, Dr. Ted vonEnde, dependent upon political clout.
faculty senate chairman, told
· 'Those legislators from areas
the faculty senate it appears having something in common,
that a Pan Am-UT system like member institutions of the
merger would more greatly UT system, are more likely to
affect the administration than cooperate with one another than
the faculty or students.
those representing areas not
Dr. vonEnde, along with touched by the system. In aduniversity president, Dr. Ralph dition, it is clear that the UT at
Schilling and board of regents Austin has the greatest inmembers, Morris Atlas and fluence with the legislature of
Ruben Cardenas, form a special any higher education entity in
commiltee which has been the state," Dr. vonEnde said
studying the possibility of a Pan
The prestige of the University
Am merger with the UT
system. The group recently oC Texas name was the second
toured three of the system's advantage.Member institutions
campuses and spoke to meeting believe the name alone is a
with a number of ad- major factor in recruiting new
ministrators in the system's faculty and students and in
obtaining gifts and grants, Dr.
schools.
Dr. vonEnde traced the vonEnde explained.
Dr. vonEnde illustrated, "As
events of the Nov. 21-22 tour at
the Dec. 4 faculty senate the president of Arlington
meeting, issuing copies of his pointed out, the only problem
that arose when Arlington State
report lo all in attendance.
Dr. vonEnde cited two ad- College became the University
vantages in joining the system. of Texas at Arlington was the
The first concerned political number of recent graduates

Eclipse May Be Seen
A partial eclipse of the sun
will be observed by the Pan
American
University
planetarium and observatory
!Jec. 13.
The moon is expected t.o block
off about one third of the sun al
the maximum of the eclipse
which should occur at 9: 10 a.m.,
according lo pJanetariwn and
observatory officials. The
eclipse will begin at about 8:10
a.m. and end at about 10:10
a.m.
Persons are cautioned not to
look directly at the sun with the
naked eye or with any small
telescope, said officials. The
sun will be almost as bright as
normal and could burn the eye,
officials added. The safest way
to observe the eclipse is by pinhole projection where the image
o( the sWl is projected on a
white cardboard screen by a
tiny pin-hole in a piece of
aluminum foil, officials said. It
is recommended that the pinhole foil be placed over a hole at
the end of a cardboard box. The
cardboard box screens off the
stray light of the sun so the
white screen at the other end of
the box may be seen. Officials
stress the importance of not
looking directly at the SWl, but
instead at the screen.
Photographers should use a

camera with a neutral density
filter, officials said. Observers
may see the peculiar shape of
the sun's image cast by trees
and bushes. A person confined
indoors may watch this
celestial phenomenon by
piercing a small bole in a dark
shade. It will cast a sizable
eclipse image on a wall, floor or
screen, officials said.
A partial eclipse of the moon
occurred Nov. 29 but was not
seen because of a cloud cover.
However, the moon became
slightly darker than normal as
it entered the outer edge of the
shadow of the earth, according
to officials. Any interested
person
may
call
the
planetarium or observatory at
381-3531.
The Geminid meteor shower
is expected around December
13, and the Quadrantid meteor
shower will occur around Jan.
3. A meteor count is not anticipated.

who wanted their diplomas
changed to include the
•University of Texas' name. He
also mentioned that he no
longer has to explain where his
institution is located."
An additional level of administration was cited as the
major disadvantage in merging
with UT. According to Dr.
vonEnde, one of the administratorsthe group talked to
referred to the chancellor's and
central administrative offices
as "bureaucracy."
A second disadvantage cited
by Dr. vonEnde was the
likelihood that the good of the
entire 12-member system
comes before the good of an
individual institution. "The
board of regents must concern
itself with the wants, needs and
problems of all 12 members of
the system, not just those of one
institution," be said.
Dr. vonEnde said the present
philosophy of the system grants
components autonomy in the
area of academic affairs, but
the central administration
could dominate formulation of
academic
policies
and
procedures in the future. He
also added it would be unlikely
for Pan Arn to have more than
one Valley resident on the
system's board of regents.
VonEnde explained the
funding of the UT system to the
senators and guests. He said,

.. Each institution prepares its
own budget which is presented
to the -chancellor' s office and
the board of regents for individual approval. Each institution's budget is then
presented separately to the
legLslative budget board. The
legislature appropriates funds
to each individual institution
just as it appropriates funds to
institutions that are not
members o[ the system. The
central adm1nistration of the
system does not have the power
, to transfer funds from one institution to another."
If Pan Arn becomes part of
the system, it will maintain
budget preparation separate
from
other
institutions,
although it will have to follow
the system's guidelines. The
advantage would lie in the
broader legislative support
available through membership
in the system.
The central administration of
the system is currently appropria ted $1.5 million for
operation.
Functions, such as campus
security and group insurance
plans for system personnel are
centralized while functions,
which come under the general
heading of academic affairs
and related activities are decentralized.
The system requires that an

entering student have a high
school diploma or GED completion, but each member institution sets its own score
requirements. In addition, each
member detennines its own
admission requirements, and
clear admission at one UT
school does not necessarily
guarantee clear admission at
other members. Among faculty,
tenure is not transferrable from
one institution to another.
In conclusion, vonEnde
stated, ·•J personally remain
open-minded
about
the
situation. rt is perhaps an
oversiplification, but it appears
lo me that the main effects of a
merger would concern administration more than faculty
or students. In their day-to-day
affairs and concerns, the
majority of faculty and students
would probably realize little
change if Pan American were·to
become a member of the UT
system.
"English teachers would still
teach English classes: math
students would still take math
classes.
Letterhead
and
diplomas might have a different
name, but the processes of
teaching and learning would
remain the same. At lea.st that
it is the way it appears on the
surface: how far into the innerworkings
the system would
actually extend is impossible to
detennine."

BEAT SANTA TO
THE PU NCH
AND PUT SOMETHING FASHIONABLE
UNDER YOUR TREE

FROM

7k
AND

~S4o/t,

With Two Con venient Lo cations
17 South Main
An d 16 17 North l 0th
McALLEN

New Career Course
May Help Freshmen
Sixty second
semester
freshmen will have the opportunity to enroll in Academic
and Career Planning, a two-hour course to be jointly offered
by the behavioral science
department and the Career
Planning and Placement Office
in the spring.
Three sections of the new
course, Psychology 1201, will be
offered initially. H the course is
a success, more sections will be
offered in later semesters,
according to placement office
director Romulo Martinez.
Taught by Joe Gomez, career
counselor, and Chris Kidd,
psychometrist, both of the
placement office, the course
will be an attempt, to help
freshmen make academic and
career choices.

Mo-ho-ho! We're brimming with holiday happiness - and
it's mostly because of you, our fine friends and customers.
You've made us proud and happy to serve you through
a successful year. To you and your family, a Happy Holiday.

D ~SOOEBANK

&TRu'ST CO. OF EDINBURG, TEXAS

Member F.0.1.C.
----------------------
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Field Work

Introduces
Law Students
rp p
1. 0
ro blems
The field of law enforcement
is not just a world of prowler
patrol beats, riot control and
ticket giving. It is also a vital
part of today's society and the
preservation of individual
rights.
Students at Pan Am working
towards a law enforcement
degree are given many opportunities to discover the
complex problems facing law
enforcement offjcers today and
explore other law enforcement related fields besides the
conventional role of police
work.
A course which attempts to
bring students closer to their
field is a seminar-field work

class which offers students the
opportunity to gain invaluable
experience and allows them to
explore many facets of law
enforcement work.
Students enrolled in this class
are required to spend 50 hours
one semester working in a
police-related field. Students
meet once a week at night on
campus to share with each
other incidents and problems
encountered while working.
They are also required to
submit a detailed weekly report
on their field activities.
Twenty-six students are
enrolled in this course.
Elena Arredondo, senior, is
working in social relations in
Edinburg
for
Operation
Escape, a youth-oriented
agency, where she visits the
homes of troubled youth and
monitors
juveniles
on
probation.
Ashley Fields, senior, also
works with juveniles for the
Texas Youth Council in
Brownsville. Here, he works in
conjunction with a parole officer
helping
juvenile
delinquents.
Celerino Castillo m, a junior,

is completing his field work in a
conventional line of police
work. Several nights a week he
rides with the Edinburg city
police and assists with arrests
and accident reports.
Rolando Torres, graduate, is
also in police work. He is
presently working for the
McAllen police which he also
applies toward his field work.
Torres came to Pan Am with a
two year applied science
degree, ! law enforcement),
from Corpus Christi.
In addition to completing 50
hOW'S of field work, law enforcement majors are required
to complete 55 hours of related
police studies with no minor
required.
According to David Carter,
head of the department, similar
programs in law enforcement
exist throughout the nation at
other colleges and universities. 1
These programs and field work
classes are part of an attempt to
professionalize police work.
Police agencies no longer rely
completely on the academy and
on the job training to produce
well
informed
socially
responsible law enforcers.

Many agencies have u~graded
their programs and new require
a law enforcement degree in
addition lo regular academy
training, carter explained.
According to Carter this is ·
due to a major change in the
prforities of law enforcers and
society. Today's average
citizen is more aware and
concerned about existing laws
and individual's nghts.
Carter added that emphasis
can no longer be placed strictly
upon the apprehension and
detention of law-breakers. Law
enforcement officers, particularly police personnel must

Mti Epsilon Conducts
Varied Service Projects
Mu Epsilon, a service
fraternity on campus has
several events scheduled in the
near future. They include
projects to raise money for the
Edinburg Boy's Club, Edinburg
Municipal Hospital and the
American Red Cross.
The club plans to host a
Christmas
art
for the

~n~"q,~n~"q,~~
GIVE US THIS

MUCH TIME
AND WE'LL
FIND
SOMETHING
FITTING FOR
YOU THIS
CHRISTMAS AT

GENTS, JEANS1
NORTH TENTH AND HAI\VEY
NORTH OF HERB'S COLONIAL
VD.J..AGE

also be concerned about and
sensitive to the phycological
and sociological conflicts
confronting potential and
determined law breakers.
Other courses offered at Pan
Am which help produce more
professional law enforcers are
report writing, traffic investigation, criminal law, riot
control and narcotics seminars.
All these courses combined
with the 50 hours of field work
combine police training and
practical experience to help
produce the well-rounded,
conscientious law enforcement
officers of tomorrow.

Edinburg Boy's Club. The party
will include hot dogs, games,
gifts and bicycles to be given as
gifts. Two hundred boys are
expected to attend. Per-sons
interested in donating gifts for
theparty are asked to contact
any Mu Epsilon member.
Also, Mu Epsilon is currently
raising funds to buy another
respirator
for
Edinburg
Mwtlcipal Hospital. They hope
to have the necessary funds by
the end of the year.
A dance-a-th.on at the Pharr
Civic Center scheduled for Dec.
30, by the American Red Cross
youth council will be directed
by Mu Epsilon from 9-12 p.m.
The 30's era will be the theme
of the contest.
Live music and door prizes
will be featured at the event.
Admission is 50 cents.

27 Seek Masters
The following are candidates
for masters degrees this
December:
Masters degree candidates in
education include the following:
Peggy S. Barney. Crockett;
Timoteo Benavides, EdJnburg;
Hilda Cantu, McAllen; Stephen
• caruso, Brownsville; Wabren
Ray Cawthorn, Los Fresnos;
Manuel Delgado Jr., Mission;
GeraldK. Euler, Pharr; Nancy
A. Faust, Edinburg; Nora
Flores, Raymondville; Maria
L. 0. Garcia, San Benito; Arturo Garza, Rio Grande City;
Frances J. Jones, Weslaco;
Alma G. Leal, Brownsville;
Ma. Filomena Leo, La Joya;
Jack L. Loff; Anna M. Merril,
Mission; Marvin W. McClure,
Edcouch; Marcelia C. Reyes,
Edinburg; Jose Armando
Rodriguez, McAllen; Dan A.
Schlaefer, McAllen; Lawrence
E. Blanton, Raymondville;
Hilda M. Torres, Port Isabel;
Esteban Soto, Alamo; William
C. Davis, Los Fresnos.
Master of science degree
candidates are John C. Arvin of
• Edinburg and Maximo M.
CebaUos of Edinburg, both in
biology. Master of arts degree
candidates include Roberto
Contreras of Edinburg in
history, Gloria B. Moore of
Edinburg in English, Rodolfo
Rocha of Brownsville in history
and Alonzo Hector Alvarez of
Roma in History.

Pan Am Artists
To Exhibit Work

•

.,.

Dr.
orman Browne and
Richard Hyslin of the Pan
American art department and
Roberta Garza Chambers,
former Pan American student,
will exhibit their work Dec. 7, at
the Allamira Gallery, 120 S 13th
Ave., Edlnburg.
Ceramics, pottery, paintings
and drawings \\-ill be presented.
The showing is from '7 to 10 p.m .
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Four pply· For U.N. Seminar
.I.;

Four Pan Am

tudents'

access to the U.N. library, will
attend a series of lectures and
a valuable learning experience. may schedule interviews with
He is interested in practicing U.N. diplomats and other
dentistry in a foreign country. personnel.
Miss Salinas, a Spanish major
The aim of the seminar is to
and a government and drama learn about the U.N. through
minor, hopes the seminar will OJJ-lhe-spot observation.
help her as s,1e prepares for her
Although the students must
career as nn interpreter.
pay their own tuition for the
Although the seminar will last course, the division of int.er..,
less than two weeks, the American affairs and in• _____,, _ _ _...~
students will earn three hours ternational education is now
credit in Government 4300 for working out a way of defraying
WI
their participation. Under the part of their expense. Proceeds
supervision of Dr. Kuo-Wei Lee from the play "Samuel la
~
of the political science Carretilla," written by Dr . ..,...,_..,
department, the students will Sylvia Dominguez of the foreign
read background material, languages department and
gather information in the presented recently on campm
course of the seminar and and at the McAllen Civic
finally prepare a term paper. Center will be used to provide
While participating in the schola rships for those seminar
seminar, the students will have participants who request them.
ARE AU. THE BUILDINGS 'l'BIS WAY? 'ffws is only tbe
decorative
west wall entrance to the library but what If this
Newman Blood Drive Collects 81 Pints
happened to the building itself? Not only does this look bad, but
The Newman Club collect.ed
The blood will sell for $30 a
the entire top layer of bricks can actually be removed. This is
81 pints of blood in the bloo.d pint and will supply 14 local
apparently due to the erosion of the concrete that once held the
drive held last week.
hospitals.
·
bricks together.
Milligan,

a

pre-dental

names have been subtllitted to student, considers the seminar
the coordinator of the United
Nations Seminar sponsored by
the Association of Colleges and
Universities for International Intercultural Studies, Inc. in
New York Jan. f>-17, 1975.
According to Dr. Arnulfo
Martinez, vice-president for
inter-American affairs and
international education, the
only obstacle that might bar the
student's approval is a surplus
of applicants for the seminar.
The seminar is limited to 50
students from the 35 ACUIIS
members.
The students include James
B. DeKock, Dominga Amalia
Lopez, William B. Milligan and
Adelaida Salinas. DeKock is a
junior government major interested in international politics
and law. Miss Lopez, a
sophomore Spanish major, sees
the seminar as a means of
gaining a better understanding
of the world's problems.

_..,._.-ilJ•-------~
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HRP To Begin
Spring Term
In New Building
Although the atmosphere at
the nearly completed HealthRelated Professions building is
thick with paint fumes, the

building is scheduled to be
finished Dec. 15, according to
HRP director, Julian Castillo.
Started a little over a year
ago, the new building, just east
of the science building, will
provide facilities for approximately 300 HRP students
all under one roof. Right now,
HRP classes, which include
nursing and related health
fields , are scattered over both
the new and old campuses.
Castillo said HRP will start
the spring semester in the new

building. He is expecting to

move as soon as the building is
completed.
The $850,000 structure will
most likely make HRP studies
easier. The first floor includes a
large lab which will contain six
to eight new hospital beds and a
number of older ones. Students
will use these to practice
making beds as required by
hospitals and to practice
moving patients.
The lab will also contain an
area for preparing medication

and three sinks where students
will learn and practice
scrubbing procedures. A large
classroom which can be split
into two smaller rooms, a 250seat auditorium, a small
student lounge and a student
study area featuring individual
carrels complete the first floor
facilities.
The second floor will be
largely taken up by 24 faculty
offices. Two large classrooms
which will be coMected by a
two-way mirror may each be

divided into two smaller rooms.
From the looks of the interior
of the building now, it almost
seems doubtful that the building
could be ready for occupation
as soon as expect.ed. Castillo
explained the remaining work
can be done quickly. Painting
and installation of electrical
fixtures is almost complete.
Installation of floor tile and
furniture and minor finishing
touches are about all that
remains to be completed,
Castillo pointed out.

00-0RDINA~ FOR TIIE COLLBGE GIRL

EVERYffllNG FOR THE FEMALE GYMNAST

EL CENTRO MALL

787-2901

JOCKEY

' ARROW
Siem• f,'or Mc•n
Free Gift Wrapping the year round.

HAGGAR

FLORSHEIM

SOJ]TH SIDE SQUAB&
Ed b rl!! 383-1801

FOR
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

·THE SCHOOL
ROOM
Of
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

AND 11IE BAND PLAYED ON during last Saturday's basketball game agaimt UTA
which Pan Am won 85-61. The University Band plays at all home games.

1807 North 10th
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Debra models a stunning, negative black and
white, evening gown that will be a hit at that
special occasion, this holiday season. Done in a
holiday halter, this lovely gown is by my things

°'af/AUff IJ A IIDlrAGr

Jeanne ~tirrell

of california.

.

Ruth is ready for her holiday fun in.this beautiful
patio pant ensemble, of soft polyester by my
thing of california. This beautiful pant suit is
waiting for you at the Turquoise Box.

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF
OUR FAVORITE THINGS

-1 Wear the Look Of Toda.I/
For A L01 ely Tomorrow . .
Fmm

11 dt1A'1wi11 73,x, dn.
220 South Closner
Edinburg

Sonia is ready for the swinging parties ahead, in
this lingerie jumpsuit that goes out on the town.
Done in bold basic black, it is accented with
printed butterflies and flowers and is by Gilead.
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In Unique Edinburg Arrangement

Firefighting Is Job For 11
By RENE RODRIGUEZ
"Students by day, firefighters
by night" might be the slogan
for 11 PAU students this fall
semester.
The students live at lhe

Edinburg fire station m exchange for their services
utilized in fighting when not in
class.
Students living at the fire
department are John and

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FREE MAKE-UP LESSONS
Two Convenient Locations
219 East Cano
383-451l

i

Edinburg

15Hi W. University
:JS.1-1381

Port~r's

I ~,-~
I.

I

)~o Cj,~~f.f..~t'
-

4'3fl1Jtis''

For The Perfect Gift Everyt1me-Jewelry
A Gilt That Will Last Forever

no N. 12th

Edinburg

383-2432

ATTENTION
GRADUATING SENOIRS
Farmers Insurance Group one of America's
largest multiple line companies is now offering
career opportunities for am bitioos college
gra doates. Farmers Insurance offers a complete training program, minimum guarantee per
month. So, if you want to get ahead, try us!
Farmers Insurance Group.
FOR MORE INFORl\tlA TION
CALL OR CO TACT

RAY VILLARREAL
District Manager
P.O. Box 1347
Edinburg, Texas
38:J..884

Daimy King, brothers from Rio
Hondo; Xavier Ornelas, Rio
Hondo junior; Albert Ramirez
and Johnny Romeros Jr.,
Harlingen freshmen; Jose
Alberto Ramos, ~oma freshman ; Mario Dominguez,
Mercedes senior ; Joe Cantu,
Donna sophomore; Joe Lopez
and Cris de la Cruz. from
Mission; and Ralph Lopez, Rio
Grande City senior.
··There are few requirements
needed to participate in this
live-in program, according to
Adan Cadena, Edinburg code
enforcement officer. The PAU
students must have passing
grades and are required lo
attend drill on Monday nights.
He added that they need have
short hair in order for thE
oxygen mask to fit then:
properly.
Sleeping quarters, kitcher.
facilities and local theater
passes are offered them. according to Cadena, who is also
the firemen 's secretary and fire
dispatcher .
··These student fire-fighters
are one-fifth of the entire
department," said Cadena ,
" and as far as I know, this is the
only department in the nation
which offers this opportunity to
students."
Cadena pointed out that there
have been several students who
took advantage of this program
in the past and who are now
professionals who benefited
well from the experience
acquired at the Edinburg
firehouse .
.. At the present time we have
one vacancy and we usually
take students whose hometowns
are further away if more than
enough
applications
arc
received ," concluded Cadena.

MARRY ME!

"

No1 Until You
Visit Adam's:
And Ge1 A
Fashionable
Tuxedo.

)

And Fella's Dig This, Adam's
Is Out To Save You Some Cash. How?
With A Free Tuxedo For The Groom
When Renting 3 Or More Tuxedos For
His Wedding Par1y.

So Come Check Us Out.
HU/t48~~

El Centro Mall
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Concern Over New Morals
Sparks Father's Advice
On Attitude Toward Sex

sex should initiate the
relationship. We hope we have
taught you that a permanent
mutual covenant based on faith,
hope. and love is the best
framework for a wholesome sex
life.
Intercourse is one of man's
most intense experiences, and
should ideally be shared only
with the one you choose to love
the most and who loves you
equally. Frankly, I worry about
the current popular talk concerning the importance of
sexual experimentation before
marriage. For bow long and
with how many partners should
such sex-sampling take place
before one is considered expert? My credo is that the
surest road to happiness is for
this experimentation to be
confined within the vow to love
and cherish and honor - within
the promise t-0 marry.
Explains Marriage
You will note that l suggest
you limit intercourse to the
marriage promise rather than
the marriage ceremony. It is
naive to think that the wedding
night should mark a radical
change in the physical intimacy
between two loved ones. This
abrupt switch can often
promote unnecessary tensions
that compound the problems of
adjustment to married life.
Once the promise to marry and
share dreams for the future is
made, a man and woman can
often experience a deepening
fulfillment of their love in their
sexual intimacies. Such a
gradual sexual adjustment may
make the early stages of
married life that much more
harmonious and wonderful.
We recognize. however, that
there are no rules determining
the proper behavior for every
situation. The value of the socalled ..new morality" is that
you yourself must decide on the
responsible thing to do. This is
part of the awesome mystery
and privilege of being human.
We are not computers into
which right answers can be
programed. Individuals must
make decisions based on
limited information. In the
ambiguity of moral dilemmas,
we must do the best we can with
the fallible guidelines we have.
And so it is with you and sex.
You may come to a decision
about premarital se_x; which
differs from our advice. You
may think it quite proper to
engage in intercourse under
circumstances beyond our
suggested limits. If you do so
decide, then there are some
things we think you ought to
know about our attitude toward
you.
"Don't Feel Guilty"
First, we would not wanl you
to feel guilty. It is unfortunate
that most of our traditional
teaching about premarital sex all sex for that matter - has
been couched in •'thou shalt
nots.·• Such a negative approach only serves to increase
guilt, suspicion, and tension. So
do not feel ashamed that you
have acted contrary to what
society I often hypocritically J
demands, or to what your
church and parents have
suggested. Society, church, and
your parents are as fallible as
you are in their judgments of
right and wrong. You must
make your decision as best you
can, and then hold your head
high.
We know that there is no
question of promiscuity. You
have too much character to
allow yourself to be used
shallowly for someone else's
gratification. Your years in
college will expose you to all

sorts of difficult situations in
which it may be tempting to
treat sex lightly. You will have
to be clearheaded indeed to
judge others' especially the
flatterers.
Don't be swayed by the fads
or pressures of the mome~t. It
often takes far more umer
strength and courage to say
"no'· rather than "yes," and it
is the difficult confrontations
that will put your character to
its severest tests. Responsible
dignity should be your
guideline. .
. .
Second, if you engage m mtercourse outside the marriage
promise, we trust that you will
use the best method of birth
control available. Admittedly,
this won't be easy lo do in a time
of passion, when hwnan beings
are more likely to be emotional
than rational. Perhaps someone
in your college infirmary - a
nurse or doctor counseling you,
or a private physician
recommended by one of them can help you. I hope you realize
the importance of proper
medical advice and would seek
professional counsel.
"Accept Responsibility"
Third, we trust that you and
your partner will be fully aware
of the consequences of an unwanted pregnancy. I.f ever you
become pregnant accidentally,
your mother and l want you to
know that we stand ready to
support you in all the painful
decisions that must be made.
Some of the saddest crises we
know are caused by parents
who desert their children when
the really rough problems come
along. We would ce.rtainly help
you face the different choices to
be made, and be willing to share
some of your anguish.
Well, Sue, I've had my say.
May I ask only one further
favor: that you try to project
yourself into the future, when
you may be writing a similar
letter to your own daughter or
son. What values would you
want her, or him, to maintain
regarding sex'?
Your mother and I hope you
have a life filled with happiness
and joy. Should you some day
choose to marry, we hope that
you will have learned from your
premarital years that a
relationship based on mutual
fidelity and confidence can be a
tremendous source of strength
and comfort in this complex,
difficult world.
We can testify that having
children like you is the greatest
blessing of all. The warmth and
delight of a family circle cannot
be equaled by anything else.
Now and always you may count
on our continued prayers,
concern, and, most of all, our
love.
Affectionately,
Dad

Doctor To Assist
Health Services
The university board of
regents announced the hiring of
a medical doctor to work part
time with the student health
services on campus.
Dr. Theodore Gandy, formerly from Wisconsin but now
retired from general practice
and residing in McAllen, will
assist health services director
carol Chamblee in attending to
students in need of the services.
Health Service Gift

The Student Health Service
wishes you a healthy and happy
New Year. As a special
C.:hrislmas gift we invite you lo
visit our new office located in
Emilia Rall and have your
blood pressure checked.
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Grant Finances Research
Includes Science Faculty, Students
Five faculty members from
the school of science and
mathematics along with 15
students are working on a
research program made
possible through a $114,890
awarded to Pan American
University by the National
Institute of Health.
The grant is a supplement of
an original grant made to the
university by the Minority
Biomedical Support Program
( MBS) of the National Institute
of Health to Andres Estrada for
research on the chemistry of
vision. According to Dr. J.C.
Nichols, vice-president for
academic affairs, the basic
purpose of the program is to
increase the number of students
exposed to research at the
undergraduate
level
in
preparation for careers in
health-related sciences.
The MBS program is divided
among five faculty m~mbers.

These are Or. Ernest J. Baca,
acting head of the chemistry
department, researching
Airanalysis of Pesticides and
the Biochemistry of Vision; Dr.
Norman L. Savage, associate
professor of biology Arthritis
and Rodents and Herbicides on
Immune Response; Estrada,
Biochemistry of Vision; Dr.
Frank
Judd,
associate
professor of biology, Herbicides
and Peromyscus; Dr. Terry C.
Allison, associate professor of
biology.
Herbicides
and
Parasites. Estrada is currently
studving at the University of
Missouri through the sponsorship of the grant.

grant. The equipment remaui.,
as part of the science department at PAU. Cost of the
equipment is up to $61,000 and
there is still some to come.
Some of the equipment that is
used in various processes of the
research includes a gas
chromatograph, a densitometer
for thin layer chromotography,
an ultra-violet visible spec- _ WORKING
SPEC
is
rtophotometer, two high-speed 'tina, one of the students currently involved in research f wided
centriiuges,
two · large by the Minority Biomedical Research program.
autoclaves, and a lyphlizeor.
The supplemental program
has been approved for support
totaling $429,980 through May
31, 1977 subjectto availability of
funds. The average yearly
budget for the supplemental aid
original grant totals about

According to Dr. Baca,
presently the director of the
program, the university has $160,000.
gained and is still from the
program. There is equipment
Funds are also provided for
involved in the research that the released time of the faculty
has been purchased through the members involved.

German Operas To Be Shown
By popular demand, the
music department of PAU is
reshowing eight opera films
which were shown on the
wiiversity campus last summer according to Dr. John D.
Anderson, head of the music
deparbnent.
The films are being shown
through a special arrangement
with the Embassy of the
Federal Republic of Germany
in Washington. The films may
be viewed free in the Recital
Hall of the PAU Fine Arts
Complex at 7 P.M. for each
performance.
The first film, ''Zar and
Zimmerman" by Lortizing, was
shown
Thursday
night.

December 15 is the datf:: .:or the
next film, '·Der Freischutz" by
von Weber. Succeeding operas
in the series will be ' The
Marriage of Figaro" by Mozart
on January 7, "Die Meistersinger" by Wagner on January
14 and "Wozzeck" by Berg on
January 20. Other showings
include "The Magic Flute" by
Mozart on February 4,
"Zauberflate" on March 18 and
"Fidela" by Beethoven on April
21.
This operas, filmed by the
Hamburg Opera Company in
German for German television,
will be shown only once so that
PAU may airmail the film on to
the next exhibitor.

U Of H Assistanceship
To Provide Doctoral Study
Encarnacion Sanchez an
instructor in the foreign
languages department has
accepted
a
doctoral
assistanceship from
the
University of Houston beginning Jan. 20.
Sanchez will visit the
universities of Guadalajara,
Mexico City and Guatemala
and possibly South America as
part of his studies· towards a
doctors degree in students
curriculum
[or
higher
education.

According to Anderson, the
sets, lighting, costumes and
performances are outstanding.
·•Devotees of the opera who live
in the Rio Grande Valley will
probably have no better opSanchez, who has been with
portuni ty to see and hear Pan American five years as a
performances of such out- Spanish instructor, rece.ived his
standing opera repertoire again bachelor of arts degree in
in the near future," said An- Spanish with a minor in interderson.
American studies from Pan Am

and his master of arts degree
from the University of Houston
in Spanish with a minor in Latin
American History.
Sanchez served in the U.S.
Marine Corp Reserve for two
years. After the service Sanchez worked with the FBI inden tif i cation department
during the day and attended the
University of Maryland at
night. He also worked at the
Huntsville state prison as
security guard during the night
and
attended
Southern
Methodist University at Dallas.
Sanchez will return to Pan
American in September with a
[ellow instructor Mrs. Blanca
Sanchez, his wife, will accompany him on his tour. She is
a graduating senior at Pan Am.
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~l Bronco, Makes Progress
Progress on the 1975 edition of
the yearbook, "El Bronco"
appears to be rolling along
smoothly, according to the
editors of the publication.
Yearbook editor, George
Almaraz explained, that the
yearbook would feature a
preview of action pictures
placed in appropriate sections
of the yearbook, in the first 16
pages of the yearbook.
According to Almaraz and
assistant editor, Martha
Feldtman, some of the page
proofs have already been
returned to the staff.

Miss Feldtman reported that
the "Mug section portion of the
yearbook has been finished and
mailed
to
News photo
Publishing Company. At
present we are collecting information and pictures for
organizations, Greeks, faculty,
academics and sports seclions."
She said the yearbook sta[f
will be working on the sections
of the yearbook during the
Christmas holidays to meet the
deadlines.
" Organizations and Greeks
should give us any activity
shots of group activities they
P~oyec t O Espe!~°:za have,"
she added. "They should
1D ds
Activities talk to us. if they want pictures
Proyecto Esperanza will taken by us."
bring lt fall activities to a close "We are sure that the student
when it goes Christmas caroling body will be satisfied with the
Dec. 18.
•75 yearbook," she concluded.
Proyecto Esperanza is a
federally-funded tutorial Newman Activities
program
aimed
at
academically and financially
Christmas
helping students through their
first two years of college. Under
The Newman Club is
the leadership of Richard currently sponsoring several
Sanchez, president, the club has holiday-oriented activities. A
completed an ac-ibre semester. food drive benefiting the needy
For its participation in the families of the Valley and a
Carnival of the Great Pumpkin, clothing drive with Reynosa
the group earned a third Jlace orphanage as beneficiary are
prize. In November, the club's widerway until Dec. 17, acfund-raising raffle won student cording to Zita Obregon,
Alma Mendez a basket full of secretary at the Student Center
party snacks.
for Social Involvement.
Christmas caroling Dec_ 16Other officers include Juan R.
Guerra, vice-president; Jovita :!0 in Valley mobile home parks
Gutierrez. secretary; MeryJin ,md a Chrisbnas party at 'i p.m
Jeske. treasurer; Alfredo Dec. 17, at the SCSI will comZuniga, parliamentarian: and plete the ewmaniles' holiday
Belt) Carcano, reporter.
actiYitie/; .

w

up

Mark

CAMPU

SPORTWEA
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NOW OPEN
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Regents Approve 18 New Faculty Members
The university's board of
regents approved 16 new
faculty members for the
current academic year.
Seven members were approved on a permanent basis
and nine were approved £or on~
year terms.
Blanca Hinojosa and Juliana
Lefner have been hired as instructors rn the department of
nursing on a permanent basis.
Miss Hinojosa worked for the
Texas State Department as a
nurse and earned her B.S.
degree at Incarnate Word
College in San Antonio. Mrs.
Lefner acquired her B.S. from
Texas Woman's University in
Denton and has been employed
as a nurse for the Santa Rosa
School district.
Virginia Mounce, who earned, her master's degree from

the University of Texas at
Austin, bas been hired as instructor and catalog librarian,
She served as archivist and
Latin American librarian a~
Trinity University in San Antonio.
Marilyn Nicely will assume
the responsibilities of reference
librarian and instructor. She
obtained her M.L.S. degree
from the University of
Oklahoma at Norman. She was
a library assistant at Arizona
State University at Tempe,

Ariz.
Lorna Chapa has been
elevated to assistant professor
of the political science
department. She has been
working in conjunction with the
Lower Rio Grande Development Council. She earned her
M.A. from the University of

Underwood To Judge
Womens' Page Contest
Dr. Bruce Underwood of the
department of English and
mass communications has been
selected to judge a national
competition among womens'
pages in newspapers. Other
distinguished newsmen and
journalism professors will form
the judges' panel.
The board of judges has incl uded, in the past, such
distinguished persons as former
Treasurers of the United States,
Ivy Baker Priest and Elizabeth
Rudel Smith, anthropologist Dr.

-Chicago.
Robert ~otter, part-time
instructor in the behavioral
sciences department has been
appointed assistant professor of
that department. Trotter
acquired bis master's degree
from Southern Methodist
University in Dallas.
Dr. Thomasine Taylor will
assume the responsibilities of
assistant
professor
of
elementary education. She
earned her Ph. D from the
University of Texas at Austin
and has been teaching at the
University of Houston.
In the school of education,
five one-year appointments
were approved. Ree Aguirre,
who worked for the Region One
Education Service center in
Edinburg, has been appointed
assistant professor in the
education department. She
obtained her M. Rd. from the

University of Houston.
Baylor University in Waco, has
Mary Ross bas been hired as been appointed assistant
an instructor in the deparbnent. professor of that department at
She earned her M. Ed. from Pan Am for one year. He has a
Pan Am. She bas been a part- Ph. D. from Oklahoma State
time instructor at both the Okla.
Mario Garza, who earned a
Edinburg and Brownsville Pan
Am campuses. Eva Hughes was B.S. degree at Pan Am served
also hired as instructor of right-Away Food, Inc., will
serve as instructor in the
education.
biology department.
Dr. Elizabeth Gratz, who has
Dr. Nicholas Sobin, a former
been instructing in the business t.eacbing assistant in linguistics
department on a part-time at the University of Texas at
basis has been named in- Austin, who recently earned his
structor in the secondary Ph. D. has been given a oneeducation department. She year appointment as assistant
earned her Ph. D. from the professor in the department of
University of Iowa City, Iowa.
Janice Willeford, former world English and mass comhistory teacher in Mission, who munication.
Dr. Patricia Behlar a former
obtained her M. Ed. from PAU,
will also assume duties of in- instructor at Northwestern
structor in the secondary state University, has been hired
as instructor of political science
education department.
for one year. Her Ph. D. is from
Dr. Harley Reno, a former Louisiana State University in
associate professor of biology at New Orleans.

Two To Graduate In Honors Studies

Margaret Mead, Senator
Maurine B. Neuberger and
prominent educators and
government officials.
Stanley Home Products, Inc.,
a $100 million enterprise, will
finance the annual competition,
allowing the winners to award
journalism scholarships of $100,
$750 and $500 to any student in
his community.
The competition is sponsored
by Ruder and Finn, a public
relations agency in New York.

Two students are graduating
within the honors studies
program this semester. Marci
Kae Mitchell and Keith Warren
Jeske, will bring to 18 the total
of students who have graduated
within the honors program in its
five-year existence.
At the junior and senior level,
the honors program involves
mdependentresearch and study
which climaxes in a project
presented by the student right
before graduation. Miss Mitchell presented her project last

week. Under the advisement of
Dr. Theodore Clark of the
behavioral sclences department, Miss Mitchell prepared
"The Spiritual Crisis: The
return of the Chariots of the
Gods."
Miss Mitchell's project was a
slide presentation tracing the
changes in western man from
the time of the ancient Greeks
to the present. She is an interAmerican studies major and an
English minor with a 3.77 grade
point average.
Jeske prepared his project
under the guidance of Dr.
Edwin LeMaster, head of the
physical science department.
The physics and math major's
project is entitled "An Experimental Evaluation of a
Crop Cano
Model Assump-

tion." Jeske is graduating with

a 3.62 gpa.
Jeske has worked for several
semesters at the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration in Houston as a
cooperative education student.
Under the program, a semester
of school is alternated with a
semester at a cop-op job.
Jeske is now from Edinburg
and Miss Mitchell from
McAllen.

BSU Plans Banquet
A Christmas banquet and a
White Elephant party will wind
up the Baptist Student Union's
activities for this fall Saturday
at 7 p.m.
Cost for attending the
banquet is $1.50 in advance.

HAVE A HEAVY
CHRISTMAS.
AND MAKE IT MUSICAL BY VISITING

MELHART MUSIC
Carrying the most modem sound
equipment available today.
Such famous brand names as:

BOSE
FENDER
SHURE
ALVAREZ

PEAVEY ACOUSTIC
CERWIN-VEGA
GIBSON
OVATION

PLUS A LARGE SELECTION OF'
PIANOS AND ORGANS
This Christmas Visit

.17Zelluzn
MUSIC CENTER

Beautiful Hair Is Our Thing •••
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON MAKE IT YOURS!
VISIT

I

~9of!~~A~ n!!!~LEN

1013 Wisteria

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

' • Mile Norlh of Nolan•
Loop OU North IOlh Slrcet

ROYCE E. OSWALT
OWNER

MCALLE
68&-JSU

BILLy BENT£
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Wishing You
,a happy Holiday
Season.

If Santa had
your list,

t

~t'
"i-

tI
-

Sale Starts
Thursday
Thru
Saturday

he'd

ShopTen8s
W 'h ere he would save 25% on
all fas:h ion.s for the holidays.
Bring your list and save 25%
on all purchases. Select from
any of the three Tene' Stores
of the Val:ley.

-

~

McALLEN

EDINBURG

HARLINGEN

North 10th Street

Las Palmas Shopping Center

Coronado Village

/•

!,
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-
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Journalists Plan In tern a tional Media Meet
Geraldo Rivera, host of the Castillo, Brownsville Herald
American
Broadcasting reporter and -editor; Don
Corporation program "Good Mallory, KGBT-TV Channel 4
Night America.' ' has been newsman: Dr. Cleo Dawson,
invited to attend the first In- author of " She Came to the
ternational Media Conference Valley" and Jackie Guerra,
at Pao American University publisher of the ''Roma South
scheduled March 21-22.
Texas Reporter."
Dr. Bruce Underwood, mass
Representatives from each
communications
faculty daily newspaper, television and
member at Pan Am, has radio station in the Valley will
initiated the organization of the be
invited
to
attend.
conference.
Representatives from each
The planning committee branch of the media in the
consists of Dr. Arnulfo Mar- Corpus Christi and Laredo
tinez, vice~resident for Inter- areas will also be invited.
American affairs and InFaculty
and
student
ternational Education; Dr. Carl representatives from Texas
L. Grantz, chairman of the A&1 University at Kingsville,
department of English and De.I Mar College in Corpus
mass cmnmunications; Harry Christi, the University of Texas
Quin, student publications at San Antonio, Texas A&l at
advisor; Martha Cruz, editor of Laredo, Texas A&I at Corpus
the Inter-American Affairs Christi, St. Mary's University in
1ewsletter;
Craig Smith, San Antonio, Trinity University
president of the Pan American in San Antonio and Texas
Press Association; William Soulhmost College in BrownGriffin, mass communications sville will be invited to attend.
major at Pan Am; L.A.
Representatives from Mexico
Youngman,
director
of will include staff members of
cooperative and continuing each of the daily newspapers
education and Dr. Underwood. and radio stations at R~ynosa
Other international media and Matamoros and "El
guests tentatively scheduled
Orte," 8 distinguished daily in
include Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt Monterrey.
Wallace, co-publishers or the
Faculty
and
student
"Readers' Digest''; Romulo representatives from the
O'Farrill,
publisher
of Universidad Ibero-Americano
"Novedades" and the "Mexico in Mexico City, University of
City News" in Mexico City; and the Americas, Mexico City
the publisher of "El Manana" University, Instituto Tecnico CJe
Monterrey, Instituto Allende in
of Reynosa.
Special guests from the San Miguel de Allende,
Valley area include Oscar J. del Universldad de Guadalajara,

Universidad de San Luis Potosi, students an elite, professional
Universidad de Nuevo Leon, mass communications
Universidad Noroeste in organization that would comTampico and Universidad de pare with lhe presbgious SouthTamaulipas will also be invited western Journalism Congress
to attend.
in Texas. the Rocky Mountain
The two-day conference will
include four one and one-half
hour workshops which will
concern problems in newspaper
and magazine-yearbook
publications and rad.lo television broadcasting.
Awards will be presented to
active members of the media
who have made outstanding
contributions to the promotion
of greater inter-American t'
understanding and greater ,);cultural according to Dr. Un-

derwood.
Dr. Underwood said the
ultimate goal of the conference
is to organize a permanent
international mass communications conference for
schools in southern Texas and
northern Mexico.
He believes this proposed
conference could create more
"international atmosphere than
does the Texas Intercollegiate
Press Association" to which
PAU now belongs.
Dr. Underwood lists the
reasons for establishing the
conrerence as to "provide a
meeting ground for Mexican
and Texas mass
communicators so that they could
discuss common non-political
problems, promote better interAmerican communkations and
to meet PAU's desire to get its

GRAND OPENING
OF

MUNTZ CARTRIDGE CITY
FEATURING TAPES-TAPES DECKS
SALES

SET o pealc:e
' Purchase of an

SERVICE

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

tape deck

MOTOROLA 8-TRACK TAPE DECK

VALUABLECOUPON

lo OL70

$4995
MUN Tz

Reg. $59.95

7

312 Soutb. Tenth

OFF I
ON ANYI

CAR STEREO
IN STOCK
BRING THIS COUPON

NOW

MU,ll1n. Tens

Cartridge City
682-4792

1
1

AZl:t JOE SHOWERY
C,WHQI

PAN AM GRADUATE
TAP£5

•

the conference.

•

VNll'ED CAMPUS MINISl'RID' weekly Wednesday chapel
service will feature advent music sung .in both English and ,
Spanish and accompanied by Lucy Gonzalez, Martha/
Marroquin, Delia Cantu, David Candelaria and Carlo,
Rodriguez.

,

Drama Student Produces
Comedy For Grad Project

Shakespeare's "Taming of
the Shrew" was presented
Saturday and Sunday at the Pan
Am studio theatre by the speech
and drama department.
The comedy, produced by
. .- - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -. . Randy Thomas as a graduate
project, was performed in
l!l20's style and included film
sequences, music, live action
and action under strobe light.
Bonnie Jarrett and Doug
Cummins played the leading
roles of the shrew and ber
tamer Katherine and
Petruchio. Patty AbbotlJ)layed
Kate's spoiled sister, Blanca,
and Albert Gana ph\yed Kate's
father Baptist.a mola. The rest
of the cast included Susan
Dennis, Randy Thomas, Dr.
James A. Hawley, Steve
Jackson, Hollis Levy, Raymond
MCALLEN
312 OUTH 10TH
Maeder, Jaclue Rainey, Donna
Walker, Larry Washington and
J'tm Wilson.
The production staff aiding
Thomas included Teri Sim~~
&

ANNOUNCING THE

Collegiate Press Association or,
TIPA."
A small registration fee will
be required for attendance to

mons, production manager:
Sue Crist, assistant manager;
Donna Walker, assistant
director and Joyce Slade, light
Chief. Also on the production
staff were Monica Jones,
properties; Rose Anne SmJth,
music and Hollls Levy,
costwnes.
The next speech and tlrama
production is Shakespeare's
"The Tempest." It will be
presented Feb. 24 -Marrh 1 at
the university center ballroom
under the direction of Doug
Cummins. Cast members for
the play are Paul A. Leach,
Ignacio Torres Jr., Jim Wilson,
Conrado Solis, Kent Smither,
Jack
Strawn,
Raymond
Maeder, Mlke Green, Marian
Manta, Donna Walker, Jackey
Rainey, Joe Fogarty, Albert
Garza, Rose Ann Smith, Debra
Thomas, Steve Jackel, Earl
Gallagher, Susan Smith, Holti.s
Levy and Susan Prather.
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Tennis Broncs Finish Best Fall
L.ittle Paco Ceron, a Pan
American senior from Mexico
City, rode roughshod over three
tennis pros before falling to a
fourth in the 26th annual
Thanksgiving Championships
of Corpus Christi.
That drive by Ceron gavE; Pan
Am its best fall tennis session in
several years. Ceron lost in the
finals of the tournament to Ken
De Koenig or Corpus Christi 64

and f,-2 after bumping off three
other professionals to reach
that spot.
In reaching that illustrious
spot Ceron upset the No. 1 seed
of the tournament Ivan Mikysa
of Oklahoma City. Mikysa is a
former member of the
Czechoslovakian Davis Cup
team and now an excellent pro
player. Ceron took him 6-2 and
7-6 for a surprisingly easy win,

Ceron's next stops were made
in the finishing off of Greg Kail
of Corpus Christi ('l-6 and 7-5)
and Tim Heckler of Houston ( 75 and 6-2). As mentioned, both
of
these
playei-s
are
professionals also.
''This is the best fall season
we've had in my seven years
here,· • said Coach Dennis
Conner of Pan American. "We
brought in 17 trophies. This

makes it Cun to look forward to
the upcoming spring season."
Pan Am won't step onto the
tennis court to compete again
tiU the 22nd annual Pan
American University Intercollegiate Tournament
unfolds on Feb. 7-9 in 1975.
Another Bronc, Ricardo
Eynaudi, reached the quarterfinals of that Corpus Christi
tournament only to fall t.o

Mikysa in a tight three-match
set 3-6, 6-4, 6-2. Eynaudi had
scored a good win over Brad
Camp of Trinity to advance that
far by a 6-3 and 6-1 margin.
Yet another Bronc, Antonio
Hartmann, upset Paul Cass
before losing to one of the pros
Ceron beat, Tim Heckler. Cass
is the Corpus Christi King high
s c h o o I
c o a c h

Get To Know Your Pan Am Cross Country Runners
JUAN GARZA - Keeping up
with Juan Garza's accomplishments is just about as
difficult as keeping up with
Juan Garza while he is running
15 miles. Since coming to Pan
American Garza has piled up
more trophies, medals and
honors to pile on top of the piles
or trophies, medals and honors
he earned before bringing his
long-run career to the Valley.
Last year Garza participated
in the Houston Marathon after
his
120-miles-a-week
preparation drills. Garza fought
the three H's, humidity, hills
and heat, not to mention around
115 runners for the two hours
and 37 minutes that it took him
to run tbe marathon course. Re
won by some five minutes over
his nearest competitor. The
humidity, reaching nearly 80
per cent, kept more than half
the field from finishing.
Two weeks later Garza was at
it again in the San Antonio
Richard Lozano Memorial
Marathon. This race is named
for the long-0istance rUMer
from Pan American who was
killed in an automobile accident
in 1970. Fortunately, the beat
and humidity were not there at
this race. Unfortunately, the
hills were there, not to mention
freezing weather at race time.
Garza beat these conditions and
about 65 entrants to take the
race 25 minutes ahead of his
nearest competitor at two hours
and 36 minutes.
'!rack season rolled around
and Garza promptly became
the Pan Am record holder in the
three-mile run. Gar.ta broke
~lizar Lucio's mark of 14:44
with his swift 14:21.
Moving back to his marathon
efforts, Garw competed in the
Drake
relays
Marathon
Championships in Des Moines.
Garza glided over tbe extremely hilly course In two
hours and 32 minutes to finish
third in the country. The winner

only managed a 2:25 finish.
About that race Garza commented "All those hills . . . I
could've run much better on a
Oat marathon course."
In the Valley last summer

Garza initiated the Run For
Run club which saw 35 runners

take part in a run from McAllen
to Edinburg. All the entrants
received some kind of award
their efforts.
This coming year the Club
will have a major event March 2
when the Hidalgo-Fiesta
Marathon unreels. That will be
a long journey on foot from the
old courthouse in Hidalgo to the
new courthouse in Edinburg.
Garza sees his future taldng
him back to Houston and San
Antonio to defend his tiUe in the
two events he won last year.
Gar1.a is prepping even now for
the Olympic trials in 1976 and
the Pan American games
I nothing to do with t he
University) that will have their
regional qualifications a t
Houston and their actual
contests in Mexico City.
Concerning the Olympics,
Garza feels a marathon ti.me of
two hours and 20 minutes would
be sUfficient to make the United
States team and get a trip to
Montreal. If be fais there,
Garza as a marathon runner
would still be of a peak age for
the 1980 Olymplfs.

for

,..._

HnisrCFHE~S
}

MEN'S

WEAR

JERRY CURL

The Houston Police need 21)00 new faces.

Houston's growth requires almost doubling
the size of its Police Department. A career
opportunity is waiting for you. There are no
quotas or waiting lists. We need qualified
people now.
A career with the Houston Police is a special
opportunity for people who wish to continue
their educatton. Full tuition scholarships in
Police Administration are available to every
Houston Police Officer. Funds are provided
through a federal program. GI benefits apply
lo our GI accredited academy, a special
bonus for veterans
If you are

a man 5'7" or a woman 5' tall be-

tween 19-35 years old, and have a high

Juan Garza

RAMIRO RAMIREZ is a 1974 graduate of Mercedes High
School. A freshman, who is majoring in physical education and
minoring in health, Ramirez competed in the state track meet
as a sophomore and as a senior for Mercedes High. His personal
goal is to qualify and be able to run in the national meet in Indiana. Ramiro has expressed a strong desire to run a marathon
this year in Galveston, Odessa, or a meet held in the Valley. A
sports minded individual, Ramiro enjoys playing football f.or
fun along with all other sports.

.........

school diploma or the equivalent, you may
qualify for this exciting career opportunity.
If you are interested in $787 per month while
you are training, a 3-week paid vacation after
one year, $12 ,000 a year after three years,
and much more, check us out . Here's a
chance to help people in a very real way,
and help yourself to an exciting career at the
same time. Come by and get the full story:

Houston Police Recruiting
One Allen Center Building, 18th Floor
500 Dallas at Smith Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 222-4041
An Equal Qpportuni1y Employer

-
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Saunders Leads Old Pros

Intramural Basketball Finds A Winner
Its all o\Tt for intralllural
dr1bbl rs. The championship
gc1me sc1w lh> Old Pros lHkl1 the
intrm11ural ·rown .ma) from
Lhe Sibling:. b~ a ·t!-21 final
score> Ken Saunde r·s ont'l' again
led the Pros \\ 1th his Ill-plus
point output.

rhl' lntenollegiute Knights
111 Uw

r.111 pw,l lhe 1-io,Hlrunn rs

thin! plal'l' l!mne that prel'eded
thl· l·hampi nship
l he "omen had their O\\ 11
b:itlles ,,1th lhc Campell s
hm1II) \\alkm~ ,mc1,1 h,1pp)

"1th the" unwn · 1:hampion hip

ribbum, Tht• :\L•\1 mun nu111~n
~ralJIJ (l sec-1HHI plac );-tt't'
,, hik lhl· PF:\! 1-:al dutch d
lhird pl.1n• mark rs.
~1~mbl1 rs of th
wwning
wonll'11's te,tm .,re Sand,
Rt>m1,·1cl ·z Yolanda Ah·arado.
Yolanda I .ea!. Haque! 0Jl·1!.1.

:\'mf.J Villar al. Hlann1 (;on-

FOR

FOR

CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS

zalez. Cloria C': nlu. Barb.irn
(.'aslillu ..\Ima lluerra. :\hnme

Ran~ I ,ind Josie De I, on
Mem bc:rs of the \1 inning
men's team are Ken faunders.

folio\\ mg llw C'h:.tmpionsh1p
,11th lht' l'an • Lnivers1t, :\11St.ir::; taking on Uw u·rooks-

'lhe l'un-lJn1\l'rs1t~ team
IOOk ,1 dosl•ly fought lwltle lo
\\ Ill th• t•,tnH'UITl('lllar l'\'Cll(
~-H'..! llll' \\ inmni.: ll'am .s.m
Osem l\lc1rtme1.. \l.irio lkrn;mdez. Ed {;en1lclin1. ll1m,ml
Wl'Sl. ,hi.in Lope, ,md Sll•H'
l·:sp,trlil l'llOlrll>Utl' pnm
for
th ,ir l',tU!ie ,1\11lv ~n•d
Longona. Tt'IT) V1111 Burkleo,
(;H
lt11lt,1ho
,\rlhur
('havarrt,l, Jerr~ Oli,·arl' ·.
,Juan Pum·L· ,ind Mano Duarte
l>olilbell Uw hoop for lh losing

Amel'ican All-Stars. ,

Hrooks-t\.m •rican

.'ll'\ • II\ alt. Ll'S SmuuJers.
l>,i\ lil
m;i n lfowurd W 'Sl.
Bill lk\ ;1111.tl't't'lllll • l.0111.·
\ ll't•mk and .luv Hl•rnandt•z.
olht•rn ise kno,1 n .i::. liJl' marl
uo111ber

'\e\,

Tht· d1;11llpi11n.ship ~Hllll' did
not 111,1rk thL· l 1ncl of tlw sc;i ·on
ill !':in Am. 'lhl" 1\.11-St:ir Game
r,in 1l!> tour::.e thl' night

tt.'.ull.

SOMETHING UNUSUAL
' HIRT F RO 1 CHICHICA T E
GO
W LL HAN GING FROM COLOMBIA

G AY ABERA FROM

OCAR UG A

BLOUSE F RO I G • TE MALA
ART 1-~ROM PANAMA

VISIT

SOUTH AMERICAN ART & CLOTHING
EL CENTRO MALL
PHARR-McALLEN

INTRAMURAL AcrtON? The apparent lack of action in this intramural action ohoto ~
not due to a lack of action in the intramural games. The competition was fas t and furious.

,--------- --- ---- - - - - ----- ------- ---,

Good times
for first timers.
MC-1M 90
G1 •at 0U·ro11cl

I 1form ,

•
Rugyc I 89cc
Iu!I

~n, m •.

;i s tecl lt, 11s

•

Go d um

for

G-5 100 Enduro
dual

,?

Pow •rful p •rlorn dnC•J
on a!1d off the r ad

•

Supe1 mla119, qr r1t

f11 s1 Inn rs

ec()l10m·-1

S-1250
TnpJ.~ cyund r
st 1 -rb,k~

•
•
Sporty, ·asy lo
h,rndJ,_

-,

•111•)
Kawasalt:i lets the good times roll
YEAR END CLOSE OUT ON ALL 1974 MODELS
IN STOCK!

CYCLE SPORT CENTER
2· 2 MIU:S NORTH 281
• t Mile East

111 ') sau.J ll l'OUldn l I) done.
t•spec·1,tll} 1101 m just ;1 half-

m1.1) fr11111 his fu•l. C,;,1rz11. ,hit'

duz1•n lril'S , Th ''.I aid ·mkint-: a
h~1ski:tball lr()!Jt ,md-<·ourL m
ulll} one sl11,t w.i.· something
Pl oplt• drl',lllll·d about doing,
t•s1wdally with c1 trip lo Mexico
C'ii} as lhl' prizt·. ,\ usual, ltM!}
\H'l'l' \\rang .
<·ns (:ar,~1. aged 25 :md a
mc•mbl'r uf lh1• P,m /\m student
bod} . slrod l'onfidenti'. uul to
t111• c·,•ntt~r-s1.1·1pt· and nppl'd lhl'
nl'l:-. llwt huni.: somr '17 fel'I
Ii 1l oull:1 111ah

111lh hi: wtft'. l11 ;\lt'xirn l'it\ ,
I i;1rza. :1n ,\ir Fon·t• ,•t•h-ran
,md £on111•1 h.iskl"!LJ/JIJ pb~t>r ,1!

B1q b,ke p rlorma11c ',

Kawasak i Clothes and Rid ing Gear
. , , ..

Student Makes
The Shot Heard
Round The World

Pharr
787-9091

✓.

•· • .

:-1~-

h't'
l\lcxico

-.....

l,.:. "{ /

1/ /

J

Lu

111.s frorfs,

IS IUl\\ tl!I Jl!S Wll)'

Uuma I ligh Sd1uol. 1, m; uni\ Lh •
," l\.lh 1m1t1i-rp..1nt 111 Lhis L; and
n •,1 halftime rt>:1hu·1• ,il tht·
Brum· h:1sk •tball •~•11111.'. II ·
\II.JS d1us1•11,1t rnndum fro111 \Ill'

1..-uwcl h~
11rocr.u11

c1

lurk, -numuL'r

,\ rev. 1111in ·illl•nt· •s have·
:ilr1•ad) lakl'n plal'l" in this
h•.1lun• :-.l:1rt1•1I IJ~ 11r11m11liu11isl
.Jon S1.:h1II . Fo1 um•. Cilrw's
\\ ifi: IS il C'Ollsin of l'huy
c;uL'l'!'a':,,, whu 11 l:i)S rnr lht•
l;ronl' hilskl'lball h': !II. Vnr
anotlwr, l\\O 11f !Ill' six shuts
that _.,,.,, t:,k,•n ,n th,• Fiest two
-............- 1!11111 •s \n'rl' lak1•11 b) um·
JJ1.'l'S1m, \\(11d1 111 •an: hr: name
\\ ,1s dr:rn II II\ sh1•t·1 1 ha nu· 11111
~
1,r :,JI lhm,t• p1·11plt• (\\II llig!th in
.i ruw Tu I 11rl111•r 1·nr11r,lll':1l ·
!ht• lllollL'I'. that per.son who has
t:1kt·n l\\n :-.11111. \\a, :\llkl' 11:,rl,
!ht· 1;.i; n·nl1•r fut lhl' Bn1rtl'S last
) c·;1r I l;1rt 111iss1'd t'\ l'J') lhitt~
th1· first night liut n ·arl\ 1·11n
m·t·lL·d 11n th,• hm11li 011· \\'1·d·
m•silit ~ mglil.

Ii.._ - ·

>-

\

b

When l111· .... hnl I\ a. 111adt• In
( ;;,rt,,. :, lr 'llll'Cllii1u. l'lt,11" r,, l'
fru111 th • 1 rrm cl Tlw pl'11plP
tu !ikt· 11 It.ii lh~\ :-,;111.
'l'lil' 1·1111ll':;l 1·ont1nu1·. lhrn111,!l1

, 1•1·11ll'd

111 lill' l\ron,
llr,mt•
Thrc•t• 111111 t· ltn kh
Jwopli• 111ll li;,n• a
hr,otoul"'
•'\•r)l11111• tlw Hro111 ·. t!nhhh·
I r I tit • I tllrl.

ll1t·

n•i.t

~;11111•s
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Twila Young

Tom Nix

KRGV-TV

KRGV-TV

****
.

.,>.\

..

... -* * * *

The 1974 Winner-Bill Kennedy Of Snooks PublicatioM

~~
John Walker
Valley Morning Star

· Jim DeHart

KRIO-radio

J

Ronnie Zamora
Brownsville Herald

,'
Ron Keller
Pan American

David Newman·
Pan American

ANNOUNCES

SUPER SAVING FOR YOU!!
SAVE!!

"ANTI-INFLATION SALE"

SAVE!!

'
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Basketballers Pile On More Wins
The basketball Broncs are
putting together a good season
with four wins in five tries. The
fourth win came against the the
Universit)
of Texas al
Arlington last Saturda) night in
the Pan Am Fieldhouse. The
Broncs rolled over the
Mavericks by an Bf>-61 score
with Marshall Rogers of Pan
Am leading the scoring again
with his 32 points.
The home team also got a
spirited performance out of 6-5
Gilbert King who tallied 23
points and 11 rebounds. Next
came Julies Howard with nine
points and nine rebounds
followed by Cris Garcia's eight
points. Other contributors were
John McDowell with four points
and seven rebounds, Willie
Rimmer with five points and
seven rebounds, and Eddie
Gonzalez with two points and
five rebounds.
Garcia, starting in the spot
vacated by the injured Jesus

Guerra. counted three assists
as did Rogers. Bronc forward
Steve Washington was sick and
missed th contest, also.
King led the Broncs in steals
for the night with four. wbil~
Garcia and Rimmer each
latched their hands on three
thefts.
For the Mavericks. Jerry
Johnson led U1e visitors with H
points and six rebounds. Jesse
Kemp pushed through 12 points
while James Hunter settled for

b~ one learn. The old record of
112 was held a long time by Oral
Roberts Unive rsity in a win
over the Broncs a few years
back.
By this time the Broncs have
played a road game r Monday
nighl I against Arkansas State
in Jonesboro. No results are
available from that game at
this time.
Since this is last ·· Pan
American" this semester.
many games will be played
11.
before the next issue. Some of
The Broncs forced a huge those games are Tutas
amount of turnovers, 29, while University on Dec. 14, Rice
making only 16 themselves, University on Dec. 21, Lamar
They also outrebound the UT A University on Dec. 23. tow
group by a 51-33 tab.
games against the University of
Of the four wins recorded by Hawaii on Dec. 29, and 30,
the Broncs, only tow of them Arkansas State on Jan. 8,
count on their NCAA mark. The Lamar University on Jan. 11,
two demolishings of the University of Texas at
University of Mexico City can Arlington on Jan. 13, Texas A&I
not be counted official. One of on Jan.18 and Hardin-Simmons
those wins, the 121-62 one, set a on Jan. 21.
court record for points scored
Of those J?:ames. the Tulsa.

Rke. Lam~r. Arkansas State
and

Hardin-Simmons games

Baseballers Decide
Spring Tri-Captains
The Tri-captains for the 1975
baseball Bronts have been
chosen. All three are returning
veterans from last vear's 50-1 l
squad that lost out the Texas
Longhorns in Arlington via the
District Six tournament
The captains are Craig Sebek,
Joe Hernandez and Ricky
Brockway. Sebek was a 300
hitter and defensive ace at his
third base position for the
Broncs.
Hernandez shared time in the
outfield for the first part of the
season and took over as the
steady left fielder the last half.
He hit over three hundred and
was the standout on defense of

lo

Is Loaded Wilh

Value!
lhiS11 bmg l'lOme o big
load ol u,I trs bu1"
rugged!

With
the
intramural
basketba U season finished for
the semester . some new intramural I.lead.lines have begun
to pop up here ancl there
Men's and women's intramural volleyball is lhe next
event slated for hungry intr am u ra I competitors. The
enl.J•) deadline on thal is Jan. 22,
]!)75. at 12 noon. That competition is going to pit man
against man and woman
a~ainst woman. Any man
\\ i hing to compete against a
woman or vice-versa will have
to wail patiently for the co-recrea tiona I volleyball competition.
The deadline on that competition is Feb. 5. 1Di5. at 12
noon , For either of these
,,onderful underlakings the
interested undertaker must
have his name placed on an
official entry form. Those entry
forms ran be had at the
Physical Education office in the
old g~ m.

Swlng-opeo c:looo, 4

toodem 'Mleels ald 2
rrodftops b "big-rig"
,eollsm.

849Lo~haul
tun

SWitchable
Hairsetter
FOr dry Qf mist

se1s. 20 curlers:
6 Jumbo. 6 lo,ge.
4 medium & 4

y: . -

the six regular outfielders.
Brockwa)
gained
AllAmerica honors after batting
:mo, and after stealing fil bases
for a short-lived natioaaJ
record . Anolher base thief from
Florida stole 62 bases surpassing the Pan Am star's
record in the last days of the
World Series of · College
Baseball in Omaha.
Brockway committed more
errors than any otber Bronc last
season at his shortstop position.
but many of those errors came
on balls that slower fielders
would have been waving at
instead of handling.

Intramural
People Get
New Deadlines

2""'- Transport

ECl3•3

are in Edinburg. Game time is
at 8 p.m.

1-

2~ ~.~

Drag Racers Get
Green Light

8444

26" 10-Speed For Great Performance!
Deluxe roc:el' has features for fdefy & sp:.,rt!
10-speed Demilleu gea SVS1em Dt.d carper
lrcrrl & rear brd(.es. More!
Westem Auto Dealers own tnelr own stores
and some Oecl8'5 do ~ SlOcic IOV Hems.
Of !hell stocks may be lmlled al ltli$ time.

Bookshelf ... Toy Chest ... Chalkboard in One!
Buftt SIUrdy with big shelves and iJII bock panel this piece of
kJmi!Ure Is pfOCllcal and flrll Has alphabet rumbers and mop ot 50 stotes. Sliding green chalkboards ,eyeot storage area. Includes chalk and
emser. Hoc.us of lJn!

15

kiddyl

2g
rA,. 01

estem
uto

~•;~;..,,·

215

East Cano

Edinburg_
383-1542

An) body serious!) interested
in drag racing in April of 1975
can clo o in Fort Wot"th if he or
s.h 1s a student of a college or
university in this country, 1you
know. the United States1.
A special competition is being
sponsored by the Unive,· 1ty of
Texa at Arlington called the
National College Drag Rucinj:'t
Champion hips. More information can be had at the Pan
American ewspaper Office in
Emilia Hall.

Frat Champs
Roll Past
Intra Champs
The Phi-Kaps are at it again.
Tho e fraternit) denls found
some new opponents. the intramw·al football champs. and
l)tuck it to em a1;ain Tht> PhiK.ipi- t'd,~ed the '.\Tu Epsilon
~uy :1-l-H 10 lhe :undaY
struggle.
·
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Brownsville Story

It

2 01. Cologne And 2 Oz. After Shave
Ht•g. $6.00
ow
$480

PLUS

0:1

A BEAUTIFUL JEWELRY DEPT.
I

'

Pizza!
~

~

Feel like making a wild guess at something? Thiskis your
lucky day, then! If that lucky guess happens to be a luc y goodguess, you could win yourself a couple of pizza tickets that are
good for a couple of pizzas.
All you have to do is play "fill in the blanks" just below and be
the one that comes the closest to the total points scor~d in Pan
American - Tulsa game this Saturday night. In case of a tie on
that, take a guess also at the number of rebounds the Broncs will
grab in their sweaty hands for the tie-breaker.
Get this form into the Physical Education Office in the PE
Complex before 4:30 p.m. on Friday and you have yourself a
legimate shot at two pizzas.
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Fashionable Ladies Apparel
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Ultralioear-50

"\

10.. Woofer & 3" Tweeter

'¥

Buy One For

$79 95

Ultralinear-lOOA
4' ~ Mid-ran~e

,.

Same offer on

12'' Woofer, 3" Tuec-ter

$99 95

IJltralinear 200's
& 1000·.
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Pictures Trace Basketball Victories

Julies Howard

~10\\'l\et· et\c.o\\~

~:~

And we're doing
someth ing about it

C''''~

1/~~

WESTERN CENTER
2i2 Mi. South of Highway 107
on 10th Street
McAllen

WHERE THE
½ RACK
IS ALWAYS
OUT!

Al Shuford And Gilbert King

Volleyball Women Meet With
Tough Going At .Big Tourney
I ,imitetJ as the, were In a Mc1gdalt.•11a Molin.1. l.u<:inda 11wkc lhc trip . The team is
lal'k nr hcighl ·,ind la(·k · of S.tl'llZ, !•:Ima Sanc:hl'7., MH r y tm1d1cd h) Dr. Ma r y I. 'l'
tournamcnl t>Xpcnerw •. the St•1tz ;u1d r :11t•<ll'lia l{,11111rez. H;1hkc. The t·apl.; 1111.,; or lhl'
Pan /\111C'r1(·an Vollcyliall Man ,Jc,;111 ~t•llsun. :il')other team ;11•t• Magda 1olina ,md
,,0111cn managed lo qu.rlif) for squ;;tl munlwr. \1 .is unable lo I ,ut·mda 8.1cm~.
the trip to Denton. for the st;1ll'
finals of \\ omen ·s vull,•,·lmll
The Brom·ctll's ;md the ·i\:xa:;
/\l, l te:u11 l'l'!)l'l'SCnlt•d lht• 8oulh
Zone in that n!cl'nl tourm•~ th
luck would ha,c il. lhc l'an An1
gc1ls 111cl lht· i'.u. 1 ranked lC',m1
in the st.HIP in the lirsl wrmc of
s~tc l'Olll(IClition ,
Tlrnl tL-,1111 ir11111 'l'c.· ws
LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
Wonwn·s l niwrsit\ won the
hrst g,mu: und was lec:1tling 12-:l
EDINBURG
in lhc sel·ond when lhl' Bron<:!.'tte.- surg d OOL'k for ;1 15-1:1 f
D
I
l'0H1t·-fru111-behindv1C'tor~ lo lie•
,,,, ~
the 1m1l<:h ;it one-all.
I
'.I:'
The TWL.' lc.im grabbed lhc
third ganw lo win lhL• 111c:1tch
and hcintl the Bn1nc·t•ltt\'i their •

reon,e A re
R ea llY•• • our B usiness
•
,,
''lIIh ere

rirst 111:-.s in Llw tourne) Pan '
r\rn 11 t:nt un drop I" o I norc
gm11c:-._111 ',1111111\lcst Te:;r:,, ~Litle
,md S;,111 I lum,l<m St,,k lo
t•lurnnalt· tlw111 fro111 llw stak

Wrangler·
Sportswear

11111111nc

l'IH' squad llll'lllill'n, rro111
I •,, 11 \1111·nc·an ,rn• \ 11larul;1
Ins
C:ar1;i. I ;r,11·1el,1 C11n1.;dt•:-. .
.\l11r1h:, l.n1w1 . B1,s1,· .\h•j i.,.
.\l\,1r;1tl11

lr111;i ( a\';111,,.

CARRYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL ..
LEVI

CALIFORNIA THREADS

HAGGAR

DONN KENNEY

GOLDEN VEE

FRITIZ or C'aliforn ia

DITTO'S
BOSTONIAN
LANGTREE

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7

•

.• !
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You Deserve a Cookie Break Today!
Color and Bring to McDonald's for a Box of
McDonald land
Cookies
Offer Expites D« . 31
GOOd Only II McDonald '1
E I C.,,lfo Moll
Pha<t/ McAllen

-...."'5=:::!=41 """""'

\

~al~~~-~~-~=---·~;..,_:., Ask About

Gift
Certificates

Dear:Santa,

Christmas, 1974

·,
I

.

i

'

Sign:
Your Name- - - - - - - - - -

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ State._ _
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Regents OK Business Council Schools Vie For Award
Composed Of 15 Executives
The school of business administration at Pan American
University has been enhanced
by . the confirmation of a la-member advisory council by
the board of regents at the
board's Dec. 4 meeting.
ominated by Dr. R . .
McMichael, dean of the
business school, and appointed
by Dr. Ralph Schilling,
president of P AU. the council
will provide a foundation for
financial support for expanding
service activities of the school,
provide advice and financial
support for the business administration building program
and assist in setting and
e\'aluating the school's role in

Corporation's office products
division plant in Austin; Frank
Boggus, president of Boggus
Motor
Company;
C.H.
Hamilton Jr., accountant and
senior partner of Mothershead,
Hamilton. Day and Mayo; and
Benjamin E.
Rodriguez,
publisher of the Valley Business
Journal, all of Harlingen.
McAllen members include
David Farb, president of J.
Edelstein Furniture Company;
Mike Frost , president of
McAllen Fruit and Vegetable
Company; and Leonel Garza
Jr.,
president
of
the
Metropolitan National Bank.
Other members include Al
Cisneros, director of the
Brownsville exercise center
and a 1971 graduate of Pan Am ;
and Pete Diaz Jr., from Rio
Grande City, president of the
Valley Mart grocery chain.

the W1iversity.
According to Dr. McMichael,
ex-officio member of the
council, there will be many
other functions performed by
members of the council. They
will serve as liaisons with the
business community and assist
graduates seeking job opportunities. They will advise
Dr. McMichael of reactions to
program content by the
business community. They will
also provide conceptual aid in
curriculwn development and
organizational growth.
Members of the council include Thomas Backus Jr.,
general manager of the International Business Machine

Lindslee Greer Presents Recital
Lindslee Ann Greer, music
major. presented her senior
piano recital last night at the
fine Recital Hall. Miss Greer, a
piano student of Dr. John
Raimo. presented her recital in
partial fulfillment of her degree
in music education.
Her program began with two
Sonatas b,· Domenico Scarlatti
followed· by
Beethoven ' s
Sonata, No. 11 opus 22. She then
collaborated with her father .
Dr. Thomas Greer also of the
music department in the performance
of
Schubert's
Sonatine 'o. 2 opus 137 for
violin and piano. To conclude
her porgram Miss Greer performed Rachmaninoff Prelude

in A Minor, No. 8, opus 32.
Miss Greer began piano study
at the age of 6 in San Angelo and
continued her piano studies
through high school at Wichita
Falls and Edinburg. She attended the University of Texas
and the
orth Texas State
University , here she received
a bachelor of arts degree in
German \~ith a minor in music.
While at the University of
Texas she studied piano with
Dr. William Race and continued
her work on the piano with Dr.
J11ck Roberts at North Texas. In
January. Miss Greer enrolled at
PAU and she will complete
another degree in music
education this December.

J .C. Looney, senior partner in
the law firm of Kelley, Looney,
Alexander and Hiester; Ernest
R. Johnson, president and
board chairman of the First
National Bank; Fred C. Repper, vice-president of Central
Power and Light Company in
Corpus Christi; Felix Martinez,
businessman, rancher and
Hidalgo County Commissioner
from Mission; Ted. F. Sullins,
executive vice-president of the
Haggar Company of Dallas
round-out membership;
Martinez is a former Pan Am
regent.

In International Education
Dr. Arnulfo Martinez, vicepresident for inter-American
affairs and international
education, and Dr. Ralph
Schilling, university president,
will attend a special dinner
meeting in New York City
tonight.
Convening in the Institute of
International Education in the
United Nations Plaza will be
representatives from colleges
and universities throughout the
nation vying for the annual
Readers ' Digest Institutional
Awa.rd. The prize will go to the

university which has accomplished the most in the area
of international education in the
past 12 months.
Pan American will be among
those Wliversities competing
for the national honor. Pan Am
was nominated for the award by
the regional office of
Instit ute
of
International
Education in Houston.
Besides receiving national
recognition and honor, the
winning institution will be
awarded $1,000.

tne

Small Businesses Gain
Students' Assistance
Small Business Institute, a
course at Pan Am, gives the
advanced undergraduate
student in business an opportunity to apply knowledge
received in other courses to
practical problems, according
to Steve Pelphrey, director of
the program and instructor in
the business school at Pan Am.
The course, BA 4345, is open
to all juniors and seniors
majoring or minoring in
business. Small businesses in
the Valley must request student
participation before a student is
assigned to a business.
Pelphrey said , "We don!t force

the students on Valley
businesses."
Pelphrey said the program is
much like serving an internship. The student is given
the opportunity to experience
actual business problems in the
field.
There are 10 students now
working with small businesses
in the Valley. The students work
with small business from
Brownsville to McAllen.
Students can enroll in the
course at spring registration or
contact Pelphrey at education
building, 206, or phone 381-3362'.
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Budget Request Nears $26 Million For '76-77
Pan American University has
requested that the state of
Texas appropriate almost
double the $14 million approved
for its operation through Aug.
31: 1975.
The board of regents approved the 147-page appropriations request submitted
by Dr. Ralph Schilling, Pan Am
president, for nearly $26
million, starting Sept. 1, 1975.
The Ienghty docwnent has
already been sent to the
legislative budget board. The
budget board will review the
request before introducing the
request in bill form to the state
legislature In '75.
The large request does not

Horse Lovers
Foresee End
To Riding Course
By RAENA KIDD
Inflation may force the
physical education department
to cancel its horsemanship
course after this semester,
according
to
graduate
assistant, Nancy Faust.
·Although the course seems to
be popular with students, many
feel the $50 fee is too expensive,
according to Miss Faust who
teaches the course. However,
numper of private riding
lessons equivalent to the lessons
received in the Pan Am
semester course would cost
$180. The $50 fee pays for the
use of the horse, and students

include funds for the university's autiliary enterprise
system and federal grants and
programs, according to Keith
Kennedy Jr., vice president for
financial affairs.
According to the appropriations request, Pan Am is
seeking $12,700,000 for the first
fiscal year of the bienniwn,
ending Aug. 31, 1976, and almost
$13 million for the following 12month period for educational
and general activities.
Other individual request
included in the document are
$500,000 for repair and
rehabilitation of old campus
buildings a special line item
appeal ; $500,000 in equipment
for the learning resource center

also a one-year appropriation
request; and a second special
line jtem request for $500,000 for
graduate library materials,
split $250,000 each of the
biennium.
Pan Am is requesting a
$400,000 increase in faculty
salaries from $4.2 million to $4.6
million in 1975-76 and an increase of $400,000 for 1976-77,
Kennedy said.
In the area of utilities $1.8
million will be needed the first
year and $2.2 million the second
12-month period, amounting to
about a $1 million hike brought
about by the increase in the cost
of utilities and expansion of
present facilities.
A $100,000 yearly request for

expansion of the state tuition
scholarships has been included
since some of the federally
funded programs on campus
have reduced some of their
funding, Kennedy added.
In order to improve fringe
benefits offered for employees,
Pan Am is asking for an increase in insurance and
hospitalization from the present
$12.50 per month to $25.
The document also includes a
projecUon
increase
of
enrolbnent of four or five percent rather than the 10 percent
increase experienced the past
two years. The increase is
estimated at 7,650 students for
the fall semester of '75 and 7,960
for the following September.

with their ownhorsemay take
the course free.
In this horsemanship class,
students review both English
and Western style riding. Then
they choose which type they
prefer. The instructor claims
timid riders feel more secure in
a Western saddle because it
surrounds them.
The major difference between English and Western
riding is the equipment. Miss
Faust explained that Western
equipment was originally
designed for working and not
for the comfort of horse and
rider. English equipment was
designed for pleasure and is
more comfortable.
The class includes many
aspects of horsemanship other
than just riding. Horse terminology, training, basic

medication, feeding, grooming
and equipment are discussed in
class. About 50 per cent of the
class time is devoted to actual
riding. The students are instructed individually by Miss
Faust and her assistants Sonya
Ramirez and Pat Saenz.
An additional snag in continuing the course is the [act
that Miss Faust expects to earn
her master's degree in physical
education lhis December. She
has been teaching to course this
semester as a graduate
assistant, and she doesn't
foresee the possibility, of being
hired on a full time basis.
Miss Faust moved to the
Valley from Kentucky 11 years
ago. In 1968, she was invited by
the Reynosa military force to
ride wLttl. its calvary unit. For
three years, she rode at various

exhibitions with the group. She
learned that the Mexican army
uses horses"for everything from
"chasing down banditos in the
mountains' to competing in the
Olympic Games.
She has also traveled to
England where she learned
English riding styles and
received certification as a
riding
mstructor.
Since
returning to the States. Miss
Faust said her interest in horses
has increased.
··English style riding has
snowballed in the Valley in the
past four years," she said. The
Pan American Horse Society,
which Miss Faust helped
organize, promotes English
riding,
The 30-member
organization is headed by Ray
Drakely of the music department.

WHYN

GE'ITING ACQUAINTED wrre THE HORSE was one of the
initial steps for students in Nancy Faust's horsemanship course
this semester. ( Photo by Lynne Braden)

Foreign Students May Request Jobs
The Interi'iational Club has
recently undertaken a project
to find jobs on campus for those
foreign students requesting one.
The club strives to make Pan

Am's foreign students' stay in
the United States a pleasant
experience . This fall, 52 foreign
students from 10 countries were
on campus.

~I

It is estimated that Brownsville center wiU require $1
million in operation funds for
the first year and $1. 7 for the
following year. This estimation
includes expansion of course
offerings and faculty with a
projected enrollment of 600
students expected for '75.
According to the proposal the
learning resource center, fine
arts addition and general
classroom building, which will
increase floor space to the
campus by 200,000
sq.
ft.
will be suitable for occupancy
by Sept. 1976.
Renovation of the old gymnasium, which is used for
gymnastics and weight lifting
classes, plus offices for some
faculty members has been set
at $68,000. The estimate includes connection of the
building to the chilled water
system in order to furnish the
gym with air conditioning. •
Replacement of the electrical
distribution system at a cost of
$434,700 has also been considered. An underground loop of
electrical wires, if funds can be
obtained from the state, will
replace the current aerial
stringing of electrical wires.
The proposal also seeks
$36,000 to replace the steel gas
distribution system and make it
confirm to the university's
master plan.
The program priority table,
included in the document list of
36 items, ranked according to a
importance. The list covers
faculty salaries, extension,
public service needs and many
other items.

AVE

-
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Vets To Receive Increase In Benefit;s
The current increase in
veterans benefits, which was
passed by both houses of
Congress, vetoed by President
Gerald Ford, officially went
into effect last week. when
Congress
overrode
the
President's veto.
It is especially significant to
the over 1,000 veterans attending
Pan
American
University and to the 2A million
veterans attending colleges and
universities in the U.S. on the
current G.I. Bill.
·
The new rates are retroactively effective to Sept. 1, 1974.
Veterans enrolled in colleges
without dependent will receive
$270 for full time enrollment,
$203 for three-quarter and $135
for half-time.
Veterans with one dependent
will receive $321, $210 and $160,
respectively. Veterans with two
dependents will receive $266,
$275 and $182, respectively.
Veterans who have more than
two dependent will receive $22
for each additional dependent
while enrolled full-time, $17 for
three-quarter enrollment and
$11 for half-time.
Veterans involved in the
cooperative program will
receive $237 without dependents. $255 with one dependent,

$239 [or two dependents and $27
for each additional dependent.
War orphans enrolled in the
Dependents Educational
Assistance program will
receive $270 for full-time
enrollment, $203 for threequarter and $135 for half-time.
Disabled veterans participating in the Vocational
Rehabilitation program on a
fulltime basis will receive $201,
$249 with one dependent, $299
with two dependents and $21 for
each additional dependent.
Disabled veterans participating
in the program on a threequarter basis will receive $151,
$188 with one dependent, $221
with two dependents and $17 for
each additional dependent

Disabled veterans enrolled in
the program on a half-time
basis will receive $100, $125 for
one dependent, $147 for two
dependents and $11 for each
additional dependent.
Veterans may expect to
receive retroactive payment by
Dec. 16. Some veterans may
receive payment a
little
late because of the vast
amount of holiday mail.
Any veterans who made a
change in dependents or underwent any action regarding
dependents or credit hours may
expect to have delayed
payments, according to William
E. Miller. veterans representative at Pan Am.

UCPC Committees Plan
Spring Term Activities
As the year and semester
come to an end at Pan
American. the University
Center Program Council is
planning activities for the
spring semester.
A rodeo, art festival and
beach trip are scheduled next
semester by the special events
committee, with
D_ebbie

~~ "~~~,,....,
Jr.

TOPS

Thomas as chairman. A spring pop festival and mini concert in
the university center circle will
also be scheduled next
semester. Jose Greco, a wellknown flamingo dancer, will be
/
'
presented in March by the Fine
'l1IE DANJSR GYM TEAM ,vUI perform ln the Pan Am Held
Arts committee. Co-chairmen
house Dec. 15 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are on sale throughout the
of the committees are Don
Valley. The event is sponsored by the University Center
McClain and Johnny dela Vina.
Program Council.
•
The film committee, headed
by Doug Kellar, plans to conti nue sponsoring fi1ms for
university students, faculty and
The Danish Gym team will be location is the First National
staff.
The Semana de la Raza will presented Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Bank. In Harlingen, tickets
by the University Center may be purchased at Embe observed by UCPC with a
dance. The hospitality com- Program Council, in the Pan poriwn. In Brownsville the.
ticket location is lhe Pan
mittee will sponsor the event. American field house.
Danish gymnastics and folk American University Center
David Closner is chairman.
Details have not been dances are included in the physical education department.
finalized but will be announced demonstration. Classical and
The colorful, non-profit
at a later date in " The Pan modern music will accompany organization is sponsored by the
the
presentation.
American.''
Danish government.
Tickets may be purchased in
Grapefruit Picking Edinburg at the First National The Danish gymnists have
Bank, Val's 13ackdoor Jeanery toured 49 states in the United
To Raise BSU Funds and the university center. States. Central America. the
McAllen ticket locations are the West Indies, South America,
The Baptist Student Union
Ceramic Mart and Melba's Australia, New Zealand and
will start the spring semester in
School or Dance. The Weslaco Asia.
a grapefruit orchard close to La

Danish Gymnists To Perform

Hawa1:ian Student Chooses Pan Am

TOP OF YOUR
HOLIDAYS
AT THE

ALLEY SHOP
PRE-SEASON
HOLi DAY SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS
IN THE IN THE ALLEY

BEHIND THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Feria From Jan. 6-8, the BSU
will be picking grapefruit to
raise money for summer
By JAN MAYNARD
missions.
Texas Tech'' Norte Dame·•
Grapefruit orders are being Michigan State·• University of
sold to BSU"s throughout the Texas·· Out of the hundreds of
state. and according to director. univers1Ues and colleges m the
David Stricklin, the Pan Am United States, Vicky Ann
group expects to raise between C.:hizue Miyao chose Pan
$750.$1,200 through the project. American University as her
The money will be the Pan home awav from home.
Am BSU 's contribution to a
Miss Miyao came to Pan Am
state-wide BSU goal of $75,000 in August, 1972 and since then
for summer missions. Under has resided at the dorms. She
the summer missions program, has been back to Hawaii only
100 students from Texas once, during C1mstmas of 1973.
colleges and universities are She plans to go back this year
sent to various areas in the for the holdiay season
country to work as summer
Her parents and three of her
missionaries.
five brothers live in Makaweli,

Kaua1. Hawaii where her rather
is supervisor of a sugar plantalion and her moU1er is a parttime insurance saleswoman.
/\
:.econd
semester
sophomore·
majoring in
business education. Miss Miyao
1s quite active in the University
Center Program Council and
attends numerous school
functions.
Why ,, as Pan Am Miss
Miyao·s d1oice·• " l wanted a
i,·mall school in Texas and [
found 1l," she explained. She
plans to graduate from P,m Am
·with a few trips back to
11.maii in IJetween ..
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Researchers Goncluile
Calen ar
WED F.SDAY
UCM; 12-12:30 p.m., Chapel
SAAC',S, 4-5, SB.1
HOPE; 6:30. ./3::10 p.m .. UC
IFC; 7:30-8:30 p.m., UC 306306A
Greek Council; 8:30-lOp.m., UC

3()6..306.A
Club de spanol; t-6 p.m., UC
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Admini,strative Training
Is Ineffective
By BILL GRIFFlN
That training school adminstrators
within
the
university system is "embarrasingly deficient and
ineffective" was one conclusion
reached in a joint research
project conducted by Dr,
Dennis P. Mccabe, assistant
. professor of education at Pan
Am, and Jack Compton, a
graduate student in educational
administration and teacher of
mathematics at Port Isabel

The report listed improvements that could be made.
These improvements include
the combination of classroom
theory and field experience, the
need to continue the study of
defining the administrative role
and restructuring curriculum to
prepare the student to fit the
roles .

In some in.stance fonnal
training erects a "barrier " to
effective school administration.
The researchers believe that
the present programs are just
skeletal structures ''support.eel
shakily only by man's irrational
obsession with maintaining the
status quo."

High School.

The conclusions were made
public at a presentation given to
Phi Kappa Theta; 7:30-9:30 [our area teachers on Nov. 20 ,
p.m .• UC 306
in the Pan Am education
Kappa Sig; 7: 30-9: 30, UC 305A
building. On Oct. 27, the pair
305A
TUESDAY
made the same presentation to
Newman; 1:40-2:55, Chapel
the "Texas Association For,
Samothrace; 6-7 p.m., UC 306 Supervision and Curriculum
Delta zeta; 6-9 p.m., UC 307- Development" in Dallas.
307A
The project, amply called " A
WEDNESDAY
Study of Role Aquisition and
DEC. '18
Competency Development of
UCM; 12-l2:30 p.m., Chapel
Educational Administrators in
SAACS; 4-5, SB3
the Rio Grande Valley" was
IFC; 7.30-8:30 p.m .. UC 306-- funded by the Faculty Research
306A
Council with the hopes of finTHURSDAY DEC. 19
ding the best way to improve
Newman; 1: 40-2:55, Chapel
the current administrative
Il<; 7~ p.m., UC 307
training program at Pan Am,
SWSA: 5:3(Ml: J0 p.m., LA 124 now two years old.
n< Page Class; 6:30-7 p.m. UC
Educational
training
307A
programs have received cri ticism over the years as to
FRIDAY, DEC. 20
their ineffectiveness. According
SNEA Rake Sale, Ticket Sale; to the researchers, the project
8-4 p.m., Ed. Breezeway
was not designed to add more
fuel to the fire of criticism,
SATURDAY, DE . 21
however. the study did reveal
SNEA Bake Sale, Ticket Sale; the inadequacies of training
8-4 p.m., Ed. Breezeway
programs.
In 12 informal taped inUNOA Y, DEC. 22
terviews with Valley ad ROTC; 7 p.m. l a.m., Echo
ministrators, the consensus was
MO DAV, DEC.23
that formal training by a
Kappa Sig: 7:30-9:30 p.m., UC university was " of litUe or no
305A
consequence" in assuming the
AFROTC; 11 a .m.-12.:30 p.m., administrative role. Jt was
McAllen Airport
believed by thos interviewed
WEDNESDAY, DE . 2S
that the knowledge needed to
IFC; 7:30-8::m p.m .• UC 306- carry out the job effectively is
306A
learned
by
actual
adUCPC; 10-4, Front SB
ministrative experience.
S IBA Turkey Drawmg; 4-4:30,

MONDY

UC
THURSDAY, DE . 26
UCPC; 10-4, front Snack Bar
UCPC •ilm.1 :30-5:45p.m.,SB2
FRIDAY, DEC. 27
UCPC; HH front Sn. Bar
ewman DiMer; 11-12, SCSI
MONDAY, DEC. 30
Kappa Sig, 7.30-9:30, UC 305A

Improving Pan Am's training
program involves the use of a
"field approach" or actual
participation in the administrative role. This is accomplished by increased
"in ternships" with actual
administrative personnel. In
this situation more responsibility is given the tudent in
problem solving and decision
making.
The use of computers and
classroom simulation of the
administrative job were other
reeommendations made in the
report.

In gathenng facts for the
project M<.{:abe and Compton
mailed questionaires to 241
admimstrative personnel in the
Valley area. These included
principals, assistant principals,
superintendents,
assistant
superin endents and central
office personnel. Of those
sampled onl} 171 replied. The
researchers followed up the
questtonaires
with
nonstructured taped interviews
with
12 practicing administrators to obtain personal
feelings concerning their roles
as school adminstrators , The
research look approximately
one year and three monlhs

Student National Education
Association will go caroling
Dec. 23.
·
Alicia Cortez president, has
extended an invitation to all
organizations and individuals
interested in parl.icipaling in
caroling.
S 'EA will meet at the
education building lobby Dec.
21 to decide which carols will be
sung and to practice. tudents
rnterested ma:y call 787-576-1 or
~83-6560 for more information.

12 To Work
In Co-Op Program
Eight Pan Am students will
work off campus next semester
under the Pan Am Co-op
program.
Leticia Becho, sophomore,
will be working £or the Texas
Welfare department; Teodora
Garcia. sophomore. for the first
national bank of Edinburg;
Juan Caza.res, sophomore, for
the Browru.-ville social security
office; and. Micheal Hogan ,
.sophomore, for the Edinburg
computer center.
Four students will work
outside the Valley next
semester including Deborah
Vinson, sophomore, who will
work for the department of the
'a\'} at Washington D C
Carlos Rene Longoria, junior,
who will work for lhe Mirmar

california Naval base Rodrigo
Sanchez, who will work for th
North island California Naval
Base; and Elizabeth Glasgow,
junior, who will work the for
ASA space center in Houston.
There are still several other
January job opening:;i for
qualified students. There are
openings in the Valley. Austin,
Houston, Des Moines, rowa
school districts for education
maJors. Bell telephone has an
opening for a math, physics or
engineering major.
The Houston spat·e center 1B
looking for an} major to work in
the personnel field. The Texas
Rehabilitation Center in the
Valley
n eds
sociology.
psychology or communit}
service majors.

TG&:Y
fflJ family center

Final Fall Choir Concert
Pan American University
Choir rang in the Chirstrnas
E>ason in its final l-oncert of the
fall semester last Friday in the
fine arts auditorium. The
concert was free to the puulic.
The choir, directed bv R.iy

deparbnent open d its program
with 5·se1.ertion by

hutz and

one by Gabrieli, two or the best
known composers of the early
Baroque era in !f1Usic.

_ __ , . , ,
1..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,..,
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BUY YOUR HOLIDAY SHOES NOW!!

SNEA Invites All
To Go Caroling

SWAMI DAYANDANDA, a well-known Valley yogi, provided
students with reflective thoughts at Dec. 5 Coffee House, a
UCPC production.

Fa111ily Shoe Store

1

REG. $6.98 ALBUMS

8-TRACK TAPES
REG. 6.98

$5.77

REG. $7.98

$6.77

$5.57

.

REG. $7.98 ALBUM

$6.57

The Pan American
Clas ified Ad
Tw tnly CPnt, .,

I n.-

will, e

minumum ot om- dollar Heh ,n
tnsert,on p:aydbJe m ,tiidv,-inctr.
EXP lllENCED TYPl~T W1t1 IYP

your un,vers,ty work . F11,1f •c •
cur•lr.

reuonfble

afler 4 p.m .

CIII

)13 lO

t

THE WHITE ELEPHANT
415 South Broadway
Mt-Allen

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
PHONE: 686-9952

-
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U.C.P.C.
WISHES YOU

-~---.
~ic;;., __ ,

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15th, DANISH GYMNASTICS TEAM,
7:30 P.M., PAU FIELD HOUSE. TICKETS AT THE DOOR
RESERVED $3.00 - GENERAL ADMISSION $2.00 - STUDENTS $ 1.00
Specialfaing in

delictom; flour

•··~-

Try 'Em
You'll Lo~e ·Em

~L
p,11'1
AJ
1
~
Q
~
·
0

Corn rof
495 &23rd

&£
.

Fresh
ugar Rd.

7:3M:OO

PLATE SPECIAL DAILY

CHICKEN IS BETTER!
S ARE BETTER!

AND DICIDED
FOR YOURSELF
OF 21 T AND
UNIVERSITY

-"1
"'°h
--=

-

• DINBURG

p----,91!~..2·~~,..4-

~SIIVIC'I WITH JNJ IIHD Of SOUND ®
M-M-M-1115 EA T 9th
:!:!20 PE ,\:',;
...,_
MIS ' IO
l\k LJ.E,
585-5961
6 2-033)

.

Pastries"
Robust Germ.an
pedaJUes

682-0921

EDUARDO'S
Daily
105

·

M<'Allen

1'>03 'OL'TH CLOS:--:ER
l:.DL'\Bl RG
:183-:JOIJ

PLACES

Catering
For Sp cial
Occasion

ndwiches

And
Pa tries
• Come lo For Lunch"

,

383-4669

202 East University

Edinburg

TO GO

FOR

EATS
AND

FUN!

POOL

CASH PRIZES

FUN!!

OPEN-DOUBLES

FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT

8:00 P.M.
CALI. OR CO. IE BY
~

383-9252
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CENTURY
OF EDINBURG

NOW
SHOWING
_ _ _,.--...___ - ,;:;.;;--''~=-:::""":""=-:"-=:-------.1
MEL BROOK'S

NO RIGHT TURN
ON RED
DISCO PL EX

*

7JL71.ZING

S'11,DDLBB
Weekdays - 7:30 & 9: 05

From Watl'Wf ■roa , A . .,ner Communk:atlon• Compe,ty ~

1

From The People Who
Gave You The "Jazz Singer"

CITRUS
- OF EDINBURG

NOW
SHOWING:

New Strokes\
New Tricksl

'•ldHIL~

/l«d

· New Strokes!
New Tricks!

&jtu, 7~ ~~
'

1

AND FOR FUN

VISIT US!

PARK BOWL
Across from the Echo Hotel

EDINBURG
3420 NORTH 10TH ST.-682- 4349

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
A Story of The Christ.
The Glory of His Spoken Words

Jtihii1S!

FRIDAY THE
13th

• MIDNIGHT SHOW •
DOORS OPEN 11:30 P.M.
SHOWTIME 12 MIDNIGHT
ALL SEATS $1.25
NO PASSES

~)
~ .,..,,"',... ...
(1 ,11""'

''HAMMER
Of THE
GODS''
SCREEN 2

SPECIAL SATURDAY

The Greatest
Storq Euer

MATINEE
A SUPER COMEDY

. ..... Told

"THE QUEENS
SWORD MEN"

AIU. TOIi HESTON , SIOHIEY POtTl(A
YON SYDOW, JOIIN WAYN

LANDAU , SHIU Y

COMING JUST FOR SANTA TIME FUN !
CHARLES BRONSON

DISNEY'S 2 HITS

* PLUS *

WOMEN IN
CELL BLOCK
7

c,>1l•>v.._,,

'STONE KILLER"

•• h,s last pertormance ls h1a best!

OLD YELLER
INCREDIBLE JOURNEY

LT. ROBIN CRUSOE
LONGEST YARD
MICKEY MOUSE TOO!
m=,:i::!'== = = . , , ~ - -......

ALL SEATS $1.00
CALL THEATER FOR
SHOW TIMES
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
...,__ _ _ _ ___.

* ''LADY''
** **** *

FIRST ALL cmCK BAND TO HIT THE
VALLEY!

Four dynamite chicks
that will knock your lights out!

* *New**
Wednesday
* * *Special
* * *·
"Hollywood Night"
ALL DRINKS

25c

AND

Cover Charge
Guys Gals
2 22 East University
_Edi11bur

$3.50

$2.50

50c

-
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HIDALGO SAVINGS' NEW BRANCH OFFICE
200 South Sugar Road • Edinburg
BIii Goeser, New Branch Manager • Assistants: Nelia Chapa & Delia Botello

FOR YEARS WE'VE FURNISHED YOU
WITH A SAFE PLACE TO SAVE MONEY

YOUR MO
ETHE MON

NOW IT'S EVEN SAFER!
------------

EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 27th, 1974

SIi-© 1974 Lton 511,11., C:.tn,u. Adi

~

CHOOSE THE SAVINGS PLAN THAT FITS YOU BEST
TYPE OF ACCOUNT

:

,.

..
PUT YOUR MONEY
WHERE THE MONEY IS •••
does you more
good therel

Monday - Saturday

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

MINIMUM

MATURITY
RATE

ANNUAL
DATF

ANNUAL
YIELD•

REGULAR PASSBOOK

$6.00

NONE

525%

90 DAY
NOTICE ACCOUNT

$15.00

NONE

5.76,t,

5.92,r,

SAVER'S CERTIFICATE

$1,000

1-YR.

6.50%

6.72'll,

SAVER'S CERTIFICATE

$1,000

ZY.-YfllS.

8.75%

6.98%

SAVE'R'S CERTIFICATE

$1,000

4.VRS.

7.50% '

7.79"'

• A usrantilll intentSI pane tty is r9:1u,rect for ellfty withd•-•ls
on certificates of dtp0 ■ 1t.
lnt•est compounded ccntinuously earns 1ndicall!d 1nnual
yillr:t when m1int1ln«1 for ona yeer.
Oividendt peid or cra:I ital quarterly to your account.

300 South Closner
and
200 South Sugar Road
Edinburg

5.39%

